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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
Ora bOLLAR A YEA.i..
HAPPY
But They Were TIred,Ous-
ty tiled Hungry.
Crease Come* Eloped To
Clarksville And Were
Married.
Freon reekars &Op.
Ism is.a reverted ymandlap that
a Oalls sespleitill mut eff Se Olashe-
AIN Is aim. The imd.Olinenbile
gam Selkortag aeopeat of the
610115111101104
lima IMOD- Doom Maelositen and
IWO Illpale Larose weeded prayer-
male, Seposher. as Hickory With.,
Mose seem mile. seasiteest of °roam,
My. • There was nothing eauthel about
MI* ler the am* peso* ism, mil
IMMO& at Ilhe mighilsehmet /14.by
VINO manna.beea Mika ogees m
betemblar aim Mime paa. Sea May
lima laintedi be do seasaihkag whisk
nos sallittal nevertheless.
IBMS Ihe messing was over, they got
isleals Mg eentag• la which they had
MOOS. She geekartag, and taking
Dammer Ohm Themes asd Mia. Imam
Minima la Irak them drove eff. Thep
ditt me drive Mom ae they were expect-
ed Se de. ha Magee Muir berme toward
Olhalseitilliodell dame all mein hima,
remblegIbisefts ite She aide wets
Imembeg Se mums, so make it warm
serly warm
oat maim dimly and baw-
l!? ;ISM *am were Mem They drove
as land and Mak hrinklba. and this
a aneriege liesseeli* preeered sad the
Isalapnapened Se lbw dim el 'Squire
• IMeeker. wItaiserried Mr. Beek.
-  
mei Mae iiitther fsrlkwlsb. Tbe
whoa play memilled their carriage las-
samtiataly atm, theoeremeay, mad drom
line* le their "old Kentucky hems"
SIBISEN DEATH.
P ums 'rows dauy.
Beeheriaged 22, a sea at T.
I akattee. ileweely, died eaddesly
Illasseday atterama of cramp mile.
Jia etas takes ill at me e1ileek and died
of tesr.
asamogaziksmgANastiosi
REVIVAL SERVICES.
From rrsday • daily.
item J. M. Gast amieled by Nov. W.
B. Mehlay. will begin a amain at
IJIMag laurel soar Allegros amide,
ThweseiOnfwal mississe ahem tea
dims
aJ.BOhreb,M Ramellville, is
wiriffaralag a esibisal eitietisse at the
• Mum' as TTOMD011,
tabe.Joilia Mawkias, of Lasing-
11110Panallsighe pease. Elder T. D.
M. Of thIs aip, in • seemisig is the
Ohdlialanalisreit Mearteg apriags.
IIMIIIBUISDLEB' REPORT.
11111111, MOM Est:
• asarkos for the past moo* bas
lansgmieS bat Ina, yak Is.. wales pri-
M1110n, redaillsg sleek ea Ink many
Mime Seam premise to be
Maillelernpeuees Is over. Tbe maw
▪ hamial mid eased. prestime Se
la gpaatti mast seep. Boyers alimmly
nis hi lie lad and hear of Wei Mika-
1101110111 eseisly at it to las far geed and
SIM mega.
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Meeneseess 
W. M. Omminage sad sem sad?. H.
Pryor, of Now York aro Mottos at the
wee&
M. D. BOA LES, Broker.
*OYES TO PEMBROKE.
, Mrs. Mani. 0- Ciraliam, widow of the
MN T. L. Graham, has bought the
Imolkooao Jorsaa of W. H. Jones In
Panheeke. She will move So Pembroke
S. mei& emelt Mom in She neer tater&
Dessas lieshase hes aonsptad • pool-
with the beak of Pembroke and
maineod epos his duties Monday.
REUNION AT CERULEAN.
Bo1ynk4e Mod* 01 Cooledorale Vet-
eran Woo 114/ Tboradoy.
The meals( of Confederate veterans
M Cleralsaa Springs Thursday was well
aeSemiled. The amps of Hopkineville,
Oath and Priestess were represented
•Ibissed to addressee by Rev. Mr.
Illemehead of PrIsesion. and John W.
Kay, of Oadis, a eon of.. m-Oonfed-
MM.. Plans were made to ineet again
NM (Mabee
TAT E
NE 5
Iddie MoReyoolds alias O. W. Frank-
lia, was oneelied M Seottaville. Mc-
Reynolds was oae a the partite who
broke Jail at Bowling Green several
Yowls ago Ho was awaiting trial on
the einem of forger/ and was Indicted
jointly arlak Rd Wilson.
-o-
The wife of Thomas Hiunion, en route
to Mt. Vernon, Ind., on the steamer
Bob Dudley, gave birth to a girl while
the simmer was aground at Sister's-
Bar, above Paducah.
-0-
The (Awakes Of Keetacky U niversi-
ty have decided Se establish a law soksciel
with bylaw Governor Bradley as Presi-
dent. •
-0-
Al Bowling Gime Mrs. J. M. Henan,
wife of a storekeeper wirer, mann1/9011
suicide by hanging Her toted woo
bellowed.
-0- -
A 6111106160..01 miner. from Kraal.
villa sod DpokerrIlio awoken so the
mime at Baskets, and calling She tem
from She pit indsmed She men to ilia
the union. They did so, and then the
miners induced the op waton to sign the
union male.
-0-
A tombs Harrison county school
IIM'ant was recently teaching. class in
spelling, whim the word "haat:bind" was
pleoed on the blackboard None of the
akiklroo, however, meld pronoun°e it,
sad in order to help them she asked:
*What amid I have if I should get
married?' The answer was prompt,
bet not what she exported, and she
blushed suck a brilliant-red that the sea•
Light paled.-Oyathiana Democrat.
APPROPRIATE ATTIRE.
Vas Louisville Times says: "The
Hopkinsville Now °Rita, during the
Ilk.' carnival in that oloy, was printed
I. purple ink, she paper thee alnntorioll
in the Elks eolors-porpitiliell while.
The Now Ka* looked real swell in its
newel dress.
1:3 ab. IL6 Z
heath. • TM Di De NM Mop Is.
risiagen
JUDGE DROWN RETURNS.
Jade* M. D. Brown has deckled to re
turn to Hopkinson,e to live For sever-
al mouths he has resided at Vernon,
lad., bat has reeausly sold his property
there, and will arrive here with his fam-
ily this week. They will keep house at
Me Dos Wood place, on North Main.
This prepeseasn Mode unequaled as
a nomplealea beautifier. Removes
beekiee. b 019006 and Rallaswal
MIMI of lam mid Melds. Litiell'e
Legend Dalgewit OlabseaS Is malrely
bee ism pima sad. disagreeable
edema Lifters !Avid Stigkor °int-
uit& ie an invaluable remedy in the
IneellnielM of all akin diesmes, open
egoon, eislod porta, barna, goal& and is
mipedally reoenumeded for me after
*wog. io soothing, backmost° sad
heallas. Foe sale by Anderson &
drospiolo. Road Latham. wd
Lai Walser A. Ward oleo., repair and
pan year tall and Inotor oloattifig.
MAYFIELD STREET FAIR.
Handsome invitations have been re-
ceived in the city to the Bilkylield, Ky.,
Street Fair and Carnival to be held
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Octo-
ber eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth.
The Oorsaideotal Olab barn Marge of
this event and is doing all he its power
to maks this fair a moans.
CHILDREN'S INDIAN SUMMER
FIREWORKS FESTIVAL.
The juveailm will be delighted to
Nara *measly will eejois at Mame,
perk daring this seenth the InOrat =an-
aemia Ihreweithe iteraleal out of the
time-hemored Ines& of Mother Goose,
Woo have hem liaised to in Europe.
Asia sad America. Think of Little
Med Mang Used, god her grim wolf,
"the better to eat you up my dear!-"
La herelo las; "The Clow Jumping Or-
sr the lima" large as life ; "The Buck-
ing Goals," "Old Mother Hubbard."
mid many other stories of the nursery.
all painted on the skies with a brush of
Ire. Lao rainbow rookies. and Shun
dating shone, cesoadee of fire and cloud.
of infinite colon and dazzling splendor.
Price of ticket 80 and 30 cents at the
goes, or $6 and 15 cente at the stone
alb 'V CZt Wt. X or.,
%meths Led You law 11111111
Seaman
ef 1..t.e4e
HAS RESIGNED
Joseph. N Fusirright has tendered his
resignation as rn• mber of the city roue-
from the Seventh Ward. The resig-
within is in the hands of Mayor Dabney
and will be presented at the proper
time to the board. Fowright has re
moved to Madisonville where be has en-
gaged in the tailoring business. Who
his sooreseor will 04 is creating consid-
erable interest. S. veral good Democrats
are willing to eastone the duties of the
posit ion.
METHODIST CHURCH PAINTED,
Tne Methodire church is being paint-
ed ilettie rotor When the painters have
finial:to:I their work the beauty of the
edifice will be greatly enhanced.
00 YOUR FEET ACME ANC BURN/
Sliake into your shoes Allen's Foot-
Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures
the feet and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy Cure. Oorns, Bunions, Swol-
len, Smarting, Hart, Callous, Sore and
Sweating Feet. Allen's Foot-Earns re
heves all pain and give' rest and cow
tart. We have over /10,000 testimonials.
It owes while you walk. Try *TODAY
All druggists and shoe stores sell it, 15c.
Sample sent free, Address Allen S
Olmsted, be Roy, N. Y.
EVERY
Citizen of Hopkinsville
Paying Fines.
_
All Of Us Victims to Some
Extent Of Imper-
ialism.
The Democratic platform favors 'Ste
redaction and speedy repeal of the war
thiessend a return So the time-henored
Democratic policy of strict economy in
goeirnmental expenditures." This is
au Important pledge for the war taxes
age coming to be a heavy burden These
lases put a fine on the citizen-
When he 'ends a %Magnin.
When he draws a check.
When he Demmes a member of a oor-
"Irb:he insures la life or his house
What he amigos his insurance.
When he basks. a note to raise money
for the payment of other taxes.
When he buys a money order
When he executes a lease.
When he sends a paid telephone mes-
sage
Nhan an indemnity bond is given.
When bill of a:ohm:we is
When the citizen executes an instru-
ment necessary in the sale of merchen•
dim on threchange.
When he ships goods by freight or
express
When he clears a yawl' or buys a
manifest.
W bee he buys a ticket to go abroad.
When be execute. a power of attor-
ney.
When be bays proprietary medicines.
When he chews gum.
When he uses any perfumes or his
wile indulge, in cosmetics.
When a note is protested.
When a warehouse receipt is given
When merchandise ia entered at a
custom-house.
These taxes are being felt by the peo-
ple. They made no kick when these
taxes were imposed to ciwry on a war
for humanity; but these taxed are now
being need to carry out a policy of
"criminal aggression" and should be
abolished.
ELECTION NOTICE.
Panamint to an Order of the ()bristle°
County °ours made at its May term.
1800, 60 me, directed and certified by Jno
P. Prowse clerk of said wan a poll will
be opened at tee different voting places
in this county on the regular election
day, Tuesday, Nov. 81, 1900, between
the voting hours as provided by law to
take the sense of the qualified voters of
Slits county on the proposition to have
tree turnpike roads in this county. Tbe
said order is as follows:
Mate of Kentucky t May term 1900
Oltrattan 0ounty Oourt i May 7th, 1900
In the matter or petition for
election to secure free turn ; Order,
pikes In Ohristian Clonaty. (
This day the petition filed herein dur-
ing the last April term of Chia mart,
mine on again and was duly coneidared
by the Donn. and it appearing that the
said petition' has been signed by the
regalia, aumber of legal voters of Chris
lien Giallity, that is to my a number of
such view equal to ahem per cent. of
She vele mai aa said ommy at the lane
proemial* gaiters' or enmity election
and She pealieleora have paid into court
a aollelsora amoons of money to pay for
the eater*, printing, advertising sod all
other asoessary expenses and the court
being in all reepeots fully advised, and
in Pursuance of the requirements Of the
Statuses in snob mess made and pro-
vided, it is now ordered that an elembes
be held in Christian County at the repu-
lse election ii. the month of November
• it, after the date of this order, se lake
the sense of the qualified voters of this
county, upon the proposition to have
free turnpike roads In said county, as
requveted in the said petition, and the
sheriff of ()bemuse County is directed
se Open a poll at each and all the voting
pr.-elect/1 in said county for the purpose
of taking the sense of the qualified vol
ers of said conuty on the said proposi-
tion
rho clerk of this court is hereby or-
dered and directed to give to the Sheriff
of Vii. county a certified copy of this or-
der, within Ave days after the making
of same en the Order Book as entered
this day, and the Sheriff is ordered and
directed to have same published in some
weekly paper published in this county
for at lees thirty days prior so the oleo-
tion,and also to advertise same by print-
ed hand bills posted in at least four con-
spicuous places in each voting precinct
in this county for the same length of
time before the election.
The election shall be held in all re-
spects In accordance with the provisions
of the general election laws of this State
and the question submitted the °lark
shall cause to be printed on the ballot
as provided for in the general election
law, Section 1459 of the Kentucky lithe-
atm add the act of the General Assem-
bly of Kentucky entitled "An act to
provide Free Turnpike said Grovel
Roads," approved March 17th, 1896.
J. J. BARNES, 0. 0 0.
September 17, 1900.
DOES IT e A 1 TO BU Y (7E1KAP?
A cheep remedy for coughs and colds
is all right, but you want something
that will relieve and care the more se-
view and dangerous results of throat
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go So a warm and more regular climate?
Yesoif possible; if not possible for you
then in either case take the °ELT reme-
dy that has been intronsced in ail civi-
lized emissaries with success in liners
throat and lung troubles, "Bombes's
Glenna& Syrup." It not only heals and
stimulates the tissues to destroy the
germ disease, but allays inillamstain
causes 00117 expectoration, gives a good
night's rest, and cures the patient. Try
O$$ bottle. Reomumended many years
by all druggists in the world. For male
y druggists in all civilised countries,.
ELECTION NOTICE.
001 K MS VILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY,
JURY
!Secured In The Youtsey
Murder Case.
!lotion to Discharged
Overruled—W. S.
Taylor's Affidavit
ogoaozrowN, KY Oct. s -The
jury in the Youtsey case was completed
this morning. Judge Oantrell over-
ruled a motion to discharge the jury on
the grounds that the members were
Democrats.
— -
W. S. Taylor in his deposition swears
he knew of no ounspirsuy to kill Goebel.
He says when the shot was fired he
ran to the window end saw n ernwd of
men near the fountain. He says he
then rushed into the office of the Sec-
retary of State to see what had pompon-
ed. Just then, he says, Youteey came in.
January 27, he says, he went into the
general office of the Secretary of State
and saw considerable excitement. He
asked what it was about, and woe told
there was a fight in the legislature. He
says he saw Youtsey sitting near • win-
dow with a gun in his hand, but didn't
speak to him.
Steps the Clough ant work" Of the Cold
Laxative Brow, Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No cure, no pay.
Prim 25 cents.
-4P-Yle•-•
WANTED
Are Committeemen In
Two Precincts.
In order to sumosfully contend
maim* a political adversary, having at
IS. command limitless funds provided
by participants in its policies of public
plunder, the Democratic National com-
mittee rely upon tee ein-rgetic, Organ-
ized efforts okthe rank Stitt file of the
party. A plan he. been dev'sed, lovof-
•ing the selection of an mom-. working
Democrat iu cyst; preenict iu the Uni-
ted States, appo.uted mud commissioned
as the special represent knee of theDent-
octane national c.iumittee in hi4 pre-
cinot.This plan o: arg itoz ition has been
in successful operation ter tral months
and at this time the national committee
has an accredited representative in
more than one-half of the voting pre-
cincts in the United States.
There are two precincts in Obristian
county. Newstead and East Orofton, In
which tbe committe has no representa-
tive.
It is earnestly requested that some
loyal Democrat in each of these pre-
cincts volunteer to aot as steer represen-
tative and addrees a led -r signifying
his willingness to J Johnson, °hair
man Democratic N itionel Executive
committee, Ohtongc, Iiiie,is In vol-
unteering your services b, careful to
state exp'iolily your pop -it-oat !d address
and the t-11.1.:1.1 (tee guasinn of your vot-
ing precinct
Pursuant to an order of the Christian
County Fiscal court to me, directed and
duly certified by John P. Prows., clerk
of said oourt. a poll will be opened at
the different voting places in Ohriettan
county at the regular election on Tues-
day, Nov. 5, 1900 between the boors for
voting as provided by law, for the pur-
pose of taking the sense of the qualified
voters of the county upon the proposi-
tion whether or not they are in favor if
issuing bonds for the purchase, building
and maintenance of turnpike roads in
the county free of toll to the traveling
public. Said order is as follows:
"State of Kentucky, Ohrirtian county
Fiscal court. April term, 1900, May 5th,
1900.
In the matter of an election to secure
free turnpikes in Christian county, in
Kentucky.
On motion. it is hereby ordered that
the various pelts I. Ohriatian county be
opened at the next regular election in
this county to wit; On the 6th day of
November, 1900, for the purpose of tak-
ing the sense of tee qualified voters of
said county upon the proposition,whetb-
er or not they are in favor of issuing
bonds for the purchase, building and
maintenance of turnpike roads in this
county, free of toll to thb traveling pub-
lic. And J. J. Barnes, the sheriff of
this county, is hereby ordered and di-
rected to advertise said elecitoa and the
object thereof, for a period of at least
thirty days next before the day thereof
in some newspaper having the largest
circulation in this county and also by
printed hand bills posted up at not In.
than four public places in each voting
precinct in this county and at the court
house door.
The ayes and nays being called the
detailed vote is as follows, to wit
Ayes: Nays:
S. G. Buckner J F. Dixon,
H. B °lark, B. F. Fuller,
W. R Long, H. 0. Healey,"
T. H. Major,
W. L Parker.
Sept. 17, 1900.
ditw,w45. J J. BARNES, S. 0. 0.
Saloon
---
Judge James Breathitt will speak at
Russellville Saturday morning, follow-
ing Oov. Roosevelt.
William J. Bryan spoke to an enthu-
siastic crowd that tested the capacity of
the big Auditorium at Louisville Satur-
day night. It was the only visit be will
make to Kentucky during this campaign
and numerous Democrats went to Lou-
isville to hear him. Many of these were
unable to gain admission to the building
because of the multitude. Mr. Bryan
touched on most et the issues before the
people and ended his speech by urging
all Democrat* to vote for Gov. Beckbani
next November.
Sunday's Owensboro Messenger says:
"It was another fine audience that filled
the circuit court room last night to hear
Hon. W. R Howell, of Howell, speak.
It was again demonstrated that it is no
trouble to get an audience this year to
go to hear a Democratic speaker.
"Mr. Howell spoke for an hour and •
halrand made a splendid speech. He
die/cussed national and state issues in •
meatier that wee highly pleasing to his
audience. His treatment of state issue,
was excellent and his tribute to the
memory of GOT. Goebel was feeling.
Mr. Howell was heartily congratulated
upon the conclusion of his speech and
promises to return and give the cam-
paign committee a week of his time in
this ()aunty.
keepers of Louisville Pave
practically agreed to abolish free lunch.
Littell'i Liquid Sulphur Soap redttoes
So a minimum the danger of contracting
ciontagiouri climes.. For the toilet and
bath it is without an equal. It is rapid
ly acquiring first place in the favor of
all who use it as an incomparable shay
tog soap. 10 Omits. For sale by An
demon & Fowler, druggists, Hotel La.
ham. /wtt
JOINED IN WEDLOCK.
Mr. R. R. Dodd, a young telegvaph
operator sosnected with the Postal Oom-
WY, sad Miss Olive W. Brown were
married Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Rev. Arthur Roberts officiated. Their
many friend' join the New ERA in
wishing them a happy married life.
LEADING PON FARMER DEAD.
Mr. Marion Camper Died Saturday Of
Typhoid Fever.
FIREWORKS
This Month For The Lit-
tle Folks.
Schumann's Grand Con-
cert Company-lion.Geo,
Wendling's Lecture.
The Ohildren's Fireworks Festival at
Mercer park about On. 25 will attract
the little folks and their elders for
many miles around. A magnificent
and lengthy program has been arrang-
ed, a small part of which follows:
Device-"Little Red Riding Hood"
in heroic MIA and very malign°.
Devioe-"Old Mother Hubbard" in
heroic
Devioe-"Oow Jumping Over the
Moon." (natural size.)
113vioe-"Buoking Ellste." Th
very realistic piece and means a great
deal of smuseMeet The effects are en
tirsly mechanical.
Devioe-"Kioking Mule " Natural
size, representing a refractory mule per-
forming antics peculiar to their class.
Devioe-"Jumping Jack." Heroic
3ise and performs all kinds of comical
movements.
"Bombardment of Manilla" Con
slating of a general bombardment on all
sides, with hundreds of,colored 'calls of
every hoe, passing each other in their
flight to exemplify the beginning of
hostilities, assisted by a grand display
of silver and god cascade", together
with a number of electric volleye, extra
hervy rockets in all colors and effects
and filling the air with a be.11iant mass
of every bus known to the pyrotechnic
art
FEAST FOR raw Loveks.
Schumann Greed Coucerl Compaey
Comes October IS.
Miss Mamie Sewell is in the city in
the interest of the . Schumann (hand
Oonoert Company which will give their
splendid entertainment here Oct. 15 at
Holland's Opera House. The South
Clarolins Columbia States says of this
attraction:
"It is not often that Columbia has
such a musical treat, such • feast of
melody as was given last evening by
the Schumann Grand Oonoert °company,
who appeared in She Y M. C. A. audi-
torium. Many days will COMA and go
before the equals of this company are
heard in Columbia. One must travel
far and wide to find another such quar-
tette of musicians, whose talents are so
varied and whose performaeose so pleas
log. Is is generally the Case that 10
audience merely tolerates an elm anon-
tat or a 'oelloist, and a harp soloist who
Is master of that wonderfully beautiful
instrument is rare indeed. But the elo
entii.nist, the 'afloat, the harpist and
the soprano who compose this company
is each an artiste in her line, and each
°tonne d lid delighted a cultured midi-
enoe last evening in Oolumbia. Ap-
pleuee and encores wire showered upon
them all with (goal lavishnes and
en grace-fully and graciously reepend-
ed
ENDLING'S NEW LECTURF..
"Mirabelli—And the French Revolution
Will Be Heard tlere."
Hon. Geo. R. Worldling will deliver
hie great lecture '•Iltrabeau-sted the
French Revolution," Tuesday night,
Out. 6, at the opera house.
Louisville Times: "In this lecture
Wendling easily maintains the ,pre-enet
nenoe of being first among the plat-
form orators of America "
Denver News: "His masterly flights
of oratory held his audience entranced
from the very beginning to the close"
Nashville A meriCian : "Every one
weo beard it is vastly richer than he
who did not ;hear it The lecture and
its effect on theaudience cannot be
transferred topaper."
Mr. Marion Cooper, itprominent farm-
er of Pon, died Saturday at his home,
after a lingering illness of typhoid fever.
Mr. Oeoper was fifty five years of age,
and he left a family. The funeral ser-
vices were held Sunday afternoon at
Antioch church and the interment took
place in the church cemetery.
IA ISONSTSZ DEVILFISH
Destroying its victim is a type of
constipation. The power of this murd-
eroos malady is felt on organs and nerve
and muscles and brain. There's no
health till its overcome. But Dr. King's
New Life Pills are a safe and certain
cure. Bees in the world for stomach,
liver and kidneys and bowels Only
315o st. L. L. Elgin's, C. K Wyly's,
0. Hardwick's, J. 0. Cook's and An-
derson & Fowle-s drug stores
BROKE UP MIS NAP.
---
Thieves leterrepted Fletcher Campbell's
Sunday Siesle.
From Monday'. dully.
Mr. Fletcher 0ampbell placed 3-1 08 cf
Sunday school money in the safe at Ab-
ernathy's warehouse Sunday. He was
taking a nap in an upstairs room when
he heard a suspicions noise. On reach-
ing the room below he found the safe
open and the money gone. He saw two
negro boys hurrying away from the
door. Mr. Oanipbell gave chase, but the
thieves beat him running. One of them
dropped his hat, and with this to work
on as a clue the police arrested Ed Pen-
dleton. The grand jury will attend to
his ease this afternoon. The other boy
is supposed to be George Jackson, alias
-'Happy Jack," and a warrant for his
arrest has been issued.
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From Sato rda)'s daily. Destroy
Mr. Gee. V. Green was in Paducah
yesterday.
Miss Mayhe Barker, of Kennedy, is
•
visiting in the city
Mr Kit Wyly has returned from
Nashville.
liennest Welborn is spending the 'week
at Auburn.
Mrs Lou McCormick, who has beee
visiting friends in the city, hes returned
to Adatryille.
Mr Po:k Laffmn, Jr.,of Madisonvt
spent yesterday in the city.
Mr. W. D. Roesington has returned to
Madisonville.
4.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P B. Allen are visit-
ing the family of Mr. Will bariey, at
Miss Addeh Shaw, who has been visit-
ing in the city, his returned to Eikton.
Mrs. Mary Thomas and children, of
Eddyville, are visiting in the city
Misses Georgie Belle and Mary John
son, who have been visiting MU. Toe•
McReynolds have returned to Elkton.
Attorney Weide, of Hopkinsville, wM
in Eddy•ille Tuesday and Wednesday
attending the fiscal court.-Tale of Two
Otties
Mr. William Blakey, of Evansville, ie
visiting the faintly of Dr. 1'. W. Blakey
Mrs. Sophia Logan, area's:epoxied by
her mother, Mrs. Jennie Roniegton, re
turned to her home at Waco, Texas, to-
day.
Mrs. Oarrie Richardson returned to
Pembroke yesterday.
Miss Louise Green, who has been
visiting Mrs Buck Leaveli has returned
home.
Mr. W. A. Sheet:, oti Nashville, spent
last night in the city energising the
Nashville Retail Merchants' Carnival,
which will take place October 9 x0 He
made • flying trip yesterday, distribet
log 6.000 Yellow Kid" cirrds between
Nashville and Madisonville
Mr. and Mrs J. H. Armstrong and
son, Mrs J. W. °any and Mr. Jamie
Carey are visiting reliance at Hopkins-
vine  Mrs. R, B. Kendall, Miss
Flora Kendall and Mrs. Lissie Lewis,
p,-nt Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. 14
E. Leigh at Hopkinsville-Todd 
CountyProgress.
Mr Olaude Davenport, who has been
with Forbes Brui , at Hopkinsvilie, for
the past two years, has returned to
Madisoiville and will KO into the bust
nese of contracting and building in
connection with his father J. A. pante.
port.- -Madisonville, Hustler.,
•
Miss Geoigie Belle Johnson will le-Ovi
tomorrow for Hopkineville, where slit
will accept a position as teacher and
governess in the family of Mr
Frank Lacey. Miss Johnson is a grad.
nate of Mrs. Hunt's school and is admi-
rably qualifi,d for the work. She is
one of the most popular members of
Elkton society and her rainy friends
here regret to see het leave.-Todd
00.0iy Times.
DAVE SANFORD DEAD.
OM. David Sanford died at his home
in Aliens/rills Thursday night. He had
for yean been a clerk at the Grant
Hotel. Guthrie, and a more polite and
affable gentleman never waited upon
the traveling( public. He had numerous
Mende throughout the county, all of
whom sincerely regret to learn of his
death. The cause of his death, which
occurred soddenly, is unknown.-Elk-
ton D001001111.
The Lily's Dstighter.
Mils Jeanne Langtry, daughter of
the famous "Jersey Lily," Is a modest
young W012180 iif ellarmIng manners,.
She Is slim. rether dark and promisee
fr
MISS .111ANNI LANOTHY.
to develop a more perfect beauty t
that of her mother even when the
ter was at her best.
WIT'.
COOPER,
FINE
CANDIESI
P'Pool & l'avis'
7th
-St. Saloon.
Suspicion lhat Place Had
Been Entered By
Thieves.
From Monday's daily.
Fire this morning tutted the saloon
of P'Pool & Davis at the corner of 7th
and Webber streets. There are indica-
tions that the place was robbed and set
on,fire No clue to the perpetrators of
the act has been disoovered.
The saloon was in a brick building
owned by Judge Polk °angler and Mr.
W. T. Williamson. About three o'clock
this morning Officers Morris and Herne
who were patrolling Main street saw
smoke coming from the building and
timed is .... alarm.
The respouse of the department was
prompt, but before water could be
turned on the Hewes had ruined the in-
terior of the room. The firemen found
that the rear door of the building was
unkcked, and on entering the room
traces of thieves were found. Appar-
ently a number of cigars had been sto-
len from the tobacco cases, and several
bottles of whiskey are said to be also
missiug.
The fire seems to have originated in
the whiskey room, adjacent to the
counter. What of the contents ramped
the HAMM were ruined by smoke nod
water.
Mr. P'Pool, one of the proprietor' of
the saloon, stated to the Now ERA this
morning that there had been lib fire
about the place that he knew of. He
and his partner had just renewed their
liquor license and was butli:ing up a
good trade The loss, he said, fell very
heavy upon him as it left him without
money. He places his Ines, including
everylhitg, at about $4,500. There was
$1,500 insurance on the toonteuts. The
building was insured for $1,000
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HONE??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
hoots on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry C;Oant, - P1.8
Skin-Tortured Babies -
AND TIRED MOTHERS
Find Comfort in Cuticura
INSTANT RELIEF and refreshing sleep for Skin
tortured Babies and rest for Tired Mothers in a
warm bath with CcricuRs SOAP and a single anoint-
ing with CUTICURA, the great skin cure and purest '9 -
of emollients. This is the purest, sweetest, most
speedy, permanent, and economical treatment for
torturing, disfiguring, itching,' burning, bleeding,
scaly, crusted, and pimply skin and scalp humors,
with loss of hair, of infants and children.
Millions of Mothers Use Cuticura Soap
S'
•11.
Ka:elusively for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, for asseelper
crusts, se-ales, and dandruff, and the stopping of falling hdir, for sofisekti, aad
soothing red, rough, and pore hands, in the form of baths for ihreallOgial.
mations, and e,b or too free or °feelers perspiration. IS the of seam he
ulcerative w and for, many sanative antisepthe purposes miss maim
themselves to weenie, and especially mothers, ard for sal the Off HO bidet.11=.
and nursery. No amount of persuasioo ran todiwe Moose esee seed Me sesaer
other, especially for preserving and purityias the altia. ado, aied bar of Wawa sad
et,11.1 n. Cirrterita Boa.r combines debug. Gestved tree Oets-
cultA, the great Itin CUM Win WU
ing of Bower odors. No other iseidiastedirempersr esetpsandlettle to Mt with a
for preserving. purifying, old beautifying the skin. aisle. Sake sad Se oast
foreign or domestic toil si soap, however expended.110110 as einoiwed is Weer all he
purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. The, iteseetess thous Soar mons Prink
viz., Twswer-nell Cern, the liner Wan and COninnh. soap, the lizer toast sad sour •
baby soap in the world.
COMPLETE EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL TREATMENT FOR EVEN,/ HUMOR 61.25.
Bold throughout the world. Plum, Tin Ber,1111.25• or, Boar, Sc. Onmourr, Me.; seme.
• 60e. Porn. natio AID Curs. Cratrar.. bob .ramps... B. A. flow
Lo Cure livery Humor," lies,
THE MAN AND THE MEANS.
cl • 
--
-Will the American people stand cowed and inactive in tbe preserseiellit
appalling peril to free government"-New York JourtiaL .
EMcPhere sec Tres' TWOKLIEJS OF NINITIE-THE ".":YORK
CLIPPER
Contains a Reliable .Recorc.
ot the EVIRrIt., in t ot'
THEATRICAL WORLD
AND THF
WORLD OF SPORTS.
PUtiLISHED WEEKL"
'-4.00* YEAR. CU'
For Scilf, Pte
SAMPLE COPY FREE.
Address NEW YORK CL'PPER
• NEW YORK.
One tor SHOW and the other for WEAR. We
combine the two by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence our'
Fucniture is always artistic as well as durable. Ow
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par/
ticular.
Kitchen & WálIer
, MAIN ST.- HOPICINSVILLE. KY.
ERSIESIMEIMMIERIMMEN
LI
us
What They
. Cost .
Is marked in plain figures on every job in our
house, They are marked when first set up. on the floor
and THE zE MARKS WILL NOT BE CHANGED.
FOR THE
NEXT
30 DAYS
OFF
THIS
PRICE
Will be allowed on every buggy, surrey and phaeton
in our repository. We have on hand
44 Single Buggies,
11 Phaetons
16 Surreys,
All fresh new gnods. ONE-SIXTH OFF means
from $12.00 to $25.00 MI each vehicle. Will aocept
cash or good note in settlement. They ought to move
out fast at this price.
cora: AND GET FIRST CHOICE.
Forbes & Bro.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
'iggIVERIMBEarj4;;:11.. WeachngERS
t.
oo.o.
"1 •
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HE NEW ERA
--1PUNLIIIIIND EY-11
Era & Prblisrsi Co
SEIM WSW Presage.
OFPlet:-1aw Bra Belding, Seventh
Slasse. mar Main. Hopkinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.'
Illsesse the poseelles In HesikineTttle
Os ,.elasa stall mese
, Friday, Oct. 12 1900.
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COURT DIILECTORY.
i- valet= Oocrair-I bet Monday in June
sad fourth Monday in February and Sep
-
Ocicer-8econd Moadays
So arammy, April, July and Octob
er.
Facei.Ooowr-First Tuesday in April
and October.
MONTY Omar-First Monday in every
meat&
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
• -*
Fer:Prestest.t.
EilligidairellEITIM1108,BRYAN,
britagsata.
Fer Vies Freddie.,
ADL&P.ALISTETEM13011,
Of.lbtagrn.
.. For Geometer,
-Of J.V. W. BLOSHAM,
sf.Mallore Ornaly,
illegginligismfaisiedrineriot,
SON. 11111Balf.D. ALLEN.
Is Woks as if Taylor will have to light
one for Yemen after the Novesaber
sleeks.
Ilarneeleample has had a bad offset
St his bee. Feu members of the
Clieveland 011y Omuta! are °barged with
hortiag reeelred bribes
NEAT Off MOE TAYLOINSM.
Ades, in his Frankfort speak,
sionad te be maim Sat Gov. Bock-
horn ahead rower divers (tandem
peopeemiled by Mr. Yerkes.
"I will ask lila," said the Republican
sealtems."H be is defeated will he nth-
iet Mt satiate le secure aloe though a
PlIfihnle booed?"
lhaillaillitinMse whet be said ids
MSS sees wedil be with rotor's., to
a enstook -111 sisoeed." he mid if Mr,
''he will be your geveracr,
it I am sleeted by lea votes, I will
WPM ifferhar."
ossemeereese. to the MOOED all
are, was resolved with very seat ap-
plimum It is a maim served by Mn.
Yak= thatalleie Ins IWO= as
tiliglarnhe seinitted
Os be the. He wilnilake Goatee if
lb* free of the itertraaahadd be weak,
the, end he prociaisse, that. should the
Inas at the earns be in h4s favor by
els erns, he will be severally' Isipies
say adverse daisies am might be lia-
dosed egatast him in a oases* by Mr.
Beekkele.
la earn* Gov. Beckham if be will
▪ sernest. Mr, Takes is galley of
ille•weey. improprielyi,,,with white be
alpine Ilmentglor asked if he will:pat-
=
son osiviseed et the wesd el
Mr. Yorks mess sob gas*
Snip ms Oki grenade ohs it is an in-
sult% ask a rasa whether he will issue
41,44•113efers lb* ores reaches itim
lbonsily end is :dalyj lavesaireed by
Ida ;led yet he asks Gov.Beekhant if he
treaM mese as elation that has not
pat bees held, beam the face of the
=Nam even been made up, mace less
nieseigrned by the Governor.
Furely if every application for a par.
doe lama stead on IN own merits. ev-
ery gasselea if consisting an election
snot MP likewise.
411Ie. Yankee announces, nevertheless,
OW be will we contest, and that he
tellkhe governor if he gees a prima faces
gaumility, even U Gov. Beckham should
sorners. Does this mean that he is
IOW to smagnrate another reign of
Ellik0012 sal arch, guiltier to that of
lirslor last winter:
ireemats that construction, and
Omit wreak* sees to have been the
iliMen...Akin (OTIS it by the enthusias-
t's libertines who cheered it to lire
asha.--Otrarier-Joaraal.
ECZEMA'S
awl AS TORTONI&
anairoa is caused by an acid humor in
Ike blood coming in contact with the
Ma and producing great redness and in-
ISIMmation ; little pentuler eruptions form
Imi dimeharge a thin, sticky Arad, which
asd scales off ; sometimes the shin is
WA, &Lied flawed. Reams in any
imm is a tormenting, stubborn disesen.
=dins iestring and bvirnMg at tams sire
dant unbearable; the acid burning
bow maw to eons out and as the skin
Os lin. Salsa. wadies nor other emer-
ald oppliestioas do say real good, for..
fiesgue the glans remains in the blood
Ili keep the skin initateL
MO FORM OF rErrne.
ci• three years I
•tiosr en my
wheel ceased
well to twice
Ma.. Pail
wpsielthe Mem new
al I 1st re = go osi r: e
E
r
alwailirm
read 
aiwtsaid the Teeter
taw far
Ilo hesa  they
swat Se sonsieg far
ma leek way terra
MMes el & fli. S. sad
weasosplissety cared.
EOM ewe Mies years
Fe
e I owe ewer
arse any alga of ase red teneble."-urs.
injacsaion. Loa meow et., lasso ate, Mo.
L & K neutralizes this acid poison,
Seib the blood and restores it to a healthy,
1111111111ral Melo, sad the rough, unhealthy
1 bamillimilmet' 
unooth and clear.
SS
cures Tottr, t-
=
Pioris
and all. skin
dieser dee to a poim
masa sodidea of the
Med. Sand for sr book and write es
ilea year ease. Our phydernis have
soft lbs. diseases a life ready, and se f
you by their
Lir gomdasted in strictest ettaildeace.
Yip advice; we make aol
WPM! OPSSIall la. MANTA. S&
forthis service. All conespoediume
is a pity Sal lir Hems le too poet
thire year. Me was foolish so amid all
his trust stillborn tie one little sampaiga
La behalf of the mations' bona. Hs
should have saved a rood wad for later
dasergeseles.
Oar Rapabliosis Irma& rirstessly ac-
ease Ms. Berme of beteg au imperial's.
They dune that he dominates his par-
ty. Thal Is a Grime wancu at lease oats-
sot be be laid at tee (loot. if the Major.
He lives bee to obey--rie true&
Ada* I. Stevenson, vhs., br the w.',
Offer shot a as te Si.. Over or -b
ust-
ed" a Sasebo, is drewiog greaser
crowds le !base to his sober word. of
wisdom Sae all the rd hobs , tin horns
and rough riders are drawing for Teddy
the ihreamose.
"What we have to fear in the easing
elation is the wholesei. oorf option of
She ballot box, and I weer se earn every
Democrat to be 00 /maid to prevent
this." -Chairman Richardson of the
Densoorstio Oongresstoriel Campaign
Committee.
la a speak at Se) moor, lud , Fugi-
tive Taylor said: "Does imam desire
to ask a question? I will el/idly answer
it." Somebody called oat: "Who kill-
ed Goebel?' Will, groped around for
his ',hair, sat down with a dull thud,
and felt like Henry Youtsey acted when
he threw his court mom AL
Although the tnisis have added an
average of $60 a year to the living ex-
penses if every family in the country,
Hearn twists that there are so truss&
Bow amok is the word of each a man
worth.
will not sargeislag that the big basks,
which peel so loosely by Republican
floatadel logisheies, should be potting
up mosey to try to keep the Washb-
asin is power, bells I. eeriest, cern'
Mod lie have a daeoraltsteg effect, ea
perrially apse the young.
The Sepahhoaa Matisse Oatmeal*,
is prepariag to lora a Sipe* Instesd
et Sands( SombithEly. as I! ham been do-
ing, it is going to darn everything for
lbs rernalader of the easepalge. But,
sear all, it is vats and not obsisam, that
will else a Praideet
La he speak at °washes Monday
threaker Blookbera deshwed that Mr.
Yates, having appeoved and detended
all of Taylor's aste.• is no hater, than
Taylor, and an arairrary after the tact
Se the Goebel 4er. He said that if
a sail of stripes were gives Taylor, an
messier, before the fact, another suit of
snipes should be gives to Yorke as an
accessory after Use ate '
The MaLsea Oessity Star, which is
edited by George F. Swint, a German
Repabbesa, and has hareems been
noeenanittial in genies, appears this
week with the Democratic ticket at the
head of the editorial page Editor
Swint ain't stead Imperialism.
NOW'S THIS?
W:offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any ems of Oman* that can-
al be oared by Hall's Osterrh Oure.
P.4. OHMNKY & CO.,
Pri iToledo,o,
We, the saderaliped. have known F.
J. Cheesy for the past 16 yeas, and be-
lieve has genteelly honorable in all ba-
shers leantesisen sae Ismaeially able
te say cies any Anglaise made by
IIMkr inat.
VW& Tana& Wbolesaie Druggists,
Teel* 0. Wesel*, Kiusa & MAR-
• Wheisials Demists, Teen°. 0.
Hari Chant Clereis takes laterwel-
ly. terns Areal" epos the blood and
mess onsfasos at Se 'system. Prise
The par Malt Said by all draggles&
Toselmonials free.
HMIs Poselly Pills are the boat.
InGovemor Bradley ranted for more
Shan Wm Man laM sight, but he forgot
So we whelks it is true, as Gallon
"Mt"that he (Bend* ) was Stowers-
ed of the asomination of liesaler Goe-
bel ; did be restenhee le
why be tailed le obey the easseeno and
testify in idessu if the "aartyre3"
Oalell Para,, sada eallese *be life
liapriamuseoll so asesseory Se that asses-
Molise The ex-Glovernor has a very
tesvoideet forged einem -Lmieville
Times,
When a boy turns his bulging pocket
Inside eat we marvel at the quentity and
variety of articles he has stowed away.
Odd isniths of siring, marbles, a bores
obseesst, a llop.brasit nails, Inekory nuts,
an apple. and many more articles are
garnered by this "snapper op of uncon-
sidered trifles." We think the collection
mast be hard as a boy's pocket. And it
I. But do we evetethink of the variety
and miscellany if She subsumes@ we put
Into the pocket of our escensob? There's
the apple and nuts, and shines beside',
quite as indigestible as braes nails and
with no more food value has so many
marbles. And yet we wonder that the
stomach "gives out " Wtn-n the Mono
ash breaks down under the strain of
careless eating and irregular mods it
can be wholly and permanently re-
Mewed M health and steer.grb by the ea
of Defter Piano's (*olden Medical Dia-
orrery. Tim action of Um medicine ma
the Momaoh and caber_orsolne of digee-
ilea and marines is wr re,eurked that
reise bras &lease is at Doe* experieno-
ed, sad the headashes. liver -troubles,"
kidney disorders, situ erttiotoes and
other symptoms of a doeve.ed stomata
are quickly oared. Wnenever the use
of a laxative medicine is ivaiested use
Dr. Pierce'. Pleasant P.oless. they act
In harmony with the -Deonv ry" and
sales its motion by purging the bowek
at foul sconsulat ions
ANOTHER ONE POI AS11.114.
Steven B. Winters was tried in
MINERS STRIKE MAY COME
TO AN END ON FRIDAY.
PRESIDENT JOHN MITCHELL.
While the affairs of the United Mine Workers of America are ma
naged by an *come
dye board the most infirreatirl man in ths orklurization and the one
 upon whom all •yes are
tamed at this time is John Mitchell, lino president. He is • young 
man, just turned thirty,
and his advent* to the high positive he nos holds ho bees unusua
lly rapid. Mitchell is a
residest of Mimi* red was born is Braidwood, that stow.
HA ZELTON, Pa., Oct. 9 -Only oue or two operators have 
not offered a ten
per cent advance in wages to the striking miners, and it is 
believed thestrike will
end with the convolution which President Mitc)ell, if the Mine Work
ers' Union,
has called to meet at Scranton, Friday.
CRISP
Stories of Hopkinsville
Happenings.
Items of Interest Gather-
ed By Reporters
At The News
Centers.
VERY ILL:
Willie, the little son of Mr W. B.
Owen, is very ill of fever at his parent's
home on Seventh street.
SCH'IMANN TKIETS.
Tickets purchased from Miss Semen
for the Schumann Grand Concert Com-
pany's entertainment may be exchanged
for house ticket, all Harness' drugstore.
REN.RUSHIMI'S FAMILY.
. The family of Rev. J. T. Rushing the
pastor of the Methodist church. will ar-
rive in the oily Saturday, and . will oc-
tave lite Bealwern renames on Clay
street.
CLARKSVIU.E WON.
Saturday afternoon the Clarksville
8. yt. P. U. football team defeated
the Bowling Green Y. it. 0. A. team in
the first game of the seaman played in
Clarksville. Score, 5 to 0.
BIG POTATOES.
--
Mr. W. kl. Graffiry, who lives at Noah
Spring, Teen., near the Christian coon-
ty line, has presented the NEW ESA
with some samples of his sweet potato
crop. Six potatoes weigh 2734 pounds
BUF MESS FLOURISHING.
Tandy & Hokin have le the contract
for a sew warehouse, which will bp
sreoSed on the lot between their present
quartets and the Acme mills. The new
warehouse, which will be 902 feet wag
will be built at once
AGED LADY DEAD.
Mrs Lydia High, the estimable wife
of Joseph High, of Crofton, died Sat-
arday after • long. Mimes. fibs was
etmeety-Avej san old and had been a
somber of the llisetooary Baptist
shun* for more than half a century.
ear 
FATHER MADE ADMINISTRATOR.
From Tuesday's daily.
W. R. Thompson qualified today as
administrator of the estate of 124 son,
the late J R Thomas. with H
Shanklin as surety. Pink Skerritt, 0
G. Choate and Matt Adams were ap-
pointed appraisors of the estate
CUMBERLAND BAPTISTS.
3rom Tueaday's dolly.
The ()timberland Baptist Association
Is in session today at the Oak ()rove
Baptist church. The meeting was
d at 910 o'clock this morning.
The associationai sermon will be
preached by hr. K R. Acree of the
Clarksville B.ptiet church, and the
missionary sermon by Rev. 1. O. Mur-
ray, of New Providence.
DR. PINER AT BOWLING GREEN.
Notwithstanding the inclement weatli•
or of yesterday forenoon a good sized
congregation assembled at the Stale
street Methodist church to welcome fir.
Piner, the occasion being the opening
sermon since his appointment as pastor
He was greeted by a large congregation
hot evening. The new pastor announc-
ed that on the first Sunday in November
be you'd inaugurate a series of protract-
ed services at his church.-Park Oily
Timm.
the HAS DYPTHERIA.
circuit court this morning and adjudg-
ed to be a lunatic. Deputy Sheriff Jim
Jonas, accompanied by Mows Bulling-
ten, look Winters to the Hopkineville
asylum at 130011.
Winters is a man with • family and
has been living at II lb Hall street. He
is a cooper by trade and has been in
feeble health for some time -Owens-
boro Inquirer.
"P.
WILL MARRY.
---
A license to marry was grained yes-
terday to William Hill and Miss Ella
- - 
-
SAVE YOUR BOLSI! by having them
repaired at men Our work is tire olam
in every respect Give se a trial
JEFF MORRIS,
Swam if Om Okuda
Little Martha McClanahan is oonfin
ed to her bed With dyptheria at the
home of Mr. D. r. Settle, near the city.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RECEIVED,
J. D. Higgins, Council Oommander
of the Pearl Oily Camp, W. 0. W., has
received • letter from the Chairman of
the Woodmen of the World relief com-
mittee, of Galveston, acknowledging
with hearty thanks the receipt of the
$36 00 out by the local °amp
DEATH OF INFANT.
From Monday" daily.
The Iwo-months-old child of Mr.
Rickard Leaven died last night near
114/Verly.
ROOSEVELT
Will Speak Saturday At
Union Tabernacle.
How The Rough Rider Has
Changed His Views
Recently.
Gov. Theodore Roosevelt will speak
Saturday morning at Union Tabernacle
Instead of it the L. & N. depot.
The local Republican managers have
succeeded in having the time of his
stay here lengthened He will be driv-
en in a carriage to the tabernacle im-
mediately on his arrival and for thirty
minutes he wiU addrese the people as
ambled there.
FolIcertng him the Hon Frank Posey,
of Indiana, will speak.
Gov. Roosevelt will be met at Madi-
sonville and escorted to this city by the
following reception committee: Otho
H. Anderson, J. I Landes, Polk Cana-
ler, E 111 Flack, H it. Dalton, T J
Tara.
Gov Roosevelt will likely tell Hop-
kinsville poop. that President McKin-
ley is a very great man.
So?
On the third day of last April, Presi-
dent David Starr Jordan, of Leland
Stanford Ugiversity, said in an inter-
view, when asked which view of the
Issue of imperialism, McKinley's or
Bryan's, was gaining most among the
people:
"Let me quote you Roosevelt on that
He said to me last week:
"Jordan, I wish to God we were off
She Philippines and had them off our
hands, and many other Republicans are
thinking the same."
"I am free to quote Roosevelt, be-
calms I consider him, in many respects,
one of the greatest men in the Republi-
can party."
-How do you like McKinley?" was
asked President Jordan
"Let me quote you Rootovelt agaiu,"
was his reply. He said to me: "Mc-
Kinley has about as much backbone as
a toy chocolate man that you can see on
the confectioner's stand. He is a terri-
ble disappointment
The Republican vice presidential can-
didate has also chow(' bis mind about
imperialism, which be is now defending
with might and main.
In 181i, U. P. Putman'. Sons issued
from their press a book by Mr. Roosevelt
entitled "Amarioan Ideals, and Other
Essays.' In this book Kr. Roosevelt
takes occasion to discuss at length 66•15-
rel American problems, social and po-
litical. In his essay on "The Manly
Virtues and Practical Politics." written
in 1827, he says:
-At best, the inhabitants of a colony
are in s cramped and unnatural state.
At worst, the establishment of a colony
prevents any healthy popular growth
At present the only hope for a colony
that wishes to attain full moral and
mentelogrowth, is to become an inde-
petideut State. A colony is in a false
position But if the colony is in a rei•
ion where the ooloniziug has to do its
work by means of other inferior raced,
its condition is much worse From the
standpoint of the race, little or nothing
has been gained by the English con-
quest ef Jamaica. Jamaica has been
merely turned into • negro island, with
a future much like that of San Domin-
go. British Guinea, however well ad-
ministered, is nothing but a colony
where a few hundred or a few thousand
white men hold the superior positions,
while the balk of the population is now
potted of Indians, negro.' and Artistica' "
BATTLE
At Guthrie With Alleged
Thieves.
Gang Of Tramps Arrested
--Escaped, Bat Were
Recaptured.
There were lively times Monday in
Cluthroo an exciting, hut bloodless, bet
tie being fought on the. pritoopel street
Two members of a gang of tramps
had an altercation , . tiro with a
party of negroes alum the ownership of
a w etch. rin o. lotto at the Depot •
who return d the II e' and a tuella& fol.
And Goy. Rooeevelt doesn't think
much of farmers and mechanics.:
In the Oentury Magazine for Febru-
ary, 1888, an article appeared from the
pen of Ool. Roosevelt, entitled, "Ranch
Life in the Far West." On page 5(2
appear' the following:
"When drunk on the villainous whis-
ky of the frontier towns, they (the cow-
boys and rough rider.) out mad entice,
riding their horses into the saloons, fir-
ing their pistols right and left, from
boisterous light- heartedoess rathelthan
from any viciousness, and indulging too
often in deadly shooting affrays,brooght
on either by accidental contact of the
moment or on account of some long-
standing grudge, or perhaps because of !
bad blood between the ranches or the
looalikto
"But they are much better fellows
and pleasanter companions than the
small farmers or agricultural laborers;
nor are the mechanics of a great city to
be mentioned in the same breath with
them."
DEATH
17.0110%ed Amputation Of
Capt. Browning's Leg.
One Of The, Most Popular
Of L. & N. Road's Con..
ductors
°apt. Thomas Browning. who was
badly hors in this oily about two weeks
ago, died Saturday night at Karlington.
He was one of the best known and most
popular court uotors on the L & N. rail-
road.
He was injured bare by falling under
the wheels of his train, which mashed
lowed, through t h. prioetpai streets his left foot.
No one was shot.
Marshal Oaveori, was •rtteuding the
burial of h s Ricer it, law, et Keysburg,
•ud Acting Polir.tuan J 0 Wilcox took
turners it, h old and err, Fired the meu,
L, C. 13ouniti and Horace Jackpot].
who were in rh.»titiit He went to
their camps, wh,re he f..un I a lot of dy•
The injured foot was drooled by the
L. & N. surgeon here, and Oript. Brown
ing was taken to his home at Earlitig-
ton. It was first thought that impute
lion would not have to be resorted to,
but the wound grew worse, and on Fri-
day it was found necessary Si. cat off his
leg just below the knee. Blood poison
intuits and barot•r, 'mit., a pato', a , set in and death resulted
rift and a gold bracelet He arrest( d Funeral services took place Sunday
She balance of the crowd, They gave
their Limnos as James Gorman. Lexing;
Son, Ky ; Ernest Stevenson, Lynch-
burg, Va.; V. I., iwis Craig, Franklin,
Ky., and J. A. Albert, Richmond, Va
A man Denied Turner. bona Lexing-
ton, Tenn., a cripple without arme,when
taken before the police judge, stated Le
had just met the tramps and heard them
plot to rob a bank at Henderson.
Shortly after the mon were put in j oil
the jailor went to look after them and
found nearly all missing.
The alarm was given and the officers
soon caught them and carried them to
Elkton that evening, w7safe-keeping
is guaranteed
This seemed to be bead of robbers
that have been visiting towns along the
Louisville & Orashville railroad
COI.D WAVE COMING.
Prophet Hicks' Summary of Weather In
October.
Following is a summary of October
weather, as forecast by Hicks:
The change to warmer weather and
falling barometer in wevtern parts the
last days of September orill reach cen•
tral and eastern sections during the lot,
2nd and 8r.1 of October, attended by
cloudiness and rain. Brisk autumnal
winds, with electrical storms in some lc-
calities, may be expected, and change to
rising barometer, westerly winds and
much 000ler will follow from about the
3rd to the 5th, marked storm conditions
from 6th to 8th.
Early snow in the north and west
with frost south from 8th to 10th
From 14th to 17th froaty nights.
Warmer from 19th to 21st, with rain,
turning to snow perhaps northward
About 22nd to 24th rain, wind and
more snow to the north
A sharp cold wave for the season will
spread over the country from about the
25th to the 28ib, causing heavy frosts
and some freezing over a great part of
the country.
NASHVILLE'S NEW TERMINAL,
Formal Opening With Imposing Ceteme-
nks Took Place Tuesday,
The formal opening of the magnificent
new terminal station took plates Tues-
day. The rot was crowded with visit-
or.. After a parade, the procession, in
eluding the fire ani police departments,
city, county and State officials, Ohm-
ber of Commerce, Retail Merchant's As-
sociation, Oonfederate veteran's various
organizations, railroad employes and
distinguished visitors and railroad of•
ficialsO the exercises at the terminal
station were held. President Harris, of
the (Member of Commerce; Mayor
Head, President Thomas, of the N. O. &
SE L. Railway; Mr. W. L Granberry,
Major X.' O. Lewis, fdr. August Bel-
wont, of New Ytrk, and President
Smith, of the Louisville et Nashville
railroad, delivered addresses. At noon
the gate. of the street earni•al were
opened, and Mayor Head delivered the
inaugural address.
afternoon at Harlington. Oapt. Brown-
ing was 46 years of age, and leaved a
wife and two daughters. He had been
in the servioes of the L & N. for many
years and was one of the road's most
valued employee.
BEVERLY NEWS.
-The long-desired rain has retreaded
the thirsty earth, and will facilitate the
sowing of wheat,
-Most of the tobacoo in this section
wrr cut and fired in August.
-A gloom hangs over this communi-
ty-sorrow for the sudden death, from
oongrstion, Oct. 4, of Thomas Booker.
Jr , a young man worthily beloved by
his family, and highly esteemed for his
many virtues by a sympathizing com-
munity. He was burled with appropri-
ate ceremonies at the old family burying
Truly, "In the midst of life
In death !" "So teach us to
ground.
we are
TEACHERS
Get Only Half Due Them
Saturday,
number our days that we may apply our
hearts unto wisdom.",
-The Vatted States mail tomes hers
weighed with its load of Republican lit
erature for our one white Republican
end two ofour black ones.
-The two nrgrow have the title of
"Hon." prefixed to their addresses.
What a very nice distinction! We have
plenty of good Democrat', but, strange
to say, no clubs. There are Demoorsts,
here who have not voted for eight yarn.
No wonder MoKinley, with his train of
evils, reigns when such party Indiffer-
ence and loertia exist. The county Dew
ocratic committee had better send some
missionaries to the Tillage aegions to
arouse and enthnee - some of the Elks,
for instance-, who brcught together so
many thousands to their street fair,
which, by-the-way, was excellent, the
parades surpassingly line
-Not knowing to whom any of the
loral turnouts belonged, we may be for-
given for discriminating in favor of the
one so exquisitely and daintily deoorsted
in "morning glories," with even the
spid r web glistening with morning dew;
and also the one in crimson and gold,
which, for artistic riohnees and harmo-
ny of color, exceeded all.
-Of the fiesta on Saturday, all were
good; but the New ERA, with its unique
object lessoo : "The pen is mightier than
the sword," bore off the palm. Nest
was Gaither & West, glen Forbell &
Bro -all embcciying ideas
-Somehow, we are partial to news-
papers In general,-the Neer KRA in
particular Tobacco Isjour coeutry sta-
ple, and Forbes & Bro.,-well, they rep-
resent all klads of interests, the farmers
especially. There were many elaborate
fi rats, but these are only praises for a
few. Pardonez moi
Beverly, Ky.. Oct 8, 1100.
A DILIGISTFUL 3LUM DIN
Will often moue a frightful barn, cut
scald or bruise Booklets's Arolca Salve
the best in the world, will kill the pain
and promptly heal it. Oures old sows,
fever sores, ulcers, boils, felons, corns,
all 'kin eruptions. Best pile care on
earth. Only 25c a box. Oure guaran-
teed. L L Elgin, OK Wyly, R 0 Hard-
wick, J 0. Cook and Anderson & Fow-
ler, druggists.
- -
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disease cured by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 oases In 17 years
Illte disease Is the &Waal aurae of Japan
and Cigna. • remedy we• Imperative aid
the medical profession Mere accepted the
a the only permanent. painless, perste,
quirk mire knows to 'Mmes. weeks'
treatment FREE GIP CHARGE. Phy-
sicians and all couldsedany teemed by aril
Cure
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MONUMENTS, TOMBSTONES
All kinds of Cemetery Work
Is found at-our shop at the LOWEST PRICES
Satisfaction in every particular. Your orders arf4
earnestly solicited.
W. H. SliANKLIN.
CALL AND GET PRICES. Tours Truly.
Seventh and Virginia St., HoPkin.sville, Hy.
A Republican Campaign
Scheme Is The Cause
Of The Delay.
The school teachers of Christian coun-
ty and of every county in the State will
receive next Saturday only one-half of
the 40 per cent. of the school foods due
on that day.
This state of strain is due to the high
per capita fixed by the Republicans last
year for campaign purposes, which re-
sulted in a deficit of # i311.wa 1, which bad
to be paid out of the present year'.
funds under an AN ellate Oourt decis,
ion.
Next year's per calms as a result may
be reduced to $2 30.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
McChesney, has rent the following let-
ter explaining the matter to every coun-
ty sokbei superintendent in the State •
State of Kentucky, Office of Superin•
tendent of Public Instruction. Frank-
fort, 03t hroo -To County Superin-
tendents Under a recent derision of
the Court of appeals, the deficit of
over 11111 ,1 1 04) yet doe r..rtaln ottl;01
on last school year wort b. two
out of the fund of the preernt
year, and must be paid before any oth-
er warrants are drawn The payment
of this will make it Aopossible to pay
you the 40 per cent due your teachers
on the 13th; only 20 per rent can be
paid. You will please explain to your
teachers that this is due to the fact that
the per capita was &tiered too high last
year. Very Respectfully.
H. V. M'CIHESNEY,
Supt. of Public Instruction.
PLEASURE AND COMFORT can be
had by wearing our shop-made at oes. If
you have never worn a pair you should
give an order at once.
JEFF 1101MIS,
Over Clark'r.
All parties having claims against the
estate of T. L. Graham, dec'd , will file
them before we properly verified on or
before Nov. IBC 1000, and all parties in-
debted to the estate
forward and
promptly.
Itwd4t,w4t
meet
will photo come
their obligations
Mrs. Mattis Graham,
Admr. of T. L. Graham, ridded.
QUARTERLY REPORT
THE-
Bank of Hopkinsville
AT THE CLOSE or BETSINISSit
September 29th, i000.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts, less loans
to direcuas  $147,751 47
Overdrafts Unsecured. ..... . . 11,761 61
Due from National Ranks 179,9616 77
Due from State Banks and
Bankers 116,078 NI 110,074 TI
Banking House and Lot.  10.000 In
Other real estate  6.640 00
OtherStocks and Bonds  16,000 CO
Specie $16.4/1 id
Clialreney  , . 17.0•5 00
Rxbtange for Clearings... 1,643 38 %Iran 30
Ot r Items carried as Cash  . ari 11
(TX% expenres last quarter  ;.. 20916 46
14 Account ...... .... .... 110 00
Money in transit  ...e *090
110105.617 65
LIABILITIES.
•
Capital ntoct i oldil 5,100 55
paid tr., In cash, i aerw„00,700 00 $101,9011 .0,
rtu 
mills Fund •  r• 14,0011 CO
Undivided profits  6.1014 OP
Deposits subject to cheek ‘
ton which interest r.
not pald.t . Ilk= ell
Due State Banks and 
. ...
Bankers .. . ... SD iff El W
Dividends Unpaid - 1,11112 CO
faxes Due and Unpaid (set aside).. MI IS
0011.417 et
19TATIII OP KIINTIVEY, ,L.,
COUNTY 011CHRISTIANi-•
J. E. liciliersog, Cashier of Bank of Hop-
k Intrville, a bank located and doing business
at No,! 8. Main st., ip tbe city of Hopkins-
vine In said counly, being duly sworn, any.
that the foregoinj report Is In all respects a
true statement of the condition of said
Bank, at the close of bust nes. on the lirth day
oftieptemberletin,to the beat of his knowledge
and belief; and further itays that the busi-
ness of laid bank has been transacted at the
location named, aud not elsewhere; and that
the above report Ill made In compliance with
an official uotice received from the Meere-
tary of State designating the filth day of
Meptetober, Maas the day on which such
report shall be made.
.J. E. McPxxxson, Cashier.
H EMIT C. (IAN?, Director.
W. T. trowiaa, Director.
C. B. Rosa, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by J. iti
MoThe moo, the let day of e POO.
J. P. MIA
Notary Public. C. C.
QUARTERLY REPORT
Tux-
CITY BANK,
AT Till CLOSE OF itusinteim ox rilE
Loans and Discounts, less loans to
nail DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1111:1:.17 T7
RESOURCES.
Directors.
0 461.00
Overdrafts, unsecured s - 113 56
Due from Nationannanks ifoss772,•
1710 1 fi.,2,1 21Due from State Ba
nks and
Banking lietiouse and Lot.  6,0011 IRO
Other
r "RetoacikEssantadteBoodi
. 
671425.416 ouS.
SPecugrereh glineyes for Clearings. $17614111/45C :E 1
Other items carried eta °use
Current expenses last
quarter 1,4tAl tel
Arylutn warrants
Revenue stamps: ..... . .
:150,99S 2*1
Capital Stock paid in. in cash $40, (Ill 00
Surplus Fund 5o.ort
Undivided Pronta 1.4.50
Deposits subject to check (on
which interest is not paid 123),517 l04
Due State Banks and Bankers.... 4.0.20 75
Fund set aside to pay tale. . ter el
times earnings past quarter.. 2,1161 ii
4310,1166 36
STATE Or KENTUCKY.
CoUNTY or CHRIT1AN, Ra'
W. T. Tandy, Catibler of City Rank, a brink
located and doing business at N 4. 2, N.Main
tat.in Illy of Hopkiniville In said county,be-
log duly sworn, says that the fore-
go ling report is in au i respects • true
statement of the conditions of the said
Bank, at the close of business on the firth
day 't$.-teml.-r best of Ms know-
ledge and belief; and further says that the
busine.. ,,f Hank has been transacted
at the 10.•athm and not elsewhere;
and that the til.ote report 1., made in cam.
plumee with an official notice received from
the secretary of State dridastatItig the 2itii
day of September 156.), as the day on which
sun report shall 'be madeW. T. TA NDT,ktashier. .
K. B. LONO, Werltor,
cj,_A. fit ou piens Directei
W. T. TANDT.DIrector.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by W.
T .Tandy,Cashier, on the tat day ofOctober,
IRO Jas. A. Yolltro. J r.
N. P. C. C.
My commission expires Jauuary 211, 11102.
SUTTON, THE TAILOR,
Has higher aspirations than for a po-
llee judgeship as I intend to run for
for Mayor the next term, and those peo-
ple voting for me I will press and fix
their clothes for them and those that
don't vote for me at a very low price
until my term expires. Of course, I
will be like Dewey, I don't know which
side I will take; will let you know later.
If you should elect me Mayor of Tear
beautiful city I will make a booming
town for you. I don't believe in adver-
tising, it don't pay-but some people
seem to think I do. They even say that
I put reading and wri:ing all over my
horse and buggy. I think that's mean.
Bring me your overcoats and have
them cleaned and repaired at half price.
Our fall and winter goods are now in
stook. Come and get your fall snits
made by an uptodate tailor. Suite
cleaned and proofed by a new process.
SUTTON, Leading Tailor,
Little 7th St., a la the Bowery,
HOPK1N8VILLE, : KENTUCKY
1%5 lees
11
that brightens your silver IOW eat gismo will 01111410/ the
Kitchen Crockery. Gold Duet is a. dirt deetroyer
nothing more. It never harms the article it comes let
coatla.cf with. It simply makes it closet. For
economy buy the Isarfe package.
The N. K. Fairbank Company.
lit Leads. New lath. liesesa.
. . ,The intelligent whiskey buyer
ought to consider the individual
merit of the whiskey he intends to
purchase.
I• • Not Buy One Becau:se OfIts Fancy Label. F..te.••• •
et The Stag
F.P
Private
Stock
Combines more individ-
ual merit at less price than
any whiskey on the mar.
ket•
Complete line of other
Whiskies, Wines, etc., at,
_the •
STAG LIQUOR CO,,
108 souTH lent ST.,
E 'PHONE 315. Opera Hesse Wag.
Now Business Begins
And it loims with a merry sound. I have got the goods
aid tley are of the right kind, and I make pries. and
Lentos to suit. N' •
Newest Things Out
In Black Silks,13olored Bilks for Weiss, Black Dress
Goods, Colored Dress Goods, Preach Flannels, this
beitsios't popular Waist Material, Knit Midwives:, am
fall line for Children's and Men's Furnishings-
Come and look at them. ••
Readv-To-Wear
Jacket a, Capes, &inst./kite aid Fur Collarettas. A
• special invitation to aH to all and see diem.
Carpets! Carpets!
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,Linolume andrOil Cloths. For
best makes and preltiost patters, be sure you an my
line before buying.
To The Trade:
My stook is large and well assorted in 'very ha. and
my motto is alwaye the beet at. the lowest prase Beep
Ir. M. Jcprieft
Main street, Hopkinsvinsi KY.
MAW
Migfain
Throw Awav Those
ta4 eNDoubtsr)
..YOU CAN'T..
. DOUBT
When you see our magnificent
line of NEW FALL AND WINTER
GOODS. You are bound to find rea-
sons why you should buy of us by
simply looking at either the quality
or the price.
Every Quality and Grade is a
Warrant of Excellence.
Every Price is an Object Lesson
in the Economy of Buying.
SUCH COMPLETENESS in every
department of the best and newest
goods is timely and tempting: proof
that we are prepared to give perfeet
satisfaction to the most critical buy-
• er of Men's and Boys' • Clothing,
Shoes, Hate, etc.
JIT,WALL&CO.
-
• •
4,4ar • 41.
. . •
,
• ,...••••
ttrf.-
It
4.•••.,^ e
1;4., ."...;:.7..*611•1121%
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ars, and an intarterisce with
 their
freedom and lalispeonsaers; and
 if
such armed force be in the hands of or
. =4the control o
f the partisan
of any particular candidate,
ibln probabiltty of Improper t
oluenes
becomes stronger."
it matters not that the armed m
ili-
tia did not visit the polls. They
 were
stationed very near to, and ready
 at
any moment to be called to the 
voting
Zifel They were under a
rm*, sub-
tie the command of a partis
an
governor, and, as a majority of the
people believed, had been called o
ut in
violation of the law and for the p
ur-
pose of interfering with the civil 
au-
thorities. This was sufficient to r
aise
the greatest fears in the breast
s of
peaceful people. The result shows th
at
almost one-fourth of the register
ed
voters were kept away from the po
lls.
Mien thousand six hundred of 
these
were Democrats, and only one thous
-
and two hundred and six were 
Repub-
Beane. Whether the fact that the 
mi-
litia was in the hands of a Rep
ublican
agrernor, encouraged and 
em-
boldened the citizens of that pa
rty
he come out and vote, an
d intimi-
bawl those of the otne
r party,
esh never be known; but, ce
rtain it is
en said by the supreme co
urt of Ar-
kansas. In Jones vs G
lidewell, that
the rule obtains in electi
ons, as in
other affairs, that a man 
shall not
refit by his own wrong, n
or by that
of others done for him t
o reap the
'tweet. The only means by 
which ap-
proximate justice may be reac
hed,
trim the illegal acts rend
er the result
oelibtful, is to require the 
party to
manse benefit they inure to
 purge the
polls of their effect, or suf
fer the pen-
alty of having its majority 
excluded
tress the count of his v
otes."
The result in the city o
f Louisville
WOO ealltlered doubtful b
y the unlaw-
fild lots at the Republ
ican executive.
TO purge the polls wher
e the wrong
woe diffusive was hapo
ssible. The law
therefore. inflicted the ot
her penalty,
Ws.: exclusion of the 
majority re-
ceived by the party for w
hose benefit
the wrong was done.
Basis In Law and Pact
Thus, whether the decison
 of the
beer* and the general 
assembly be
empaidered with reference 
to tissue
bands, or military Intimidation, there
bi ample basis in law
 and tact upon
which to rest. Mr. Yerke
s, however,
=_ sorely grieved 
because the
and general assembly did 
not, in
lb* finding, disclo
se exactly how
tilley arrived at the c
onclusion that
William Goebel was legal
ly elected
gMernor. and J. C. W. Bec
kham was
elected lieutenant governo
r; be com-
plains that the general a
ssembly did
alit read the evidence, a
nd that there
PS no statements as t
o what votes
Wen thrown out, nor ta
bulation of the
nets, as revised. In a 
word, Mr. Yer-
kis would like a special
 verdict.
It may confidently be s
tated in
the first place that 
the board
and the general 
assembly did
that which the consti
tution and
law required of them. 
They "de-
termined" the contest. There is 
no re-
quirement that they shall repor
t how
the result was reached; an
d in the
second place. I would make
 answer
and say that William S. Taylo
r, at the
point of the bayonet, drove t
he gener-
al assembly from the legi
slative halls,
and sought, by force and 
threats, to
prevent their meeting, at any 
time or
place, to consider ,.ae conte
st, except
la London, on February 6, 
by which
MOM it was believed and h
oped by him,
and those acting with him, t
hat the
linnet .of the assassin woul
d have ac-
complisted Is porpoise.
`forties Defends Taylor.
What right has the party t
hat in-
denies these lawless acts of
 Taylor,
lateaded to hinder the c
onsideration
laths contest, to question 
the techni-
eiW regularity of the pr
ocedure before
the beard, or the gener
al assembly,
whieb it interrupted and 
wantonly
°Might 621 prevent? What 
right has
law 'larks., as the nominee
 of that
peony: to do no himself? H
e spoke
tress a platform, at Bowling
 Green,
with Holland Whitaker. in
 proper
person. upon ose side, and the 
picture
Of Taylor upon the other. 
By this he
would conquer in this campaig
n. His
platform &proves these acts o
f Taylor.
be his speech he defends 
him. The
set of Taylor in interfering 
with the
disliberatiou of the board and t
he gen-
eral assembly is his act.
It is but a short distance fro
m his
Danville home to Frankfort. He 
must
have known, as a lawyer, that 
Taylor
had no right to expel the le
gislature
from its hang, or adjourn it to Lon-
don, or Interfere with its sessi
on in
the city of Frankfort; be must
 have
also kaiewe that Taylor had no 
right
to these lawless acts, to postp
one the
hearing and determination of thi
s con-
he must have known that 
the
MIMI of Mr. Goebel wduld ins
ist up-
• as goseral assembly dis
regarding
the %Mal reclamation of 
Taylor,
end proceed with the hearing 
and
determination of the contest a
t once.
jle a lawyer he knew that the surest
way to leisure regularity in t
he pro-
se1ia4 Was to allow the general
 assem-
bly to occupy its bans, and pr
oceed will he tell the people w
hether be will
unmolested with its duties. His 
maul- grant a requisitio
n upon the governor
DM duty as a citisen and the
 friend of of Indiana and
 endeavor to have them
returned to Kentucky for trial? 
He !
Taylor demanded his prese
nce in
Frankfort. The Democrats w
ere pow-
erless; he was all powerful. 
If It was
et all important to have a special 
Mid-
ler of fact from the general as
sembly.
he knew it then as well as he kno
ws it him, and there
fore it is improper for
now. If he believed then that Tay
lor him to commit h
imself. But thie can-
• nn power to interfere with 
the not be the case 
in reference to the re-
quisitions. The indictment has be
en
eeneral assembly, he should hav
e so
advised him If be believed that h
e did, returned. 
These men are higitives
from justice. The constitution re-
sod advised and approved Tayl
or's in- quires the executive of the state from
te-ference, in law and in mora
ls, be is
'Mopped to explain, and is equa
lly In whence t
hey fled to make demand up-
the wrong with Taylor.
on the governor of the asylum state.
Will Mr. Yerkes do this, if elected?
An Artful Evasion. The Republican party, by the 
dicta-
Rut the horror and indi
gnation ration of Rs platform and its nominee.
which filled the breasts of th
e people Is committed to the policy of Ta
ylor.
on account of the foul 
assassination which is a polic
y of tote, and arms.
Gov. Goebel has, to some e
xtent, T
he Democratic party stands for gov
-
of
prevented a full discussion a
nd con- ern„Tellt by law. 
Which shell Pre-
sideration ,of the most serious 
and im- "."In. order to evade this Iseue If 
poe-
happy 
portant question developed by 
the un-
etble. the campaign orators 
and Re-
events of the past twelve publiran press insipt 'h't the
 sole is-
months. That quzstion Mr. 
Yerkes
I
ties artfully evaded. He has 
grown sue is "civil liberty" an
d "honest else-
eloquent in discussing the results
 of tic."-" Thi
s is an attempt to mislead
and obtain a vote of confidence
 from
the election law, and depicted
, in
glowing colors, the fearful wounds
 the peeple 
of Kentucky under false
which liberty has received on account
 pre
tenses The Republican p
arty nev-
er the enactment of this 
law; but be er stood 
for &flier of these principles,
has refrained from expressing hi
mself Re
publican History.
as to the assault, made by Tayl
or, as What are the ante
cedents of this
governor, upon the general amen
ably,
and its attempted adjournment from
Frankfort to London.
The Republican platform indor
ses
Taylor's action as governor. Mr.
 Ter-
kis stands upon that platfor
m. He do-
fends Taylor in his speeches a
s both
"honest" and "patriotic," but yet
 nev-
er a word upon the important que
stion
of the power of the executive to 
drive
the general assembly from its c
ham-
bers in the capitol.
Mr. Yerkes cannot dodge this ques
-
tion. The people of Kentucky will
 not
allow him to do so. They will dem
and
to know, and have a right to an 
an-
swer, whether, in the first place, 
he ap-
proves the act of Taylor itself, a
nd,
whether, in the second place, in 
his
opinion, the executive of the com
mon-
wealth has this extraordinary 
power.
The -important question which 
the
people of Kentucky demand tha
t Mr.
Yerkes shall answer is this: Can t
he
executive disperse the legislatur
e at
the point of the bayonet while i
n the
orderly dscharge of It. duties, and
 ad-
journ It to whatsoever point may suit
his own corrupt purposes?
If this extraordinary power exis
ts
over the legislative department, th
en
it can only assemble at any time 
or
place and remain in sesion only s
o
long as the executive may desire I
t to
do so. Its independence is destroye
d.
By the constitution the general 
as-
sembly is invested with the su
preme
legislative power of the com
mon-
wealth. As a sovereign body, 
it ,may
meet and adjourn when and where 
it
will, subject alone to the limitations
of the constitution. This i
nstrument,
which divides the power of th
e gov-
ernment into three departments,
 con-
fers no authority upon the 
executive
to prorogue the general assem
bly. The
makers o: our organic law, in 
provid-
ing for the Independence of t
he legis-
lature, had in mind, no doubt, t
he fact
that the English kings exercised
 this
despotic power over the parl
iament,
and that the colonial governor
s exer-
cised like powers over the legis
lative
bodies of the colonies. In statin
g our
grievances in the Declaration of 
Inde-
pendence, it was charged tha
t the
king "has dissolved represe
ntative
housea repeatedly for opposing 
with
manly firmness his invasion 
of the
rights of the people; that h
e has
called together legislative bodi
es at
places unusual, uncomforta
ble and
distant from the depository of 
their
public records, for the sole purpo
se of
fatiguing them into compliance 
with
his measures."
Taylor's Despotism.
The despotic acts of the king 
and
the colonial governors, in referen
ce to
the legislature, which led to ou
r sepa-
ration from the mother country
, are
harmless and insignificant betid
e the
revolutionary aetions of Taylor.
 The
royal power was only used to diss
olve
or adjourn the legislatures. Taylor
assaulted the general assembly
 and
drove it from the capitol at the 
point
of the bayonet; he drove it fr
om the
public buildings of the city, and f
inally
sent his military officers to the C
api-
tal hotel and informed the propri
etor
that if the general assembly was
 per-
mitted to meet there he would t
ake
possession of the building itself. Th
e
tramp of his soldiers was heard i
n the
hall near the door of the room w
here
his victim lay dying.
These acts are approved by the R
e-
publican platform. The perpetrato
r of
them is eulogized by Mr. Yerkee 
as
"honest" and "patriotic." He appe
tite
to the people to elect him governor
 be-
cause he says an unjust law was enact-
ed by the legislature in 1898, which i
n-
terferes with civil liberty, and he d
e-
sires to right this wrong. If he real
ly
believes that Taylor-as "honest" an
d
"patriotic," he is not qualified for go
v-
ernor. If he says so to catch the v
otes
of the mountain assassins, he is on
ly
a demagogue and unworthy the s
up-
port of good citizens.
The act of Taylor strikes at the very
foundation of our government. If Tay-
lor could lawfully disperse the /egis-
lature, then John W. lerkes cou
ld do
so if elected governor. If one exec
u-
tive may do this then all may do
 it,
and the independence of this depar
t-
ment of the government be destroy
ed.
It is therefore important that Mr. Y
er-
kes declare himself upon this vit
al
question which so deeply concerns t
he
people of the comonwealth. If h
e
shall defend the action of Taylor at
the time and under the circumstanc
es
will he tell the people of the common
-
wealth whence the executive deriv
ed
the extraordinary power claimed. Wi
ll
he give to the people his construc
tion
and exposition of the law upon 
this
subject?
What Will He Do?
Finally the people of the common
-
wealth would like for Mr. Yerkes 
to
tell them whether, if elected gover
nor,
and requested, in accordance with
 the
law, to issue his requisition for W
. 8.
Taylor and Charles Finley as fugit
ives
from justice, he would do so? Will
he, in good faith, seek to have them
returned to Kentucky to answe
r the
Indictments against them? If he 
will
not answer and say whether b
e will
pardon them fugitives from justice
ned to answer
will pardon upon the ground th
at
"facts might arise and circumsta
nces
be discovered" which would inflam
es
party upon these subjects, in the na-
tion?
It plundered the treasury of eve
ry
Southern state; it disfranchised 
the
intelligent white man and co
nferred
the elective franchise upon the br
utal
and ignorant freedman Elec
tions
a ere a farce. Offices were tilled by
corrupt and ignorant, and the cit
izen
deprived of his elective franchise, 
held
his. liberty and property at the wil
l of
the political buccaneers, whom th
e Re-
publican party installed and ke
pt in
power.
In 1876, when Mr. Tilden was el
ect-
ed to the presidency, it delibe
rately
stole this high office. The states
 of
Louisiana, Florida and South Car
o-
lina were robbed of their elect
oral
votes. The most infamous return
ing
boards were organized in these stat
es
under the laws of the carpet-bag
ger,
and the steal thereby accomplis
hed.
Great as was this wrong, no one w
as
assassinated. Year after year peop
le
of the South elected Democratic mem
-
bers of congress, but a contest inaug
u-
rated by a characterless carpet-b
ag-
ger, or freedman, was all that was 
ne-
cessary to accomplish the disfra
n-
chisement of that unhappy peo
ple.
This precedent has been closely 
fon
lowed to the present time. In the 
last
three congresses a Repubocan majori-
ty has unseated the Democratic mem
-
bers elected in the Second Virg
inia
and Fourth Alabama dietricts,
 al-
though the majority ranged from
three to five thousand
The Force Bill.
Only a few years ago the Republi-
can party In congress, made a party
measure of the infamous Lodge "for
ce
WI." and William McKinley, then
 •
member of the house of represen
ta-
tives, with all of his party associate
s,
wted for IL It failed by a single v
ote
in the senate. In view of the fact 
that
the Republican orators and press h
ave
so much to say about election l
aws,
and insist that the present law 
is a
violation of the principles of l
ocal
self-government, it is well to consid
er
this bill, which the New York S
un,
and other leading Republican pape
rs
of the North and East, are insis
ting
should become • law at the next
 ses-
sion of congress.
By this law the federal judge is au-
thorized to appoint three supervi
sors
of elections for each state, in wh
ich
the law is in force; these state s
uper-
visors,in turn,appoint three coug
x-
pervisors, and they appoint nu
ors for each polling place. The 
fzder-
al authorities appoint as many d
eputy
marshals to attend the polls as th
e su-
pervisors think necessary. I
f the
state officers fail to open the 
polls at
the proper time, the federal su
pervis-
crs are authorized to do so; they
 have
the right to challenge voters 
and re-
quire them to be sworn. The c
ounty
supervisors certify the result t
o the
state supervisors, and the latte
r certi-
fy as to the election of member
s of
congress and presidential elect
ors. If
there is a conflict between the c
ertifi-
cate of the federal supervisors 
and the
state officials, the certificate
 of the
former controls. It will be o
bserved
that the source of power, un
der this
law, is the federal judge, and that the
people have no vote in selectin
g any
of these officials. Twenty sect
ions of
this law are set apart to creati
ng of-
fenses against it. The federal 
court
alone is given jurisdiction to try these
offenses, of which there are at
 least
one hundred. Nearly all of t
heme of-
fenses are declared to be felonies
, pun-
ishable by confinement in the p
eniten-
tiary.
No Line of Condemnation.
You have never read a line in 
a Re-
publican platform, state or nat
ional,
which has condemned any of 
these
acts or measures of this party. 
John
W. Yerkes stands today, as he
 stood
at all times, in full accord with
 his
party on them measures and polic
ies.
The violation of the principles of l
ocal
self-government by the Lodge bill
 re-
ceives his approval.
It is possible that the party whic
h,
through the most corrupt instru
men-
talities, deprived three sover
eign
states of their electoral votes, is 
now
crying out for honest elections? 
Can
it be that a party which has, at
 all
times in its history, when it had a 
ma-
jority in the house of representatives,
unseated Democrats whenever it
 do-
sired to increase its majority, is now
Inveighing against the decision of an
election contest?
Can it be that a party which de
s-
poiled the Southern states, and we
ll
nigh destroyed every vestige of civ
il
and political liberty there, is now t
he
honest advocate of civil liberty 
in
Kentucky? Can it be that the par
ty
which advocated the infamous f
orce
bill, which violates every principle 
of
local self-government, state and co
un-
ty, is now honestly and in good fai
th
opposed to the Gimbel Law, because I
t
takes from the Intel authorities t
he
power to appoint election officers? I
f
so, when was the change wroug
ht?
Would It not be well for Mr. Yerkes
 to
confess the sins of his party bemire be
appears as the champion of civil lib-
erty and honest elections?
As it has been in the nation, so has
it been with this party in the state
 
It enjoys the unenviable distinction of
being the only party which has used
the military tor intimidatioa at t
he
polls; the only party which has us
ed
tissue ballots; the only party which
hos used the military to intimidate the
general assembly, and the only part
y
which has resorted to assassination to
remove a political adversary.
A Disgraceful Period.
The platform declares that "we con-
gratulate the Republican party on the
efforts of Ciov. Taylor and his co-offi-
cials" to secure the rights of the peo-
ple.
The most disgraceful period in the
history of Kentucky is that wherein
these "efforts" of Taylor and hls co-
officials were made.
The state board of election commis-
sioners assembled at the time appoint-
ed by law to canvass the votes cast
at the last election. At least 200 armed
assassins. were brought to the city of
Frankfort to Intimidate these commis-
sioners. They filled the capital, and
day after day crowded the very ante-
chamber of the then Republican gov-
ernor of the aommonwealth. This "ef-
fort" in behalf df civil liberty has been
traced directly to "Taylor and his co-
officials."
While the contest was being heard
"Taylor and his co-officials" broug
ht
to the city of Frankfort at leas
t a
thousand desperate ruffians for 
the
purpose of intimidating the con
test
board and reducing by assassinati
on
the Democratic majority in the gener-
al assembly. They were a mena
ce,
not only to peace and good order,
 but
to life itself. When arrested for op
en
and confessed violations of the 
law,
Taylor pardoned them as fast a
s he
could learn of it, and turned t
hem
loose upon the community again
 with
a warrant to defy the law. This is
 an-
other one of the "efforts" of 
Taylor
indorsed by his party platform
The Assassination.
Another effort of "Taylor a
nd his
co-officials" was the assassin
ation
The world knows from the e
vidence
that he had guilty knowledge 
of the
intended crime. Caleb Powers 
furn-
ished the office and details for
 con-
summating the crime. Taylor 
stood
in thirty feet of where the a
ssassin
knelt when he fired the fata
l shot.
Dressed in the brief authority 
of gov-
ernor, he used its power to the
 utmost
to prevent the apprehension 
or dis-
covery of the assassins by the c
ivil au-
thorities. He surrounded hi
mself
with the militia of the commonwe
alth
and inaugurated a reign of terr
or.
Fearful lest his brave advers
ary
might live long enough for the 
con-
test board and the general 
assembly
to determine the contest', he 
prepared
a• proclamation, in which he a
ttempt-
ed to adjourn the general assembly to
meet February 6 In London. Ther
e is
no language strong enough to 
express
the horror with which many hon
est
citizens viewed this flagrant vio
lation
of the law. No attorney of 
respecta-
bility at the bar, insofar as
 I am
aware, except upon one occ
asion, has
ever sustained this infamous 
"effort"
of Taylor.
Not content with having dri
ven the
general assembly from its hi
storic
chambers, where for well nigh a 
cen-
tury it has convened to enact
 laws
for the commonwealth, Tay
lor, by
force and arms, drove the me
mbers
from the public buildings in the 
city,
and threatened if the general a
ssem-
bly should meet therein, to o
ccupy
with the military the hotel wh
erein
his victim lay dying. This "effo
rt" of
Taylor has also been indorsed.
On the sixth day of April T
aylor
said, in his published card: "I
 am
not a criminal; neither shall I eve
r be
a fugitive from justice." It was well
knolln that the supreme court wo
uld
decide the case of Taylor vs. Beck
ham
on May 22. The first train that lef
t
Frankfort that morning bore Tayl
or
to Louisville, and lodged him in t
he
bosom of Collector Sapp, in the cu
s-
tom house. There he remained sec
ret-
ed until the electric spark flashed t
he
decision of the court at Washingto
n.
A closed carriage was hurriedly sum-
moned to the back entrance, and Ta
y-
lor, with Sapp and Cureton. enter
ed
and were driven rapidly to the Jeffe
r-
sonville ferry, and thence crossed to
the state of Indiana. That night 
he
reached Indianapolis, and said:
"I am tired end went tibt and fli
ed
rest. I don't know where l„ will
 get
it, but since 0ov. Mount's action
 in
Finley's case I believe Indiana w
ill do
for the present."
No doubt he still sighs for "re
st."
The assassin's rifle will ever ri
ng in
his ears, while in his midnight dre
ams
and noonday visions he sees the
 form
of his murdered victim as it sinks 
to
the earth.
Taylor's Abject Flight.
This abject flight of Taylor, from
Kentucky to Indiana was his last s
u-
preme "effort" in behalf of libe
rty.
He was so deeply in love with liberty
that he was determined to have 
it,
even if he had to go to Indium for 
it.
All of these efforts of Taylor and his
co-officals have been indorsed by th
e
Republican platform, and Mr. Yerk
es
stands upon and approves this pla
t-
form. He must bear the odium a
nd
Infamy of it all. If elected governor
he proposes to administer the govern-
Ment according to its principles, and
will act upon the assumption that
Taylor was both "honest" and "patri-
otic."
Do the people of Kentucky want
any more like "efforts" in behalf of
civil liberty, and do they want the
government of the state administered
as Taylor did? Do the doubting. hes
i-
tating Democrats of Kentucky feel
that the politics of the state will be
purified and the commonwealth bane-
fitted by the success of that party,
which in the past has disfranchised
entire states, and now stands for Mc-
Kinleyism in the nation and Taylor-
ism in the states?
Over and against this party of greed
and blood stands the Democracy—the
party of the constitution and the law.
Every voter will be compelled to ans-
wer at the polls the solemn question:
Shall the commonwealth be governe
d
by law or by force and arras? I ap-
peal to you to answer like brave Ken-
tuckians.
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WHERE 18 TAYLOR NOW?
"There remains but one
course open to him (Taylor),
and that Is to return as soon
as he can, walk baldly and
bravely Into court and meet the
Indictment like a man. Any
other course would be rank In-
justice not only to himself, but
to those of his friends who
have been accused of so foul
a crime. I do not know wheth-
er the Indictment has been
found against Mr. Taylor, but I
have no doubt if it is that
he will promptly surrend him-
self into the hands of the law,
and believe that any Intimation
to the contrary does him hips-
tice."—Ex-Gov. Bradley, April 2.
"Once for all, I desire to say
neither directly nor indirectly
had I any connection with the
assassination of Senator Goebel.
I am a citizen of this state,
amenable to its laws; I am not
a criminal, neither shall I ever
be a fugitive from justice.
Whenever indicted, if such an
outrage should be committed,
shall appear for trial, conscious
of my innocence and the ulti-
mate triumph of right and ius-
tice."—W. S. Taylor, April 7.
a.
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COL. YOUNbl ,
sr
TAKES MR. YERKES TO T
ASK AT
PARIS.
A Spirited Reply to Some of the U
tter-
ances of the Republican
Candidate.
.Col. Bennett H. Young spoke at
 the
court house at Paris Tuesday nig
ht to
an audience of white citizens as 
large
as the mixed iuisemblage which he
ard
Mr. Tortes in the afternoon. 
The
court room, In which Col. Yo
ungs
spoke, was filled with people and 
the
doors were choked with voters.
Col. Young was escorted to t
he
platfotm timid wild cheers and a
p-
plause. He was introduced by Judg
e
Mann, and spoke for an hour and
 ten
minutes.
He said -in part:.
In his speech -at Covington Mr.
Yerkes said: "Thorp seems to be
some doubt, some, jealousy, perhaps,
as to who are Mr; Beckham's l
egal
guardians. I see in Col. Bennett H
.
Young's speech that when Mr. 
Beck
ham was seated, Mr. Blackburn,
 Mr.
Young and one or two others were
 ap-
pointed to 'Wise with him a
nd to
control his fibre actions, and no
w I
see 
nurses." 
that. .737 McCreary and Charlie
Wheeler ape lir stituted his polit
ical
Well, maybe there is some questio
n
as to who are Mr. Beckham's advis
ers.
I enjoyed the friendship of Gov. Beck-
ham's father and his grandfather
. I
claim only to be his friend. He ca
n
give me nothing I would have, 
but
one thing I am dead sure of, and 
that
is that no one of the gentlemen M
r.
Yerkes has named as Mr. Beckham
's
advisers would ever suggest to hint 
to
approve assassination, to issue 
par-
dons to the murderers of a state 
offi-
cer, shot down in cold blood from 
a
window in the executive building, 
or
to be base enough to hide such a m
ut
deter from the officers of the law, 
or
to put bayonets in the hands of asea
s-
sins to keep these officers of the 
law
from searching the public buil
dings
to find the murderer, or to unlawfu
lly
use the public funds to keep an arm
y
of desperadoes In the state capital 
to
Intimidate state officials or to adjourn
the legislature to some place li
ke
London, where those opposing 
him
could oe expeditiously killed; 
or to
furnish known assassins, in a
dvance
of trial, with pardons, or to 
provide
murderers synth United State
! and
Kentucky uniforms for disguise and
soldiers in the pay of the state 
to es-
cort them to a place where they 
might
defy the law.
Yorke. Needs a Guardlin.
When Mr. Yerkes' thirst for office
brings him to the political de
pth
where he can excuse or justify such
infamy, or make him so timid 
and
cowardly as to refuse to stand u
p in
a manly and courageous way t
o con-
demn it, then a fair-minded pu
blic
will say that Yerkes wants some gua
r-
dians, and that he had better at o
nce
get somebody to nurse him.
There never was in the history of
this great state, or in the annals of i
ts
brave people, a more pitiable sight
than a man of Mr. Yerkes professions
and standing going over the state cr
y-
ing out "civil liberty," and yet so
wanting in true political courage 
as
not to say whether he does or do
es
not approve of the conduct of W.
 S.
Taylor while acting as governor.
One of two things is true: If he
condemns it and keeps silent, he 
is
false to his convictions and not ho
nest
with the people whose suffrage be
seeks; if he does not condemn or
 ap-
proves what Madman and Murder
er
Taylor did, then be is unworthy of the
support of the brave, patriotic a
nd
law-abiding people of this great com-
monwealth.
A Humiliating Event.
The Idea that a man who offers him-
self as the representative of his party
for the office of governor of Kentucky,
who In this hour, when the state is In
a great crisis, when a fellow-citizen
has been assassinated on the very
steps of the capitol building, going to
discharge his duty as a law maker,
shall be afraid to say whether he ap-
proves or disapproves of the conduct
of those &assassins, is one of the most
humiliating events on the pages of
of Kentucky's history.
Again Mr. Yerkes in his Covington
speech said: "The murder of Goebel
was a crime of blackest hue, but It
a-as a conspiracy of one, two or a doz-
en individuals. Why should the Re-
publican party be Issid responsible foe
the individual act of see, two or a
dosen persons?" And that is all that
a man who, the Republican par
ty
says, is its best man, bas to say about
the most shocking crime of this age,
a c.t-in.e that makes civilisation shud-
der, thit makes law-abiding citizens
stand aghast with its awfulness.
"A few individuals," did you say, Mr
Yerkes? You knew when you uttered
those eords that Taylor's fellow-con
-
epirator, Power!, in his defense had
said that he (Taylor) then a governor,
made so by the Republican 11011111
1a.
tion and Republican votes, was taxi
ng
Republican campaign money to br
ing
down to Frankfort a horde of ass
ao-
sins and murderers to intimidate t
he
legislature and others; had said
, if
need be, to kill some of its membe
rs,
if the necessary conditions arose; th
at
this same governor had placed ba
y-
onets at the breasts of the men 
who
searched the executive building for t
he
murderers and bid them begone, and
hal rardoned and helped these sa
me
murderers to escape from the jurisdic-
tion of the court, and whb, with 
is
own band, had written the Repub
li-
can platform, which declared the ma
n
guilty of these things while doi
ng
them to be "resolute and patrioti
c In
defense of the people's right." Suck
decieratuma belittle the manhood and
hitelligeace of Use men and wawa oft
Reeduck:y.
Yerkes and AssassinatIlli
Mr. Yorke' is a lawyer, he is a ism
professor, he teaches young men th
e
principal of law and the true doctriamas
of life, and yet 'he say, that this
 in-
fraction of human and divine law
 is
only the act of a few individuals. Y
et
he wrote the clause in the Republica
n
platform which endorsed and appro
v-
ed them and which says them 
mon-
strous acts are "resolute and 
patri-
otic and "In defense of the rights 
of
the people."
If they are the acts of a few la&
viduals, why did the Republican par-
ty deem it necessary and proper to ea-
dorse them.? Republican campaign
money hired the villain who fired the
shot that put William Goebel to
death: a Republican officer kept the
arms of these assassins, checked the
guns they brought to Frankfort; a Re-
imblicau governor pardoned them la
advance of trial and the Reggiano
party endorsed the man as "pego
llging,
who permitted them outrages,
a man of Mr. Y.erkes' sense
lea says the Republican pafty must
"'
not be held responsible for thisse
4
crimes against life and liberty,
Mr. I erkes, It Is reported,
wrote the section which c
the assassination as the work of rin
oe-1
lute patriots knd defenders of the pe
e.*
pie's rights.
Mr. Bradley, when he was nentinlik. „
leg Mr. Yorke* for the place as
publican candidate for governor,
 said
10 was ten times as bad to say that
Taylor would run away front 
Ktiss•
tacky end not stand a trial for Oise
bel's murder as to shoot Goebel d
own
In the capital grounds when on MS
way to discharge his duty as a state
imitator and now Mr. Yorkse apeana
slightingly of this fearful act, die
mimes it with a sentence and astmiti
rm
goes on to speak as if thee sweet nensmo
lg
emotion was 4tardly worse than hail*.ju
leg al PIMs Is which one was eel
sleeted.
It Kr. Yorkes keeps as talking 104
this flippant way about the murderui
Mr. flosbel people will come to
conclusion that he is not as goOd IS
 .‘
we have believed him to be and *lie
u
long aseogiation with and A41111114 Sar
a
fellow Republicans, Bradley, Tsytor.1
Finley and Powers, has made
look upon the most desperate criaNg 0
with mitigating eyes and that after
all the crime of murder, denounced br
human and divine law, is not the
worst offense a man cab commit
Yerkes first Bradleyised, then Tay-
lorized, then Finleyised, then Power
s-
lied, and unless his courage brings
him up to the point where he will
 say
whether he does or does not app
rove
of Taylor's acts, the people will co
me
to the conclusion that he is neither
brave nor good.
NO ANSWER TO IT YET.
Nearly one month has elapsed sines
William J. Bryan delivered his famous
speech at Indianapolis. The perora-
tion of that speech has been read and
re-read by countless thousands of the
people of the world. That splendid
peroration was not a mere collection
of words. Eloquently and forcefull
y
the line was there drawn between the
national destiny as conceived by the
fathers and contemplated by the fol
-
lowers of William J. Bryan and this
"national destiny' conceived by the
weak and platitudinous McKinley and
the men to whose un-Amoricast
schemes he yields all too readily. Al-..
.
though the world has become familiar
with the peroration of Bryan's Indi-
anapolis week. no Republican organ
has endeavored to atwitter It, no Re-
publican orator hes eared to email It
Read It again:
"I can conceive of a national destiny
surpassing the glories of the present
and the past—a destiny which meets
the responalblitties of today and meas.
ures up to the possibilitle; of the fu-
ture.
"Behold • republic, resting securely
open the foundation stones quarried
by reve4utionary patriots front the
mountain of eternal truth—a reptibila
applying In practice and proclaiming
to the world the self-evident preposi-
tion that all men are created equal;
that they are **dewed with Inalasn-
able rights; that governments are I*
stituted among men to **cure these
rights, and that governments derive
their just powers from the consent of
the government
"Behold a republic in which olvIl
and religious liberty stimulate all is
earnest endeavor and In which the law
restrains every hand uplifted for a
neighbor's injury—a republic In which
every citizen is a sovereign, but In
which no one cares to wear a crown.
"Behold a republic standing erect
4014 lie empires all around are bowed
beneath the weight of their own arm
ament—a republic whose flag Is loved
while other flags are only feared.
"Behold a republic inereaaing is
population, in wealth, in strength and
In influence, solving the problems of
civilization and hastening the coming
of a universal brotherhood—a rept*.
lie which shakes thrones and alle
solves aristocracies by its silent ea.
ample and gives light and inapiratieie
to them who sit In darkness.
"Behold a republic gradually but
surely becoming a supreme moral fas-
ter in the world's progress and the as.
cepted arbiter of the world's disputes
—a republic whose history, like the
path of the just, 'is as the shining
light that shineth more and mere un-
to the perfect day.'"
' When you are told the McKinley.
ism represents the conscience, the in-
telligence and the patriotism of the
country, ask your informant why no
Republican has endeavored to answer
Bryan's splendid apostrophe to an
American national destiny.
-
of chance were violated, then the
drawings is the constitutional conve-
Lion and the other drawings in the gen-
eral assembly were likewise unfair.
By what rule would those who com-
plain judge these drawings? How or.
ten may the majority prevail, and how
often must the minority lose' How
near must the result approach the po-
litical proportions of the members in
order to be fair? Is it free from suspi-
cion when this proportion has beeen
reached? Does it become unfairer
when this proportion is departed
from' If so, where does fraud set in
and fairness end? The devotee of
chance whose life has been given to
the study of these inexplicable prob-
lems has never yet been able to formu-
late a rule. It would seem, however,
that the Republican rule is that when-
ever they win the drawing is fair, and
when they toe* it Is unfair. This as-
sault made upon the drawing of the
contest board has no fact to sustain It
The reputation and character of the
officials who conducted these draw-
ings, publicly in the presence of the
general assembly, is a sufficient refu-
tation of the baseless charge
The Law and the Evidence.
But it has been persistently charged
that the contest board and the general
usability acted without law or evi-
dent% Lid that by excluding the votes
of the city Of Louirrille and the coun-
ties of Johnson, Magoeln and Martin
the people is thee. localities were de-
sled the right of suffrage, and Taylor
and his co-officials deprived of their
01.111.eek'qr t0 us the form of expres-
sion .which Mr. Yerkes has adopted,
the board and the general assembly
"stole" the offices.
The contort board and the members
uoindtheer ottagsseirrajoiresseitemyhdlyetewnnerine eadcUnatios
otettest Mr. Tined Id only aPtaktzb
as the partisan nomineed of the poliu-
cal party weld is directly responsible
for the assassination of Mr. Goebel,
and which has approvod,the „Action of
the murderers. A preountenoff Of fair:
ness and faithful discharge of duty
sustain the official action of the
board and the general assembly. Mr.
Tease' statement is weakened by the
presumption that attaches to the utter-
ance of a man who Is speaking in be--
half of a criminal whose conduct he
approves.
One of the grounds upon which the
election was contested was that In
a number of counties, Including John-
son, Magodin, Martin and Knox, the
ballots used were printed on paper so
thin and traespareet that the printing
and stencil marks could be sully dis-
Ustguished from the backs thereof. If
this be true, the entire vote cast in
these counties should be disregarded
In anIvtst at the result The ballots
eters printed and cast in violation of
the supreme law of the land.
In Section 47 of the constitution of
Kentucky it Is provided that "all elec-
tions by the people shall be by secret
the Kentucky statutes it is enacted
that "all ballots shall be printed on
plain white paper, sufficiently thick
that the printing can not be distin-
guished from the back?'
The object of the provision of the
constitution was to secure the secrecy
of the ballot The reason of secrecy
was to afford the timid ma weak an
opportunity to cast their ballots free
from Intimidation or molestation and
to prevent the corrupt voter from
bargaining for the sale of his vote.
When the ballot is printed on paper
not sufficiently thick to hide Ui• print-
ing and the stencil of the voter, the
object of the law fails, and it is no
more than a system of viva voce vot-
ing The court of appeals in Nail vs.
Tinsley, 21 KY- Rep., 1,167, held that
an election with ballots, by which the
officers of the election could see for
whom the vote was cast was invalid.
The law being plain and well set-
tled, the question of fact Is now pro
seated, did the evidence authorise the
contest board and the general assem-
bly to find that in any of the counties
objected to thin or tissue ballots were
used, in violation of the law?
Sample Tissue Millet
I have here one of the ballots which
was used in Johnson county and filed
before the contest board by J. Id. Pres-
ton, county clerk of that county, on
the 17th day of January, 1000, as
shown by the endorsement thereon.
by W. P. Thorne, Jr., clerk of the
board. By reference to volume 2,
page 72, of the transcript of the rec-
ord flied In the supreme court of the
United States, for use In the cam of
William S. Taylor and John Marshall,
plaintiffs, in error, against J. C. W.
Beckham, defendant, in error, the rd.
deuce of Mr. Preston. will be found,
is witish be slates that be mused
thus ballots to be printed at the Paw-
paw printing odic*, In Catlettsburg,
Ky. You will observe marks as wev
from the back as from the face of this
ballot
Upon page 112 of the same volume
will be found the testimony of J. D.
Kirk, county court clerk of Martin
county. He testified that he procured
all of the ballots used in his county
at the election in November, 1199, to
be printed at the Paw-paw office. he
Sled a 'maple, printed on .the same
paper, and just like the Johnson coun-
ty baUots in every respect except as
to names.
On page 61 of the same volume wW
be found the evidence of R. C. Minnie,
county court clerk of Magoten county.
He had his lballots printed at the same
office and on the same paper that Pres-
ton and Kirk did. All three of these
clerks were Republicans.
The evidence is conclusive that the
printing and stencil marks could be
observed from the back of these bal-
lots. I refer to the statements of some
oi the witnesses.
The Testimony.
J. G. Arnett, who resides at Meddle
precinct, in Magonin county, was an
officer of the election at Precinct No.
8, and was asked as to the quality of
the ballots (Vol 11., page 63):
Q—Dld you in fact see how the
votes were cast from the back of the
ballots?
A—A great many of them; yes sir.
Q—Do you know whether the other
officials, or any of them, saw how
these votes were cast, from the back
of the ballots?
A—They could whenever they lad
a mind to do so.
Q—In counting them how did you
count; look at the face or at the back
of the ballots!
A—We counted a great many bal-
lots just in this way, didn't undoubie
them any more than that. (Indicat-
ing.)
Q—You didn't look at the faces at
all?
A—Didn't open them and look at
the
I). Milt Hodgef, Who resides at Sal-
yersville, Magoffin county (Vol.
page 67), was Interrogated about thq
ballots:
Q—Mr. Hodger, state whether or
not, as an election officer, you could
see how the votes were cast when the
ballots were handed to the officer by
the voter.
A—I ceult riskoir sad empr see
bow each of the voters voted.
Q—Waz there lad conversation at
the time between he officers as to
your being able to distinguish how the
votes were cast?
A—There was.
Q--Did the other officers observe
from the back of these ballots the
stencil marks upon them?
A—They did when they so desired.
Mr, !Isnot P. Adams, who was the chal-
lenger, examined them quite often, fre-
quently for the purpose of ascertain
lag how the voter gave his vote.
Q—Wu there any discussion as to
how certain individuals voted, be-
tween you and any of the election offi-
cers?
A—There was.
Q—Did you and them officers ascer-
tain the fact as to how the votes in
questioa were cast?
A—We did.
Q—How did you ascertain the fact?
A—By looking at the back of the
ballots.
In Johnson County.
George Vaughn was a judge of the
election at Precinct No. 1, Paintarlilet
Johnson county, and testified (VOL it.,
page 74) concerning the ballots:
Q—What tart of ballots were used
In your precinct?
A—They were pretty thin.
Q—How do you know they were
thin?
A—I knew it by looking at them.
Q—Looking at the back at the Lace
of the ballot?
A—Looking at the back ot it.
Q—In looking at the back of the bal-
lot what could you discern, if any-
thing?
A—I could discover how a man vot-
es.
Q—As a matter of fact, did you dis-
cover during the election how persons
voted whose votes were deposited with
you?
A—Yes, sir; I could have seen how
any man Toted if I was so minded.
D. J. Chandler was an inspector and
challenger In Little Gap, Precinct No.
it, In Johnson county. He testified
(Vol. 11., page 76) in reference to the
ballots used at the elecUon in his
county as fffilows:
Q—What sort of ballots were used
in your county, Mr. Chandler, with ref-
erence to seeing through them?
A—The ballots could be seen
through.
Q—Every time you looked could you
ascertain how a certain person voted;
tiers you enabled to do Kb?
A—Yes, sir; any time! tried I could
see how a person voted by going
around there when the judge went to
deposit in the ballot box.
Q—Do you know whether the judge
and the other °Slurs of the election
who were in the voting place saw and
knew from the back of these ballots
how the votes were betas cut?
A—I know they said they did.
In Knee County.
In Knox county the ballots were
printed in Barbourville, sir. Parker,
the county clerk so testified. This
county was also objected to on ac-
count of the use of thin ballots.
Mr. d. B. Dickman, a prominent at-
torney residing at Barbourville, tes-
tified (Vol. IL, page 86) concerning
these ballots.
A—The first vote that was cast our
attention was called to the cross being
observed through the ballot, so that
we could distinguish for whom the
voter had voted, a** we noticed
through the day many totes that were
cast—we could tell who the party vot-
ed for. The ballots were folded by the
GOV. BRADLEY AS A MODERN PROPHET.
Extract from Gov. Lradley's message to the general assembly of
1898.
"If any one of the departments may infringe upon the privileges
of the others the result must inevitably be disastrous. Suppose the
general assembly should enact a law declaring all Judgments of the
courts. or, Indeed, any judgment of a court, null and void, or that the
executive should determine to disperse the general assembly, or
that a court should decide that the legislature should enact no law,
or, the governor's orders should not be obeyed, can any sane man
doubt that anarchy and revolution would be the natural and unavoid-
able sequence?"
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Law and Facts of the Contest for Governo
Tie State Election and the Events Fol-
lowing Ably Reviewed by Ron.
Lewis Mc("Down.
The speech of the Hon. Lewis Mc-
a. delivered at Brandenburg
IllomdaY to a large audience. was of
modal value as Ute Ant complete
summary that has been presented to
tea voters ot the law sad tact* bearing
epos the contest prosecuted at Frank-
fort by the Democrats teat winter for
the stabs (Mew As chief attorney for
Mr. Citadel, Mr. IlIctasown is better
Wunet thah anYone use to present
tbie metier at the most important
diegter in Kostacky political history.
goi4 le boa dose tboroagb17- The
meg Who essily wishes to onderstead
Illiamsetiel of that contest ytil proat
egregal reading of Mr. Mc-
dinliWyMpieels. welch is published In
Eat beltnr. It refutes many almetate-
waft end will correct many erro-
neous impressions. Mr. itcQuows.
of overshadowing impart-
▪ ible, Inedammis es sad threatens our
Wears dace to
whedier the ma-
as an eni-
Republican
The M-
hos-
lba
tagingd.
had Mid in
law of the lend
have deeseaded to bitter personai
alms of the of Republican es-
:
mhztuaaleiter In orki:stortc
iá.F'r 01 
en .
t be butided to tell.
Offfilififigs lease. the story of Ms
111111and Natl. The friend of the Deo-
II& the toe a( their enewies, kW wee
Ind hinie safely relivded th their
Marie ftem the shaft et partisan mal-
ice. •
'lie dense an iron sleep—
Slain fighting for his country."
Gubernatorial Contest.
fa !dew, boweeer, of this persistent
dminliciation and misrepresentation,
wads. Maher the tiring nor the
fatigamoklintreger °day, my 
fel-
a short time to view
=
dal mutest, and Its de-
by the gesond assembly,
=
mterith the law and facts upon
Its settee was based.
Frier to the set of March 11). ION,
the governor. attermY ellawal and
secretary of state, and the angitor, in
the absence of either. were eourtituted
a hoard for exandsdag the returns
of elections for govereer and other
state offieers. (See. 1612. Ky. Ste.-
By the amendment of Starch
11.11.01, tbe state board of election
4111111111Niffeeers were invested with the
glity tberetofore conferred upon the
goillieter sad his associates, and given
thilliM1121 'ewer. In precisely the same
11111121621M.' This power. whether exer-
dell Sy the governor and his
deem, or by the election cononti:crn-
era. Wu held by a majority of the let-
ter. in acrordano* with the gamut
current of authorities. t4) be minWte-
las
Ikkat
. le nevem her
sillie ef greed
fie willIllehts-
thin Is Its . • Lamm end
=are truly Om In seiguage for
Our Mersa volley to likewise the
irmilt of greed. The tomblestheas it
WA\ sad trade etettrol the eoualry.
glad we are Ihreeergrittlad between the
=
wit nfilelesea. The
end Of the republic at
WO aid twit aillliall a ohm', is
thafeditene . Dut I do sot sa-
lispottance of them
=Itegasetiona when I say that IA
inallimitp Uwe is a local tome of
ereater lateeest. which presses for Ws-
' immtlate enestnerettok and diorama-
dim at Woe peat is Illeveniblr. buy-
the aatissal larene. I shall today
lope* of the state Issue alone.
TM nepublican Platform.
TM phatoris or principles adopted
lir she ifilleihtlean party of 
Reatuoky,
vitas 1W01eseinif devotion to 
civil lib-
4117. and the ewe ed basest elections,
with desperate toenidefeacy approves
the lawless act of the Meanest bead
of amegfretors who Mu ersr Mid
an Assert/Ma ealwatonwealth.Elad
eilte ea Infamy are described as
.ter_tise Pirseerration of tie-
Maim ibbier. end all good
•OreinrIlial to *alts with this
Abe nompees of furthering
to this astound-
the settee of
" it Is do-
- aillffilir piatforta,
-that the people
have hem denied their oases
and that the city ot Louirellie
sat the aunties cd Jennies. Ma-
isolla sad Nettie have been de-
nied His right to participate in the
soadllot of the government, and to ex-
iles their choke ot officials at ta•
wan
TIMM difulne. based epos law-
law, szseisraft s par-
ho taiapaisa WSW, a teat for
dlinifailenea and Mier
Idle we ignaraat of
IkeTiti elb not seek as-
those who gorses
rota ft the eatery for
j__ 5O55 4 . la We omens
411-441101014114110ate abase are /seeded
lhope*.e. tai.. commosiesalth. tbe
1...W‘cdloses chewed withnull, 
the courts,
aim eseenlion of the law, Indadiag
mar els,.. *apt salient and bon-
-wed neahal Is vtolatios of Ns-
rial and not judicial, when the board
,twures.a  wagaged in canvassing the re-
Consequently when the returns from
the various counties of the common-
wealth were canvassed, the many pro-
tests and objections, by the Demo-
crats, to the counting of the votes of
the city of Louisville, the counties of
Johnson, Martin, Masoffin, Knox and
other counties, because of fraud, in-
timidstioa and the me of tissue bal-
lots, were overruled, the board dis-
tinctly holding that the power to pass
upon the questions thus presented, in-
sofar as the °dices of governor and
lieutenant governor were cioncernea,
was vested in the general assembly
sad as to the minor state offices was
invested in the commissioners them-
Odeon yam organised and sitting as
a Mated Mead. This was the conten-
tion ottho littoriterl who voliveseated
the Ropediriesias. and their view was
Waterbed by a majority of the com-
asiedesers, in a lucid and able opinion
In enpreis teflon, the various not
WON peiiiated to the
were relegated to the two tilt
which aloha had the power sad Jur*.
diction to hear sad detonates them.
The Certificate.
The canvassing board being iictitrei-0
less to hear and determine the grave
blindiont "resented, and ending from
the face of the returns that Taylor
bad a majority of the votes, a until-
oda to that effect, wall Issued. The
only tart which UN board certified iras
that Taylor bad "received the highest
sunhat MI votes given, se °metaled td
allgedgl begot;" and by Section 144 cd
the searelkm7 of state." The addition-
al stategleit that be is "therefore duly
sad reeidarty elected" was only the
concludoe of the commissionen from
the facts found.
Atter, having, hv counsel, urged
on the consmisettmers that it was
their duty to so And, because of lack
of jurisdiction, the Republioan leaders
and press Immediately assumed the
position that Tayletos certificate was
conclusive, and that his adversary
was yrecluded treat Visiting the con-
test. because the Democratic commis-
sioners had on tilled that he was duly
sleeted. This position shows at once
as Inconsistency and bad faith of the
Republican non,. The mountain ale
swains were nerved and fitted for
Omar bloody work, by the partisan
leaders and press, which continually
Inflamed and mislead them by repe-
tition of these faits statements. Thu*
taught, they were ready to follow
their leaders with the blind devotion
with which the true believers follows°
the limner of the prophet.
The tile of the office of governor.
It Is provided by law, may be mottled
by contest, as In the case of other o
tees. A tribunal is always provided
to examine the returns and hives
gate the validity and legality of the
lectton. The face of the returns is
not ccncluslve. The result certified
may have been produced by fraud or
Intimidation, or by votes otherwise
Illegal. To examine upon evidence
and determine these questions is the
duty of a contest board. The result
shown onithe !Ice of the reels-us Is
oftentimes changed. N. political
party Is more familiar with this rue)
than the Iceputlican party itself.
Mode of Contest.
By section 90 of the oonstituUon of
Kentucky it Is declared that "contest
ed elections of governor and lieuten-
ant governor shall be determined Iv
Loth IN limes of the general assembly,
according to such regulations as mai
be established by law." This has been
the law for • hundred years.
The regulation established by law,
lot, ofthrirjevoi ditutor i rithoet tdhrrisf eang b:n
members of the house of representa-
tives to act on a board of contest. In
the saute the Hon. John Marshall.
then acting as lieutenant governor, re-
ceived the slips of paper arid announc-
ed the names of the members drawn.
not only In the governor's cue, but
In his own. The Democratic members
of the senate made so (*judos to
this, although it was said by Way per.
sons that Marshall, being laterested,
should Lave called some impartial eon
ator to the chiur.
1114 _Ms Pf°011611_, Kotwftbranding the tact that he de.
um. clued at the gate dial OM drawly
was fair, the Republiosa press and or'
airs have bitterly ausalled the olerk
oi the senate and of the bade of nee
reeentatives. The sole fact en whim%
this uetunciation ruts is that 4lie
majority of each board draws were
Democrats. The political oomplexioa
of the general assembly wee about ale.
ty Democrats to about forty Repebli-
cans. Upon a number of importaat
contest oosiniittees drawn the same
day. in the bowie the Republicans sad
a maJority, and upon all the contest
committees drawn, collectively, the
Republicans had a majority. Not sat-
isfied with this, the statement has
been persistently made that the draw-
ing was unfair.
The Result of Chance.
There were about eighty-six Demo
srats in the lute constitutional con•en
tion, and about fourteen Republicans.
There ass a contest for the seat of the
member from Washington county. A
contest committee' was drawn by lot
to couvider the report upon the con
test. The singular fact was revealed
that the committee drawn was about
equally divided politically.
The Democratic members of the
convention made no criticism or out-
cry It was manifestly the result ch
chance. The Republicans made no
charge of fraud, because the drawing
was in their favor. They made no
charge of fraud where they secured a
majority of other important contest
committees in the general assembly.
Neither did the Democrats complain,
if the drawing of the gubernatorial
committee was unfair because a ma-
jority were Democrats, and the laws
clerk and handed to the voter, and
when he would return from the booth
he would usually return the ballot
folded in the same manner that it had
been delivered to hlm; most of the
ballots that were returned by the vot-
ers there at the precinct, 1 took charge
of and tore off the secondary stub.
placed the ballot on a book that was
lying on the table and detached the
stub from the ballot, and without any
effort on my part to see who the voter
voted for I could easily distinguish
who he had voted for.
D. B. Faulkner, election commis,sion-
er of Knox county (Vol. 2, page 93),
testified that he had examined a large
number of the ballots; that they were
printed on transparent paper, and that
the stencil mark could be seen
through the paper upon all that came
before the commissioners.
J. F. Stanfill, who was a judge of
the election in Knox county (Vol. 2.
page 111 p , testified that the ballots
were transparent, and that he could
see from the back of the ballot how
the vote was cast.
The ballots from these four coun-
ties were filed before the ooard. They
showed for themselves, as does the
one I have exhibited here today. The
evidence of their illegality was con-
clusive and overwhelming. No hon-
est or impartial man can contend that
these ballots ought to have been coon-
ed. To do so would be not only to vio-
late the statute, which prescribes the
obkracter of the ballot, but also the
letter and spirit of the constitution it-
self. If four Ceentiee 9I
Weeith may disregard de totittitu-
Lion In respect to the character of
their ballots, then It may be done by
any number of all the counties. The
present elaborate system of voting in-
troduced in Kentucky was adopted be-
cause It was supposed to secure so
crecy. No man can look at the ballots'
and say that the secret of the voter
was prearved in Johnson, Magoein.
Martin and Knox counties.
An Appellate Decision.
But the &IT:244P press 11414 Ora-
tors have charged that the votert /1/ tiOfi Of WaSpararftrgaocratittliede
them counties should not be distran- I Pirtillaa a-- —
chised because of the fraud or mis-
take of the clerks in procuring these
ballots. The court of appeals of Ken-
tucky, in the case of Nall vs. Tinsley,
already referred to, has given the an-
swer of the law to this contention—
hear it:
"It is suggested that such an inter-
pretation may disfranchise voters, and
that they should not be so disfranchis-
ed by reason of the fraud or mistake
of some county clerk whose duty, un-
der the law, is to furnish the ballots.
Whilst the voter may lose his vote by
reason of such conduct by a county
clerk, still that fact can not change
the meaning of the constitution and
statute.
These four counties are in the heart
of the tone of assassination. One of
these is the home of Caleb Powers and
John Powers. The latter Is now coun-
ty school superintendent of Knox
county. On the 28th day of August.
John Powers, with a bodyguard of ten
desperate, heavily armed men, at his
home on Brush creek, executed, before
the county judge and county clera of
that county his bond as school super-
intendent. Although John Powers has
been under Indictment for the murder
of Gov. Goebel for nearly six months,
he has remained in the mountains un-
molested When the election commis-
sioners of Knox county assembled to
canvasa the returns and certify the
result of the last election, an angry
mob of 100 or 600 Republicans, with
ropes to hang the Democratic commis-
sioners, remained in the streets while
the county board was in session and
freely threatened them with death if
they failed to certify according to the
opinion of the mob. In a county like
this, where violence and lawlessness is
the rule, and force and intimidation
control, If the secrecy of the ballot is
destroyed, It will result in the utter
disfranchisement of hundreds of nosi-
est but timid men. A majority of ruf-
fians have no legal or moral right to
disfranchise the orderly and peace-
ful element of the community, and the
law will not hear them wnen detected
and they cry out against the disfran-
chisement of themselves.
A Sounded Duty.
The votes of these four counties, by
the plain letter of the constitution, as
contrued by the court of appeals, as
well as for the considerations last stat-
ed, should not have been taken into
the estimate when arriving at the re
suit. It was the bounded duty of the
board and of the general assembly to
disregard the vote.
On the face of the returns the state
board found that Taylor bad a major-
lty of 1,333 votes. nu Included the
majoritteel of the tissue ballot cowl-
ties, yin: Knox, LISS; Madotan,
Martin. 47$, and Johnson M. Them
majorities aggregate 3.042. The Tay-
lor majority, shown on the face of
the returns, deducted from the latter
number, defeated Taylor and elected
Goebel by 679 votes.
The Republican orators and press
call this steering the offices, and de-
eying to the people of these counties
a voice in the 'action. The dominant
party in thole counties, through their
officials, procured these unlawful bal-
lots for use, and by means thereof,
sought, through publicity and intimida-
tion. to disfranchise the timid voter.
of the minority, and to cOrrupt those
that could be purchased. There is no
means of knowing to what extent they
succeeded. The familiar maxim of
the law that no one can take advan-
tage of his own wrong, applies to par-
ties as well as to individuals. That
the procurement and arrangement of
these ballots was the result of a con-
spiracy is apparent from the record
and an inspection of the ballots them-
selves. The object of this conspirarcy
was to disfranchise and corrupt. De.
tected in this crime against the elect-
ive franchise, the perpetrators are
estopped in law, and la morals, to corn-
sooner or later learn that they muse
submit to and obey the law.
The City of Louisville.
But the Republican platform chero-
ot that the city. of Louisville was die-
franchised and deprived of the right
to participate in the coaduct of the
state government. Goebel receivedthe highest number of legal votes and
was elected without the ceases or a
single vote in the city of LoalsvaliaGlaringly outrageous as was the earduct of the Republican officials, witnrespect to the election there, it was
not necessary for the board or for thegeneral assembly to consider the oh-Jo-Lions made as to this vote. But in-asmuch as misrepresentation and con-
cealment have been resorted to for tbepurpose of deceiving the public, I pro-pose to show that the grounds of cost-test relating to Jefferson county were
well taken„ and required its vote to hedisregarded, in arriving at the correctresult ,
It Is declared by the constitution itthe commonwealth (Section 6) Um*
"all elections shall be tree and equal."This provision had its origin in the
venerable statute of Edward I., wherein it was declared that "became elem.time ought to be free, the king tow
manieth, upon great forfeiture, tameno man, by force of arms, *or by smat-lee nor menacing, shell disturb any to
make free elections."
Another biattamental principal &s-
eared In our oqestitutiop (Section r)is that "the military shall, in all Mae
and at all times, be in strict suttee*.
*Mimi to the hivil power." This Ire-
is derived from the DeddillItieS
bf Independence, wherein it was Its&
ed. as one of our grievances. that Mu
kin "had agected to render the oak
tary independent of and superior Stthe civil power."
Them prpeciples, so vitally labor-,tant for the protection of the libertyof the cinemas, wen daltaardad bad
violated by the hepoliliess emeuttie
and smarty 9,080 esters thereby die-
tranebised in the city of Louisville.
The militia of the state. In anticips-
psalm Owe either jofg put or
disarmed, under the. 'matt of grit>Ishing thief with better lititui. Ent
thus equipments never thole.
the city 
dBrtleadvl. 
Bradley 
Acts.
Gov, 
Louisville a few days before the else.
lion. A few days prior to his coming
opuipment, arms and ammunition far
the Louisville refitment were ant/APSfrom Fraintfort, and on the day before
the election two Gatlin, (UM, withthirty thousand rounds of amnia-
anion. arrived. On the morning of the
election, before the polls were opened,he called the regiment to the armor?In the heart of the city and put it un-der arms. AU these events were
chronicled In the most sensational
manaer by the daily press. During theinterval between hasty orders tor
Canting guns and ammunition the Re-
publican governor was making Repub-
lican speeches and conferring with
that highly respectable, but exceed-
ingly nervous and suspicious aggrega-
Lion of political pharisees Ithown in
current history as "honest election
leaguers." The Louisville Dispatch
and Evening Post were filled. wtta
bloody threats and startling innians-
Lions as what was to be dose with the
militia with the governor In personal
command, on election day. The result
upon the public mind may be ea-
premed in the terse language of the
witnesses themselves: "The Warta
was extensive," "people were In fent
and dread." "the talk about the prepa-
ration for the militia being called out
and the introduction of cannon, gum
and ammunition in the city was ear-
rent on the streets:" "a great essay
men were unquestionably kept from
the polls." "people were afraid there
would be a club at the polls." Muck
more to the same effect was proven.
Effect On the Vote.
It reqiiired no prophet to foretell
the result. There Wad a total loss of
11,80e registered votes at the eiection.
The entire registered vote of the
city, in round numbers, Was MAW
The entire vote cast was 23.211. The
Democratic registered vote was SLOW;
the rota cast 12,440—a loss of SIM
Democratic votes. The registered Re-
publican vote was 111,70e; the vote cast
was 16,660—a Republican gala of 2.160
over the registration.
There was a loss of about 26 per
cent of the vote of the city. The re-
cord shows that the usual talLtag oft
is not or. than 10 per cent, Sad this
is generally distributed between the
parties about la proportion to their
strength. It is perfectly plain that this
extraordinary result was prothiced by
military lath:illation. The spectacle
Indeed was extraordinary. No nob
event had ever transpired in Moline-
ky. Peaceful and law-abiding cinema
asked with wonder and amasemest
where this unprecedented display of
military would end. They bad read in
the constitution of the state that the
governor should not personally take
command of the militia unless advised
so to do by resolution of the ge1141111
taahrb:bye: militia when dein Ithedi 
law
should be directed to report to a may-
or of a city, sheriff, jailer, marshal;
they had read that the militia should
only be employed in aid of the civil
power of the commonwealth for the
enforcement of the law.
The citizens beheld all these require-
ments and safeguards of the law set
aside. A partisan press daily heralded
the fact, In inflammatory articles, that
the governor would, notwithstanding
the constitution, personally command
the military forces; that the military
should not be allowed to report to the
mayor, the sheriff or the Jailer, sad
would- not act In concert with, but in
opposttion to these civil officers. Is
there wonder, then, that strong men
were deterred by the thousands from
voting or even going near the polla?
Intimidation of Voters.
The result of all this was the des-
plain. The procurets of these tissue truetion of the freedom of the electios,ballots disfranchised themselves anti and the intimidation of the voters.the voters of their counties. This is In McCrary on elections It Is said
(13eictIon 5S21 that "an armed force, 11Ithe mandate of the law,iland the party
now masquerading in Kentucky aa- the neighborhood of the polls. is Si-der the banner of -civil liberty' Milt most of a necessity a menace to Tot-
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YOUTSEY -
Is Still Lying In A Stupor
On His Bed.
Case Passed Once Mote--
His Guilt Is Not
Doubted.
1901111=1- NI New Ira
osomprows. KY.. Ckle-
'wry X Tools= is alai lying in a stu-
por and his case was again passed till
lowerrow
The prisoner has been removed from
le a row is the courthouse where
be ese be made more comfortable.
The general belief is then Youqey
WI. saly smaporarily unbalanced and
lbN be is Sol =saw. Belied in his
guilt Is averriag Awe his wawa Tue.-
• 51(b$. itersey's sPorneye, it is
Would. Will keep up their Ight so de-
Mg the row bee arrabiss bus .s serious
Ohmage for the worse in the defendant's
oendieles will psovent • trial.
Within the leas few days the State
has &Wavered new evideoco effecting
the win -
Is a weetved by the Staie's =-
turnip lenandy. is was stated that the
allemeinebew imagism anamialliened
=lite Wee, and wbs was In the baild•
lag at =saw Gosh= vu shot. could
tel essidebing of *greet value to the
preesednisa DeMeeives were set to
work, sad Olio staNd, have located the
person referred is Tbe name is with-
• sod it is
shisaliaowa
sorsa" es mak
had Ss mad mid
yet desided whither
fealty in the Teel-
lealimeny re-
alm. Jim Heerani
amil Issleag. le la reheats. VI Ike al.
Mt the two la the IsIs
USW
*tiara mdiam W tiammeasoblaisVIII soomlip lie plea whiskbe iamb Toalasp's Woos%
OM Mulls ailed ow, ikaortesil sae
dip wbos SU plead lasasily wesbi be
asKOisEtart popiloi lbal Wm bail
as iiisa of asabias set* a piss. Thus.
WINN we. fergoilles teal Yesseey's
msesliasid oselweak. Tim prisoner bad
bereammiagly is lite best of health
end apteileus somek motions were es-
▪ esszpeolod.
al. ,wit. misled that the to
frembieei with, to. jury bed had a de•
=
et as she prisoner. Crowds
tam as in sempany Sf elm jailer
Wares. teeth the jary war OW pow&
and Obis =wed the priewee. M worry
=Ore &ban ewer. lit. theagfit this feet
had mach to do with his Whose.
•
filpesiel le New Era)
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Oot. 10 -The
ease of Meaty Testes, ww galled this
mseldng and, m the defendant was not
*ISM appear in omen, it was wised
WI Thursday.
IN STUPOR
illeiney WW2* is leis mill sadey ap•
petuntly in a heavy =spot
els sir are massed, aid his breathing
bilks&
Went be creased ow of the most
milawkable mews ever witsessed in a
MR= teem.
AIM amil-roden was crowded as the
inlaid the excalieseeni wss Masse.
filipihrussasowsr.theLoaleville delsolive,
Ntillaisdatior his arrest. Then Ar-WI se It= Wks milk Yostsey
dist Ooeboi was pus os tbe wad sad
tedge Bea Williams, who tor die WS
*se appeared Is. Ike preasestiou did
thesseeMesisg. htrabas Web= :
"I talked with Testes, she dey be
we. anamed loss WON ehersoes is She
jm Is Tveaktan -ts relates., Is She
wiSus of my Wotan."
BP011.1110 BIM."
isee at Mkt point Yammer area ba-
bied kis ~wigs aad la a Med Woe
usld:"lIi.sns-s;i$i.sIIel I sever
spate a word so these... la nay Iffs
write to "
OW. Orawford told him to be quiet
sod sit down, and others took WM Of
will sot sit down. I 'Neer mid a
wird to that nian-4, antruc"
Ms was shouting by this time and ev-
er/one warn on tiptoe of excitement.
Yeassey's wife sprang to his side and
wilipo endeavoring to make him sif down
NOM he board saying.
roalwow Iowa aavis kil.ed my litiabao.i, I
millenes you are assisdell."
HYSTERICAL °RIES.
Yeensey hysterically shoaled
WPMlb
inessosne : tits= is ses blood es
sly Wade; Sbus. mem are swearing coy
-Two or three deputy sheriffs went over
sal grabbed him. He struggled wildly
ad said'
„Hest roe alone ' I will not sid down "
Arthur Goebel meanwhile sat sphinx-
)** in SW waseaseekair sad sever tarn
ed his bead. Finally stir Toomey was
Weed WM a seal I. dossed meta •
"Goebel is mos dead; all the due. i.e
is bell could not kill him
-11tr. Sheriff, if the def. °dant Loos
not behave himself, put handcuffs on
him." said Judge Oaot rtil.
AUDIENOE EXULTED.
Messer bile the audience mild a= be
foroed to keep their masa until the
Judge threatened to flee all Shoes
who @Mod up. Youtsey settled Wok
In hie Wait', and closing Ms eyes,
seemed Sob. Ins seam of collage&
He waved his bandkerobief around his
head in an simlem sort of way and
grossed sad cried hysterically. Final-
ly quiet wits restored and Judge Wil-
liams, asked Arthur Goebel another
queseios. when Ool. Crawford aaked a
postopnemeat of tine trial till tomorrow
on account of the defender] es conditi00
Judge °antral said he knew no cause or
3enew for the defendwit's outbreak,
beito justices to his astorneys he would
postpone the case till tomorrow.
ADJOURNED.COULiL 
Mr. Franklin said the ontnnionwealth
had ent lbs sligheset objeotion M ad.
Weirohlg R11 tomorrow, end wart so
adjearsed.
ToWsey still 000tapied Oh chair, with
bls eyes closed, apperemitly In a half
faisiing condition. After the crowd
owned sal Jailer Reed sad deviates
Senied YeaSeey elb the jell, as he was
Noble to walk. Various raises' we
assigned for his unseemly outbreak, the
arse being that his long ootiefinement
and strain of the trial clawed him So De-
em* bYseerioal and lose aoetrol of
himself Another is that he is really
demented se shown by his remark that
Goebel was not dead.
HURRAH FUR GOEBEL.
Youssey continued to sot like one de
mewed as be was Mken bank to Jodi and
weld be heard in hie cell yelling, "Har-
rah ter Goebel." Physicians at last
quieted kint with opiates.
ROMANCE IN RARTIME.
Pr,esser Weald Not Leve Nis Girl Ti
Regale Liberty.
Frank Galbreath, col., and his sweet-
bemire, Jennie Skinner, had trouble with
the powers that be, Monday, and were
sesS to the workhouse for twenty-one
days mob. Frank is one of Wooldridge
& On's valued hands and the firm ar-
ranged with the cos7. judge so pay his
Se.. A telephone message was mot to
the workhouse to release the negro and
for him to go buck to work. Frank sent
word back that be couldn't boar to leave
his girl is the workhouse, and that an-
less she *could also be released he pre-
ferred to serve out his sentence. That's
what he will do
• BOOKED
Is "Quo Vadis" For Early
Date Here.
Two High Class Enter-
tainments Come Next
Week-Fireworks.
"Quo Vadis," the entire original pro-
diellftes, oast, misery, end all, erUl be
peassatod as Iteilaad's ()pees now, la
UM ism IsOmo
• masa, at pool strebilli has bass
mewl lao male itiossiliers is slabs.
rola aid at mom boasts lbs malemas
Moo boos ossolaily pooping Stem seas,
sis 11104010 sa4 Wee mode is Is,.,.,
lhu play, andging from whist. sold bi
Shoes persons who have wen It, is Wong
sad =terse/sing. The Mary of the dra-
ma follows that of the book, beginning
In the gardens of Aolu.s Pleatius, and
ending in the areas before the Emperor
Neero's box.
The same lillhes and shades Of diarao-
NW, and beliefs whb;h termed the tow-
dallies of the populerity as his, novel,
hare been preserved by the dromasias in
pay, and will cause his work so be
witaemed by eboosadds, as one of the
grandest dramatic triumphs of modern
limes.
5. t t
The liohumann't.Conorort Oompany,al
She Woman's building Ssearday night,
woe the admiration of Knoxvilie's most
mattered aria music, loving people Osp-
boated might more fully express it, for
the participants not only revealed art,
net winding qualities that **brood
each one in the suiience's effectione.-
Tribluse, lino:villa, Tenn., Feb. 4 At
Hoiland's Opera Howe, Oct 15.
St.
George Wendling will deliver his fa-
mous lecture, "Mirabean, sod the
French Revolution." at the Opera
House Oct. 16 The Johnstown,(N. Y.)
Republic says of this lecture:
"Aside from its tremendous lassoes
sad It. great dramatic and oratorical
power, it is, a work of art, superior in
shill and hotels to any teeters ever lewd
In this city.
• s
Doe's forgehbe date of the Brewton'.
Os OS. 116, Om A. L lii. ocompsoy will
give a gorge's, display as Memel
pork. Tam entertainment le under the
maoatemeas of Mr. it. 0. Mer0Or. Sr.,
and promises to be a swops' in every
way. • •
A It EOM r O Tnitlion.
"Awful anxiety was felt for the wid-
ow of the brave (Ion: Burnham, of
Machias, Me., when the doctor said she
could not live till neoruing," writes Mrs
8 H Lincoln, who attended her that
fearful night. "All thought she must
soon die of pneumonia, but she begged
her for Dr. King's New Discovery, say-
ing that it had more than once saved
her life and had cared her of consump-
tiou. After three small does she slept
easily all night, aud its further use
completely csred her." This marvel
one medicos. Is guaranteed to CUTS all
throat cheer and lung diseases. Only
50ir sod $1.00 per bottle, at L. L. El-
gin's, 0. K. Wyly'., R. 0. Hardwick'.
J. U. Cook's sod Andereon & Fowler's
drug stores
POLITICAL NOTES.
Hon. James B. Allensworth has
emoted an invitation to deliver an
dress next Friday night before
ac-
ad-
the
Democratic (lets at Haddock's school
house precinct
---
Mr. Webb 0. Bell has been plead at
the heed of tie Ohristian county Demo-
CUM(' •p-ak• rs' bureau and will ar-
range for epealres in all parts of the
mu ty Ile is the right man in the
right place.
A club of enthuaiastic Democrats has
been forme.' at Orofton. The °Mors
are: W. H Martin, president; Geo.
H. grail, vice-president; and John H.
4yerii, secretary. The club will meet
every Saturday afternoon.
Friday evening the Democrats it the
Alligree nrecinct near Fair-view organ-
. ..
Seed a club of thirty-five members. J.
M. Ragodine was elected President;
Levi Higgins, Vice President; Ben K.
Our, Secretary. •
An indi..ai ion of ihe enthusiasm for
the I •mocratic ticket out in the state is
to be uosni in the number of Democratic
clubs that have been organized. The
total number received at Democratic
headquarters ecceed 500, and each club
has a membership ranging from ninety
to three hundred. Gov. Idoereary ig of
the opinion that to much enthusiasm
for the Democratic ticket in the country
has not been manifested in yeare -Lou-
isville Times.
CALL and she samples of OCT made
lio-order lobo,' end repair work of all
kinds,
JEFF MORRIS,
LANDS
The Man Who Robbed
Kelly's Store.
Chief of Police Matthews
Is After Requisition
Papers.
Chief of Polio. Mathews will return
today from Si. Louis where he has been
Mao Tuesday in connection with the
arrest of Frank Williams. alias Oharles
Lillard, a negro, who was taken into
custody there last Saturday by Detec-
tives Free* and Cleimer, and who is be-
lieved to be the man who robbed M. D
Kelly's jewelry store
Through pawn tickets In his posses-
sion the officers recovered twelve gold
watches and twenty-one gold rings,
which had been pawned, and which
were a portion of the jewelry which
wee recently carried away from Mr.
Kelly's place.
Ospeain Mathews yesterday identified
the watched and sings. He will return
to Kentucky to procure warrants, and
and the necessary papers for William's
extradition. At the time of William's
arrest he was trying to pawn a eevolver.
Twelve otber revolvers which he had
pawned were Roosted.
Ali of them are said to have been
stolen at Hopkinsville.
FROM DAY TO DAY
Increased
Ireitures,
R. G. Dunn & 00.'s final returns of
commercial failures during the third
quarter of 1000 makes the aggregate 2,-
519. $27,119.996 in amount of liabilities.
Manufacturing failures were 007 for
$11,614,1190, tradlag were 1,749 rot $11,
11411,140, Mid SAM eeisilhefolal IN toe
111,1101,41111 Osiapatima ivith lie isms
gamiteit laM peat shows tit liana's
of ME iii booboo, she owl, 014,00,000
Is samisal,
?"1141'111211;1
The jester admiral of our navy is
Silas Wright Terry. Be became such
on his recent promotion, and he has
been placed in command of the Wash-
ington navy yard. In the oocurse of
REAR ADMIRAL MIAS WRIGHT TZRZT.
three years he will rank next to Admi-
ral Dewey. Rear Admiral Terry is a
Kentuckian, and his former home was
in °Wiz, Trigg county, wherellie visits
his Motives every year. He was 56
years old on December 26 lea He en-
tered the Naval Auedemy at the age of
Id, as an setting midshipman.
Tee Amass,
Aseesesseat
°batsman MoObord, of she Koolookf
Mined Oomailseioe, a000nooes thal
a meedog of the 000stolosloo will be
beid ate day oust week to Is the an-
nual assessment of railroad property in
this state Nearly all of the railroads
have sent their annual reports to the
oonitubseioa, and the chairman shows
an increase in the values of about 15
per cent. The valuation of Kentucky
railroad property lot year was $60 000
000, while in Indiana it was about $160-
000.
The Motion
Queen
Mrs Leila Beton Wilder is known all
through the South as the cotton queen.
Mrs Wildor has one of the largest NA-
LRILA ORTON WLLDMA
ton plantations in Alabama and proba-
bly one of the beet It consists of 700
acres bordering the beaks of the Ton-
nages. It is a model cotton plants-
Ron.
Roasts Allea's
Reign of Law.
Rev J- W. MoCiarvey, president of
the Bible College as Lexington, preach-
ed a sermon in a Lexington church
Sunday. in which he attacked James
Lane Allen's latest book, "The Reign
of Law." He declared that the book
indicates Mr. Allen to be an Infidel.
The Bible college figures in Mr Allen's
book, and Mr MoGarvey himself has
been said to be the prototype of one of
the characters.
The Florida
Orange Crop.
Well informed railroad men and fruit
growers proclaim that Florida's orange
crop is larger this year than since 1894.
Fully 1,000,000 boxes will be shipped.
Dade county alone will ship 60,000,
while Manatee Breverd and other
South Florida sections will make heavy
shipments Fruit is selling feat at 12
per box to fruit houses north.
POR SALE.
We have in our hands for sale, nine
and one-fifth sores of land jot outside
of city limits on East 7th street. A
beautiful site for a suburban home or a
geed investment in the way of building
Hegira W000 & Son.
td61,wit
FREUND FATALLY WOUNDED.
Former flopklasville Oa Meyer Oyler
at USW*.
Lents Freund, formerly catcher on
the Hopkiasville tweball team, was
stabbed at Louisville Saturday Ohio
O'Neil. a railroad employe, attacked
him with a dirk
Freund is likely to die as the blade of
the wawa' was thrust into ha left side
sad peseseased the lung
The Doable WM brought about by
Freita& tit. alleged, and the origin of
an old grudge. Freund. so the police
say, had been playing wars and had
lost He was in a bad humor He ran
soros O'Neil near the Ninth street de-
pot and assaulted him without any el-
planation. O'Neil whipped out a dirk
and stabbed Freund in the left forearm
jot above the wrist, stabbed him in
the right shoulder and then sank the
blade into the left side and reached the
lung.
-.4•44
HOT WEATHER and tender feet are
two tough problems. We can't regulate
the weather but we can make you a pair
of light and easy shoes which will be a
pleasure so you.
&JAL wtf.
JEFF MORRIS.
Over Olark's
CAMPAIGN
News And Notes Of Local
Interest.
Speaking Dates-Marchfng
Club-Items Found At
Headquarters.
Mr. Webb 0. Bell, chairman of the
speakers' berme, received a letter from
Senator-AM Z. W. Oarmack, of Ten.
seems MIMI' Slat be would curtain!y
be bars 911I. N 10 Ill his apeoliiiiiisal
Ss Mess as Mars at Ubriellaii chew=
7,
&MINH olossail posse Is poi siosob
by a saw log, to he withdrew from Ike
Mos for °engross on the Popelied Sieben
If Lynch doesn't wish to experienoe the
feelings of a man wbo I. struck by a
pile-drive, he had better hunt cover.-
Madisonville Hustler.
On Monday, the 19 h of November,
the Democrats will mat and select
oommitteemen for the respective pre-
cincts. In a manner yes to be determin-
ed. This is in accordancee with a rule
adopted by the elate conventlou. In
this manner the committeemen will he
determined upon loy the people indeed
of being appointed Is is believed the
new system will work well.
-- -
There 14 Tt PAM fl I at Democratic
headquarters at Henderson, over the
fact that the registration books show a
falling off of Republican voters of more
than Iwo hundred, as compared with
1896, and that this is due to apathy
among the colored voters.
- -
The Democratic State Executive0om-
cnittee is planning to whoop things up
In lively fashion in the First,Swond and
Third Oongressional districts. It was
decided this morning to send she most
prominent speaker. in every precinct
The list is made out, and will be pub'
haled as soon as acceptances have been
received from those selected. The ob-
ject of thh committee is So thoroughly
11111111411 the Democrats in these three dis-
trials mid I ring net all of she may.ag
home TOG -1.01816,111e Times
A 000fideolial report from Mr, l•-•11.
°Mahe, chairmen of the Republican
state campaign committee, to °hairless
Babcock of the Republican national
oommiSSes. s000rding to reliable Infos
mation from Frankfort, oonadee the
election of Det000ratio congressmen in
all but the Fifth and Eleventh distrints
Publicly the Republicans are booting
that they will carry the Third, Fourth,
Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, and Eleventh di.
It is probable that the Republicans
will open headquarters on Main street
in few days.
A cell has just been is sue0 by the
National Democratic Committee for a
"grand rally" on Oot 27, of all the
Democratic clubs throughout the coun-
try. The day will be set apart as a
Democratic field day.
Up to noon today 1142 Democrats
had registered at the Democratic head-
quarters.
Hon John L Grayot, of gmithiand,
and Mr. T. 0. O'Bryan, of Madisonville
were among the out-of-town callers at
the Headquarters Wednesday.
A telephone or telegraph message
is expected from Frankfort this after-
noon fixing the date of the expected
Beckham MoOreery speaking next week
Dr. A. D. James was in the city yes-
terday perfecting arrangemenalfor the
'peaking appointment of Gov. Roo.
Telt and Hon. Frank Posey at the tab-
ernacle Saturday morning at 11 :45
o'clock.
A large marching club will be prob-
ably be formed soon by enthusiastic
Hopkinoille Democrats
The county election board may have
two centrals to decide arising from the
recent colored school trustees' elect :on
It is reported that James L. Allens
worth, Jr., will contest the election of
Peter Poston Jr., and that William
Woods will charge John Moore was
illegally elected
Hon. M. W. Howard, of Alabama,
will speak at the mart house tonight in
interest of the Middle-of the Road Pop-
ulists.
FOR SALE
At a reasonable price, serialises Oro
of lend adjoining my residence ea Weet
7th street. dawif W. H. WEST.
INDICTED AWARDED $8,90.
la the circuit ('ont at Haste-Pe I.,
H. w Umat111 1.1,114 veeid-et 58 .15
dentsgeit itin.f 'lie I. & N.
For Committing Alleged' P^mP'n7 for Vie s He
, ran over near Hope osvtlle teed •
imonths ago
Election Irregularities.
Court Orders Charge
Against J. D. Ware to
Be Again Submitted.
The grand jury returned a batch of
fifty-two indictments Wednesday
afternoon, and, on reporti it g
that it had no other business to
to, was dismissed. The tru•tee of the
jury fund was ordered to pay (tech mem
ber $30, the jury having been in Newton
fifteen day
Among the indictments were the fol-
lowing:
John 
P. 
PrIvese, making thie regis-
tration books
Same, interfering with election.
Polk 0111211Iftr, Same
John Knight, same.
Jordan Barker, same.
John Wicks and Elbert Wiley, same
V M. Williamson, feloniously obtain-
ing ballots
John Wicks end E.bert Wiley, abet-
ting in feloniously obtaining ballots.
°Miele. Shelby, illegal registration.
These indictments grew out of Ste
1899 election, particular lysbe muddle in
Precinct No. 1. The doors of the voting
place, it is charged, were closed, a ballot
taken from the ballot box slid other ir-
regularities ccmtnitted. Mr. Prowse is
charged wish furnishing election officers
With imperfect copies of registration
books. The matter has heretofore been
thoroughly ventilated in the Nsw ERA.
aTirs other indictments emboss,* wide
variety of offenses, including seventeen
counts forfeiting liquor to minors, seven
tor selling I quo, without license and
Wee ref gaining.
The 'aliening IWO r Was entered oli
be multi *roods
"The datatittatit 11 I) Wife hotitia Ills
bead aimed with Ski 'limos of wit'
folly aid mahotossly shooting and
wovadial sae ,W. K Pinar with a pia.
MI, loaded with pewits, and a letrlau
hall or other hard suatence with the
intent to kill Piner, and all papers and
other matters of evidence relating to
the examivation of said charge against
said J, D. Ware having been before the
grand jury of Ohriatian county at the
Ssptember the Christian circuit court,
and upon investigation said grand jury
failed and refuied to dud an indict-
ment against the said J. D Ware for
said charge and offense, bus the court
being of the opinion that the said charge
against said J. D. Ware should be sob
milled to soother grand jury of Chris-
tian county, Ky., it is therefore ordered
by the court that the said J. D. Ware
be continued on his bail its heretofore
nod until the next arm of wart, and
is is further ordered and directed by
the court that the said charge against
the said J. D. Were be again submitted
to another grand jury of °brie, ian coun-
ty. Kentucky "
The caking of testimony has been fin-
ished in the Matthew Layne will case,
and Special Judge Polo is hearing the
arguments of the attorneys in the
county court room. The regulsr session
of court has been resumed by Judge
Oook in the circuit court-rhain.
EMPLOYES' PRICE.
•
IN TOE ASYLUM. •
°harden 000k , it youlig men of Attila
county, wa.. 1, i.bont three
months ig..0 and on W. outader hereunto
violeutlir Hoene. lit- as if.., for lu• •
nacy and sent to the Weatern Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane
FELT VS. YEARS.
ersopal 4,3
r;vt •tdiuIs' •
vroni Thursday's driflY.
Jodue J I Letteie. is iii Owensboro
Mr P.eer h1.1 .r. ..f \I artieonville, is
its the ens,
Mr. loot K ,1,•rt • 1 ..tri STA at-
'he elleyfi-..i Vor.
Mr. .1. A Reoani, rr, of Onurch Hill,
i 4 :44 0 
.1111hb
sus. Mee, Bar+ n• ieft yesterday to
et e, .1 •ev.ral risy. with friend's at
ceche
t'11 LAIN •ri Mc I, uh An Susie
Penr,vike, were in .he city
y. el • Tall
0.4. I t Herir•, ot
• le • .555 he, rh- ..f I Firstlingattend
The price of the Illinois Central stook
to the employes is quoted for the month
as g1111.00 a share
OOLD IITIDL On
"Thera le bet nos small chance 51
• Is' • your RI« end that is thteneh 'an
I station." was the awful peospeet set
L. fore, Mrs I. 11 Hunt, of Line Ridge,
Wis . by her dicetor after vainly tryine
'to cure her of a frightful case of stom-
ach trouble and yellow jaundice He
didn't count on the marvelous power of
Electric Bitters to cure stomach and liv-
er trouble., but she heard of it, took
oven bottles, was whc Ii; cured, avoided
surgeon's knife, now weighs more and
feels better than ever. it's positively
guarantee° to cure stomach, liver and
kidney trJubler and never disappoints.
Only 50c at L. I,. Elgin's, 0. K.
Wyly's, R. 0 Hard wick's, J. 0 Oook's
and Anderson & Fowler's drug stores
RECOVERED VALUED RING.
Stealer Baas' (Woo Luck-Stolen Year
Aad A Half Ago.
A year and a half ago, while Senator
R. F. Bass was returning to Kirkmans•
villa from this city, a grip was stolen
from the back of his buggy. It contain-
ed a handsome diamond ring which had
belonged to hie dead wife and which he
prized very highly. Monday Senator
Base was here and learned that Mr.
Earnest West, who clerks at Thompeou
& Biteeetl'e, had purchased from a col-
ored boy, a ring similar to the one lost
In order to make the identification sure,
the rim was taken to Kelley's jewelry
store and laid in a tray with numerous
others. Senator Baas experienced no
difficulty in selecting the right ring
Mr. West had a receipt from the boy
he bought the ring from. The negro's
name /as Alex Homon. He was arres-
ted and admitted selling the ring to Mr.
Nest and said he got it from his brother
who lives in Chicago Hopson was
taken before the grand jury Tuesday
and indieted for grand larceny
•6154.-
CLARKSVILLE'S CARNIVAL OF CRIME
Bold Held Ups And Burglar, In The Ten.
negate Town
A Olarksville dispatch Rays .
Ed Rudolph Was held up by two [le-
groom last night on the Port Royal pike
and robbed of $20 After being turned
loose, he fired his pistol at the no-groes
and says be saw one reel, then run.
Last night on Franklin street, near
Stewart's snuff factory, Ed Blare, col-
ored, will held up by two men He
wkillMed up nis horse and escaped rob-
bery. He claims they were white men,
but iii. believed by officers that they
are the same parties that robbed Ru-
dolph.
Last night the grocery of Bad Wood,
on Franklin street was entered by bur-
glars and robbed of a large qoantity of
goods. There is no clew to the burg-
lars.
The CASSOM CM :•:Lio of that
number of people mid" detesters to the.
•
printed garotte,. : •II,eug.11 of reel
donee," by giv int/ • lineal sueseure
ment of their h‘.11,1
-.oar
LOUISVILLE CJIOSEN
The lin•I bt.siness session of the Soc -
ety of the Army of the °timberland wa.
held at Ohatt•nootra Wednesday Lies.
ieville was ch-sen for the next arineNI
Meeting, during the week uegintitpg op
October 8, 1901.
NCIYITIALS
Of hr. Garnett And hiss
Richards Wednesday.,
Marriages at I wo Hotels
-Interesting Wedding
An
Mr. John W. Garnett, of Bell and
Aim Lola May Richards, of this city,
were quietly inatried In St Louis Wed-
nesday mottling at 111.1•1•61 n'elork The
Witittitin kWh pisis.-ei the teoldietes ni
Mr Mallen Wtigiit s leiletive. Of the
Wide
Mr tiartiott is sits son of Mr. J It
tiortott, prosoisot of Platileye
and Is one of the moat eumemieftil and
best-liked young farmers in the county
The bride is the pretty daughter of
Mr. and Mr.. John NV Richards, and is
an an attractive and stylish girl who is
a favorite among a wide circle of friends
Mr. and Mrs Garnett arrived Wed
nesday night at their handsonierhorse in
South Obristian.
PRINCE-LIGON.
Mr John T Prince, of Poacher's Mill,
Tenn , and Miss 14 tars S Ligon, ol
Henderson county, were kilned in mar-
rugs In this city Wednesday afternoon
The ceremony was performed in the par
Mr of the Molls Hotel and RAT H D
Smith, pastor of the Ourtetian chnrch,
offl listed The couple were married
her, to recap', the worries of a home
wedding The bride, who was 11000M-
panted to this city by her friend,
Savannah (fish, of Harlington,
young lady of many attractions
isa sister of ElelerJ W Ligon, the
known Ohrisu an church minister
Mies
Is a
Sue
well
The
groom is* prosperous tied worthy joung
farmer.
---
ADAMS-TROTTER.
Mr. W G. Adams and Miss Emma
Trotter, a popular young Non t Chris
tian couple, were 1:Berried Wedileeday
at the Gooch house. The nuptial knot
was tied by It., James Gooch. Fol-
lowing the service, Mr, and Mrs. Adams
left for their rotor', home in the Din.o-
letIon viainity,
WILLI A MSON-PIKER,
Mr. Wlhltaiii Y. Williamson, She pop-
nier,sou of Jailer T Willitma in, an
Miss Ruby Hoier, a lovely young Jody
of the Sinking Fork clan:ninny and a
daughter of Mrs 11.. F. Elmer, will be
united in the 1»nds of wedlock next
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The
ceremony will take place in the °brie.
Sian church near the home of the twide,
and Elder T. D Moore will pronounce
the ceremony Mr. Williamsoo and his
bride will go to honeekeepieg on Em
street.
DAGG-BL ACk WELL
The following invitations have s n
received in this city :
"Mr. ano Mrs. Branch Ar.iher B ack
well request the honor of your presenee
at the marriage of their daughter Adri-
enne Priest, to Mr. James Horeeley
Dagg, on the afternoon of Wednesday,
October the twenty-fourth, nineteen
hundred, at three o'clock, First Presby-
terian March, Henderson Kentucky.
The bride is a beight,attractive young
woman, well known in Henderson so-
ceety Mr. DWI/ is a leading hiptinees
man and a gentleman of sterling worth.
KENTUCKY BANKS.
The statement of the Controller of
Ourrency shows that the banks of Ken-
tucky, exclusive of Louisville., had an
average reserve on September Sot 30.78
per cent over June 29. Loans and die-
oounti increased from $19,620,t18 to
$19,918,4:34. Gold coin decreased from
$696,652 to M387,497; total specie from
$1,240,000 to $1,921,241; lawful money
reserve from $1.783,877 to $15700.787;
Individual deposits increased from $18,-
221,789 to $18,970.220
Armor Proof.
are those who use pure drugs when at
tacked by disease „ We handle no oth-
er. Our.drugs and medicines are re•
eeived from the best and most reliable
sonnies, and in such quantities that we
con always have them fresh, and con-
taining their :teat properties. Our pre-
scription department is the mecca 
1 
for
physician's precriptions where only the
choicest drugs are used.
ANDERSON & FOWLER
guri,g oh- 0 g• v 5 M 1 fi 514 Messen-
t
Mr- It C. Herrin ink and daughter
to •ed, rre the rapers of Mr and Mrs S.
. A 
. 
1 0 • .n.tw r
M'. Tons P 1, 44 Murray, 111
inn, Mrs. W. H. Klgin on North Main
51,5. t.
'(Tn& Et. v .
LaTHAM.-W B Nei% Los, R Ii Yttte
Muehlfeld r, 1' el Petrie, 8 A 1:10wIllan
0 Lefkortt•-, Cheeinneti; Son Sublease,
J Stephen, levatievi1:.; R Bethel,
W Aibenywk K B B Van
Dyke. lowers le; N E Hart.n. Guthrie!
W D Bell, OW MeD te, ••5 imuis H J
Stewart, J T Well., Mee,.o• : Mrs A P
White, Miss Mary Ore 4s1, Oaliz; J
H Faro ortb, Nashville; J Taylor,
OhnftannOgs.
PHOENIY. -E Elden :i '',B A 0o-
pass, L-oisvilie. 8 A tials• 'resit, Ind
John A Ebbs*, I A . Hill, Kw-
au.vill• ; John Bell, G . Smith, J 0
Moore, City; John t, Prieto.. Peaoher's
Kit'; ft A Rodgere, 9 
-ipiertion; I H
Winteem, NA-hello ; J*11 Dodson, St
Louts
MISS GARY bETTER.
The many Meads of Mies Lillian
Gary will be glad to learn that she is
slightly better today. She has been
seriously ill for several weeka with ty-
phoid fever
Battleship Wisconsin,
= =1=
Is New We')
MAW ?KAKI:IWO, tbit, 11..Elts
Wel of the new battleship Wisconsin
will take place to-day in Manta Barbara
channel. Up to the present she has
surpassed the p•rformance of any vessel
ever turned out from the Union Iron
Works. On her recent trip north she
proved that she is a very fast vessel.
She covered the distance from Seattle
to Point Bonita Light, 801:16 miles in fifty-
nine hours.
Quantrell's Fighters.
(epeeist to the Now Era)
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Oos. II.-
The Oak Groverreet fair hoe started,
and is bringing thousands into town. A
number of (4uantrell's men are here and
there will be a grand reunion of them
tomorrow.
PERUNA CURES CATARRH
OF KIDNEYS EVERY TIME
1=1
/.`,. 4,1
.kVe1r-
DANGEROUS KIDNEY DISEASES CURED ,
Perim Creating a Bailout SesesItes Is the Cars
of Clirmile Musts of tie Indleys.
Mr. John Vance, of Hartford City, lod.
says: "My kidney trouble IA much
better. I have improved so much that
everybody wants to know what medi-
cine I am using. I recommend Perlin&
to everybody and some have commenced
to use it. The folks all say that if Dr.
Hartman's medicine cures me it most be
great."
Mr. J. Broke, of Petrolea, Ontario.
Canada, writes: ',Four years ago I
had a severe attack of Bright's Dis-
ease, which brought me so Jaw the
doctor said nothing more could be
deem tor me. I began to in take Pennon
and Msusailn, and in three months I
was a well man, and have continued
so ever since."
At the appearance of the first symptom
of kidney trouble, Peruna should be
taken. This remedy strikesatonoe the
very root of the disease. It at once re-
heves the catarrhal kidneys of the stag-
nant blood, preventing the escape of
serum forme
the blood. Pe-
runs stimu-
lates the kid-
neys to en-
Crete from
the blood the
aocu mu is
in g poison,
and thus pre.
vent, the
convulsion s
which are sure to follow if the poison/
are allowed to remain. It gives pine
vigor to the heart's action and digestive
system, both of which are apt to fail
rapidly in this disease.
Peruse cores catarrh of the kepe
shorty because it cares catarrh wrier.
ever Ioseted.
A book on catarrh, written by De.
Hartman, will be sent free to say ed-
dress by The Peruna Medicines Oaf
Columbus, Ohio.
The Smith Premier
Typewriter
ved Greatest Number of
Points for Superiority at the
I PARIS EXPOSITION AND WAS AWARDED Al
DIPLOMA OF THE GRAND PRIX.
For its superiority of construction and efficiency at
Highest Rating of the Jury. This Grand
Prix was won by the Smith Premier
in competion with twenty other
typewriters on exhibition.
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co
219 First St., EVANSVILLE, IND.
See our Handsome Hats
and Bonnets opening day,
Tuesday, Oct. 9th.
The Richards Co.
Fall opening of Hats
and Bonnets, Tuesday.
Oct. 9th,
The Richards Co.
mmmittntrOlmtmmtmtmrnmmitrmrim
CLOTHING i33i!BARGAINS ji
Lot I . Thirty Men's and
Youth Winter Suits, assort.
ed styles and sign.
Original Price $7.50 to $10
For $5.00.
Lot 2. Thirty-five Men's
and Youth's Suits, all sizes
and all kinds of material.
Original Price $10 to $15
For 47.50.
MOW
I..ot 3. Seventy fivelmens
d Youth's Suits, fineldigh
Art made.
Original Price 12.50 to 17.50
arorq$10.
The above suits are goods we carried over fiom last winter and
while the colors and styles may not be the very latest, the prices at
which we offer them will give an opportunity to you to get a first-class
suit of winter clothing fur very little over one-half thilis seal value.
E.**
E III•Andcrson&Co
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GROWING
Old Without Religion a
Gloomy Prospect.
Jesus Christ Brightens
The Shadows Of The
Evening.
WASIIINOTON. Oct 7.-In this sermon
Dr. Talmage discourses upoa the in vi-
taloa given to Christ to day overnight
ia the erlental tillage and makes some
sigMelatory suggestions. The text is
Zs tale, 29. "Abide with us, for It Is
toward terentaii."
Two villager% having concluded their
errand In Jeratialeas have started out
at the ell, is aad, are on their way
to Kmmana the place of their resi-
dence. They go with a sad heart. Je-
sus, who had been their admiration
sled their joy, had been basely mama-
esed aad entombed. As, with sad face
ma *viten bean, they pass on their
War Stranger accosts them. Illeg
Itik Wei their anxieties and bitterness
sasL tare talks to then.
night* expsineng the Scriptures.
ars 11111111110 VMS SIM the fascination
et billedIgInt-esavessation. They for-
get SS time and mete ast the objects
they pass and Melee they are aware
base Mete up is front of their house.
tbse pause before the entrance and at-
tempt Is pentade the stranger to tar-
ry wgh them. They press open him
Salt belefiliallties. Night is coming on,
Mid be may inset a prowling wild
beast or be abliepal is be unsheltered
from the dew. He cannot go much far-
ther now. Why not stop there and
mutt** their pleasant conversation?
lbw take him by the arm, and they
twist upon his coming In, addressing
hbe In the words, "Abide with us, for
It Is toward evening." The lamps are
Righted, the table is spread, pleasant
metallise are enkindled. They i's-
In the presence of the stranger
„st inset He asks. a Weaning epos the
bread they eat, and be hands a piece
SI It to each. Suddenly and with over-
Whin( power the thought Isobel
*„ loos the aottuadod people-it is the
Icril And aS they sit Is breathless
weeder, looking upon the resurrected
body of Jesus,. vanished. The ln-
lehlew aided. Itirwas gene,
e. tam Dew* Send. of Lila.
With sway of as it .is a bright sun-
/ Absy day of prospertty. There is sot
Wind in the sky, sot a leaf rustling
the foreet„ no chill In the air. But
we EMI* expect all this to last. He
Is set as intelligent man who exPeeht
putottal angel* at joy. The sem
II after *Irbil* near the Mahon; the
sibiglaws will heathen Willie I meek
1110117 et no stead In the very hour de-
amid le the text. "For it is toward
etyma...* The ropiest at the text is
eggreplate foe some In every mama-
ale, he with them it is toward the
evade, of old age. They have permed
US seeridian of We. They are some-
time startled to think how old they
ME ME, do not, ho wirer, like alters
gemest epee it If others suggest
issirappOladalat400 b.)ward venerable
IMINININIBelb. they say, "Why. I am not
es obi alter ad.' They do, indeed, no-
ble ghat taw cannot lift quite as much
ne4enee; they cannot walk quite so
taut; they cannot read quite so well
without spectacles; they cannot so *w-
ag reemat from a tough or any occa-
sional ailment: they have lost their
lases ter amerriment; they are surprised
at the quick passage of the year; they
say that It only seems but a little while
ago that they were boys; they are go-
kg a little down hill. there is some-
is their health, something in
Whim something in their walk.
In their changing associa-
semething above, something be-.
something within to remind
that it is toward evening.
great want of all such is to have
3111111e abide with them. It is a dismal
agois be getting old without the re-
greenating infieenee of religion. When
/we stop en the down grade of life and
S. that It dips tq the verge of the coati
Thai. we want is behold some one
near who will help se across it. When
Ow sight lose, its power to glance and
gather up, we seed the faith that can
Illomlne. When we feel the failure of
the ear, we seed the clear tones of that
vete* which in olden times broke up
Do awe of the deal with cadences
at issaey. When the axmen of death
lieW down whole forests of strength
and beauty around us and we are left
is solitude, we need the dove of divine
eastey to sing in our brandies. When
US shadows begin to fall and we feel
that the day is far spent, we need
most of all to supplicate the beneficest
Jesus in the prayer of the villagers.
"AIM. with es, ter It Is toward even-
ing."
Imatmatinno of
The request of the text is an &ppm-
paste exclamation for all these who
elise approaching the gloomy bow of
lion. There is nothing easier
to be good metered when every-
- 
Seems. or is be humble when
Sere is nothing to pug us up, or for-
&Wog wbes we have not bees email-
ed. er holiest when we have no Induce-
Sent to fraud. But you have felt the
grapple of some temptation, Your an-
at some thee quaked and groaned
Nader the Infernal power. You felt
that the devil was after you; you saw
your Christian graces retreating; you
losrod that you would fall in the awful
urrestle with sin and be thrown Into
US dust The gloom thieketted. The
fret indications of the night were Been.
In all the trembling of your soul, in all
the Infernal suggestions of oaten. in
sa the merging up of tumultuous pas-
Am and excitements, you felt with
awful emphasis that it was toward
irrosins. In the tempted hour you
seed to ask Jesus to abide with you.
lithe can beat back the monster that
would devour; you can unhorse the
she that would ride you down; you can
itherpes the battles/ with which you
'Thal lakes kali?
Br ray b soda or Burred by the blood
When the blood is impure, the Meeks
ad/ow, the eyes 
C 
dull, the hair loses 
resiber. Inns the Wood dewsthrough
US some in a pare, rich current, 
imparkle, the skin is deer, the emu-
' beautiful. Women who use Dr.
s Golden Medical Discovery, 5nd
that it is • genuine beautifier. By pun-
=and enriching the blood it puts a
Ilebseige, which tell the dory of perfect
•nesisa been left weak from fever iso oe-
• u I was ander the doctor's care here,. write•
UM Alice E. Cambier, of Crawford. Dawes Co.,
Mb. •I took ssedichie, but did not seem to
pia seseb. I was tired all the time, bad
ISS had misdating pains all wer sae
owe ee ten, and was very servals, as I had
WM Wok ag the tamer. I an. all nmdowa
end Mews kosing what ailed ine4ruad 
le
vice
Mina De. rim, my tter
Eon I egighl Arm myself, also tefltsg
seethe I wade have to take care of Nayarit. alai
%alrIO lake the medicines. I took her battles
at 4Illidna Medical Discovery, and he of 'p.
veins ereeriptio.,' mid gained streagth right
6117 I took one hank of the ' Pleassat Tel-01ss• I kagew that the.. medicines will do
MAW tbsy me ormanamended to do.'
Vie Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets fier
~oh liver.
on the cheek and a brightness in
Hive your
and Overcoat put
ter cool weather
can The Tailor,
New Era Office,
CASTOR IA
The lam you gave Always Bauchi, ard which has been
le eft for over 30 years, has bor..° the signature of
and bas bf--42 made under his per.
1444. soma' sudervision since Its Infancy.Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle With and endanger the health or
ladants and Children-Experience against Experiment.
. What is CASTORIA
ellsessia is a harsaltus substitute tbr Castor OH, pare.
garie. Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. 1 t
eigetnieut neither Opium, Morphine nor other liareotie
Ith age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhtea and Wind
Chiba It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatetbessey. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Ilisoomeh and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
GAHM N E CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
ThE carTare •••••••11. nonaav or. emir Tema errs
Spilt the head of beheeted abornina.
tio.a. Who helped Paul shake the bra-
wn gated heart of NV110 acted
like • good /tailor %viten all tbe crew
bowled in the Metliterrneean ship-
wreck? Who helped the martyry to be
firm when one word of recantation
would have unfastened the witties of
the stake and put out the kindling fire?
When the night of the soul came on
and all the denizens of darkness came
riding upon the winds of perdition,
who gave strength to the soul? Wbo
gave calmness to the heart? Who
broke the spell or infernal enchant-
ment? He who beard the request of
US villagem, "Abide with us, for it is
toward evening." One of 'the forts of
France was attacked. and the out-
works were taken before night. The
besieging army lay down, thinking
that there was but little to el.) in the
morning and that the soldiery in the
fort could be easily made to surrender.
But during the night. through a back
stairs, they escaped into the country.
In the morning the Iresieging army
sprang upon the battlements. but found
that their prey was gone. Bo when
we are assaulted by temptation there
Is always some secret stair by which
we might get off. God will not allow
us to be tempted above what we are
able. but !Ott) every temptation will
bring a way of escape that we may be
able to bear It
Eam•t Morrepar Trimble.
The prayer of the text is appropriate
for all who are anticipating sorrow.
The greatest folly that ever grew on
this planet Is the tendency to borrow
trouble, but there are times when ap-
proaching sorrow is so evident that we
need to be moking especial prepara-
tions for its coming. One of your chil-
dren has lately become a favorite. The
cry of that child strikes deeper Into the
heart than the cry of all the others.
You think more about It; you give it
more attention not because It is any
more of a treasure than the others, but
because it is becoming frail. There Is
something in the cheek. In the eye and
in the walk that makes you quite sure
that the leaves of the flower are going
to be scattered. The utmost nursing
and medical attendance are ineffectual.
The pulse becomes feeble, the complex-
ion lighter, the step weaker, the laugh
fainter. No more rozziplm: for titat "tit'
through hall and parlor. The nursery
I. darkened by an approaching calam-
ity. The heart feels with mournful an-
ticipation that the sun is going down.
Night speeds on. It Is toward evening.
You have long rejoiced In the care of
a mother; you have done everything to
make her last days happy; you have
run with quick feet to wait upon her
every want. Her presence has been a
perpetual blessing in the household.
Rut the fruit gatherers are tooting
wistfully at that tree. Her soul Is ripe
for beeves. The gate; are ready to
flash ogee for her entrance. put your
soul leaks at the thought of separation.
You cannot bear to think that soon you
will he called to take the last look at
that thee, which from the first hour
has leaked upon you with affeetion un-
changeable. But you see that life is
ebbing, and the grave will soon hide
her tweet your sight You sit quiet;
you feel heavy hearted. The light le
fading from the sky; the air is chill.
It is toward evening.
You had a considerable estate and
felt independent In five minutes on
one fair balance sheet you could see
just how you Stood with the world.
But there tense complications. Some-
thing that you imagined Impossible
happened. The hest friend you had
proved traitor to your Interests. A
sudden crash of national misfortune
prostrated your credit. You may to-
day be going on in business. but you
feel anxious about where you are
standing and fear that the next turn of
the commercial wheel will bring you
prostrate. You foresee what you con-
sider certain defalcation; you think of
the anguish of telling your friends that
you are not worth a dollar; you know
not how you wIll.ever bring your chil-
dren home from school; you wonder
bow you will stand the selling of your
library or the moving into a plainer
house. The misfortunes of life have
acesimulated. You wonder what makes
the sky moo dark. It le toward evening.
Jesse' cmaterties Grasse.
Trouble is an apothecary that mixes
a great many drafts, bitter and sour
and nauseous, and you must drink
some one of them. Trouble puts up A
great many packs, and you must carry
some one of them. Tflere is no sandal
so thick and well adjusted but some
thorn will strike through It; there is
no sound so sweet but the undertaker's
screwdriver grates through it In this
swift shuttle of the heart some of the
threads must break. The journey from
Jerusalem to Emmaus will soon be
ended. Our Bible, our common sense,
our observation, reiterate in tones that
we cannot mistake and ought not to
disregard-ft is toward evening.
Ob, then, for Jesus to abide with us!
Ue illeaseasis the cup; he extracts the
thorn; be wipes the tear. he bushes the
tempest; he soothes the soul that flies
to him for shelter. Let the night swoop
and the F. :rociydon toss the sea; let
the thunders roll-soon all will be well.
Christ in the ship to soothe his friends;
Christ on the ma to stop Its tumult;
Christ in the grave to scatter the dark-
ness; Christ In the heaven, to lead the
way. Blessed all such. His arms will
Inclose them, his seed/Ice free them,
his glory enchant them It earthly es-
tate take wings, be will be an incorrupt-
ible treasure; If friends die, be will be
tbetr resurrection. Standing with us
in the morning of our joy and in the
noonday of our prosperity. he will not
forsake us when the luster has faded
and It is toward evening.
Listen to Paul's battle shout with
misfortune, bark to mounting Lati-
mer's Are song; look at the glory that
bath naft the dungeon and tilled the
earth and heavens with the crash of
the telling manacles of dempotisin and
then look at those who have tried to
cure themselves by human presertp-
- I
• REMEDY for Nasal Catarrh whic
is drying and exciting to the disease
isembrante should Dot he aped. What
is needed is Mat which I. cleansing,
soothing. protesting sg.gi haling. such
a remedy is Ely's Cleans Belin. Price
all Statile) at &MOO or it will be mailed by
in shape In, Fingsboss, U Warren street, New
lai Dun- York. The Balms when piseed into thepposite refle sy mho ogee the membreme and
shoothod. A oold in the bead vanishes
103•4.
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I tions. attempting to heal gangrene with
patch of court plaster and to stop the
plague of dying empires with the
quackery of earthly wisdom. Nothing
Can speak peace to the soul, nothing
can unstrap our crushing burdens,
nothing Call overcome our spiritual
foes, nothing can open our eyes to see
the surrounding homes and chariots of
salvation that till all the mountains
but the voice and command of him
who stopped one night at Emmaus.
Searles the Evening.
The words of the text are pertinent
to us all from the fart that we are
nearing the evening of death. I have
beard it said that we ought to live as
though each moment were to be our
I Last I do not believe that theory. As
far as preparation is concerned, we
ought always to be ready, but we can-
not always be thinking of death, for
we have duties in life that demand our
attentipn. When a man is selling
goods, It is his business to think of the
bargain he is making; when a nom is
pketling in the courts, It is his duty to
think of the Interests of his clients;
when a clerk le adding up accounts, it
I. hie duty to keep his mind upon the.
coluniteof figures. He who fills up his
life with thoughts of death is far from
being the highest style of Christian. I
knew a man who used often to say at
night, "I wish I might die before morn-
ing!" He is now an Infidel. But there
are times when we can and ought' to
give ourselves' to the contemplation of
that solemn moment when to the soul
time ends and eternity begins. We
must go through that one pads. There
is no roundabout way, no bypath, no
circuitous route. Die we must, and it
will be to us a shameful occurrence or
a time of admirable ibehavior. Our
friends may stretch out their bands to
keep us back, but no imploration on
their part can hinder us. They might
offer large retainers. but death would
not take the fee. The breath will fail,
and the eyes will close. and the heart
will stop. You may hang the couch
with gorgeous tapestry, but whet does
death care for bed curtains? You may
hang the room with the finest works of
art but what does death care for pic-
tures? You may fill the house with the
retellings of widowhood and orphanage.
Theo death mind weeping?
1; ,..,; 0. 1,•• a depressing
theme. V ho wauta to live here forev-
er? The world has always treated we
well, and every day I feel leas and less
like scolding and complaining. But yet
I would not want to make this may
eternal residence. I love to watch the
clouds and tO bathe my soul in the blue
sea of heaven, but I expect when the
firmament is roiled away as a scroll to
see a new heaven, grander, higher and
more glorious. You ought to be willing
to exchange your body that his head-
aches and sideaches and weaknesses
Innumerable, that limps with the stone
bruise or festers with the thorn or
flames on the funeral pyre of fevers,
for an Incorruptible body and an eye
that blinks not before the jasper gates
and the great white throne. But be-
tween that and this there is an hour
about which no man should be reckless
or foolhardy. I doubt not your courage,
but 1 tell you that you will want Solite-
thing better than a strong arm, a good
aim and a trusty sword when, you
come to your last battle. You will
need a better robe than any you have
in your wardrobe to keep you warm In
that place.
sbertswing Days.
Circumstances do not make no much
difference. It may be bright day when
you push off from the planet. or It may
be dark night and while the owl la
hooting from the forest. It may be
spring, and your soul may go out
among the blossoms, apple orchards
swinging their censers in the way. It
may be winter awl the earth in a snow
shroud. It way be autumn and the
forests set on fire by the retreating
year-dead nature laid out in state. It
may be with your w ife'is hand in your
hand, or you may be in a strange hotel,
with a servant faithful to the last. It
may be In the rail train, shot off the
switch and tumbling in long reverbera-
tion down the embankment-crash,
crash: I know not the time. I know
not the mode, but the days of our life
ing subtracted away, and we
shall me down to the time when we
have bOt ten days left, then nine days,
then \et.ght days, then seven days. six
days, five days, four daps three days,
two days, one day. Then hours-three
hours, two hours, one hour. Then only
minutes left-five minutes, four min-
utes, three minutes, two minutes, one
minute. Then only seconds left-four
seconds, three seconds, two seconds,
one second. Gone! The chapter of
life ended! The book closed! The
pulses at rest! The feet through with
the journey! The hands closed from
all work! No word on the lips! No
breath In the nostrils! Hair combed
back to Ile undisheveled by any human
hands. The muscles still. The nerves
still. The longs still. The tongue still.
All still. You might put the stethoscope
to breast and hear no sound. You might
put a speaking trumpet to the ear, but
you could not wake the deafness. No
motion. No throb. No life. Still! Still!
The Rapidest Hour.
On earth with many of you the even-
ing is the happiest part of the 24 hours.
You gather about the stand. You talk
and laugh and sing. You recount the
day. You plan for the morrow. You
have games and repartees. Amid all
the toll of the day that is the goal for
which you run, and as you take out
your watch or look at the descending
sun you thrill with the thought that It
Is toward evening. So death comes to
the disciple. What if the sun of life is
about to set? Jesus le the daympring
from on high, the perpetual morning of
every ransomed spirit. What if the
darkness conies? Ji.stis Is the light of
the world and of hen ven. What though
this earthly lionme does ('rumble? Je-
sus has prepared a !mune of many
mansions. Jesus is the anchor that el-
ways bolds. Jesus is the fountain that
Is never exhausted. Jesus Is the even-
Tilt l.OLLF.Gt nuttNED
At Wiz, Ky., has been replaced by a
larger and finer edifice. Pres. E. Mc-
Culley is at the bead of an excellent
faculty. Tuition free to all. With a
variety of courses of study and cheap
private boarding, Oadiz can reason-
ably hope goon So have the largest col-
lege in Kestusky. wtf
•
Wit star hong up amid the gloom or the
gathering eight
You are almost through with the
abuse anti bai•kbiting of enemies. They
will veil you no moire by evil names.
Your good ()Pods wUl not longer be mis-
interpreted ... ,;• „r I: o filched. The
trouble's of tool: a •!! nel in the felici-
ties of heal n. To a. I evening! The
bereavements of earth will soon •lie
lifted. You will not Much longer stand
pouring your grief in the tomb like Ra-
chel weeping for her children or David
mourniug for Absalom. Broken hearts
bound up. Wounds healed. Tears
wiped away. Sorrowiotenninated. No
more weinding of the dead march. To-
ward evening. Death will come, sweet
as steadier to the eYellds 'of the babe,
as full rations to a stamen: soldier. as
evening bout to the exhausted work-
man. The sky will take on its sunset
glow, every cloud a flre ursine every
lake a glassy mirror, the forests trans-
figured, delicate mists clittOing the air.
Your friends will announce it. your
pulses will beat It, your joys will ring
eit venoinug'
r.'IOtt, ill whisper it "T.,..ard
•
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A NEW CENTURY REVIVAL.
riati• is England and Title Conatry
For a (' ted Movement.
All of the Free ctinrches of England
are joined In an effort to open the new
ceatury with a great evangelical reviv-
al. Eight (lays are to be given to the
task, apart from the months of prepa-
ration which have already begun. In
this tie* of preparation the Christian
Endeavor and other lay help is brought
itito use'. The meetings will begin on
Saturday night. January being the
month selected, cover the two follow-
ing Sundays and terminate on Monday
evening.' The London meetings are to
be held, In advance of those in the
provincem; this for hx'al effect.. There
are to be mix London centers-princi-
pal center's- each of which will have
many stibordinate centers.
In other cities of England the num-
ber of principal centers, each with sub-
ordinate ones, will number from one
to six. according to size, and work is
already begun to see that no city, how-
ever small, is omitted from the plan.
The date will he about a fortnight aft-
er the close of the London meetings.
Evangelists from one to ten in number
will be sent to each city, according to
size, and pasture will help out.
There will lw special services for
milkmen, for ('Sr drivers, for fallen
women. newspaper boys. etc. Soule of
these will be held at early hours in the
morning, one of them at 3 a. mu. They
will he held at any hour those for
whom they are held can best attend.
The aim Is, Mot, to reach pevie of all
grades and to provide meetings any-
where anti at any time; second, to
converge these miletings upon central
mass Meetings.
There is also a movement on foot In
this country to make tills a year of
prayer and preparation for the incom-
ing new eentury. A call to this end Is
addressed to the people of the United
States and is signed by many repre-
sentative men. Including such names
as those of the Rev. Drs. J. H. Bar-
rows. Josiah Strong, Washington Glad-
den. Theodore L Cuyler. C. I. Scofield
and Bishops Gilbert of Minnesota.
Leonard of Ohio. Doane of .Slliany. An-
drews of New York. etc. The appeal
Is to Christians to make the year one
of prayer, work and preparation and
education by Bible study and study of
missionary and other progressive Chris-
tian work in order that a great revival
of religion may be prepared for in the
opening year of the new century.-
Church Economist.
Inventy-tour and Seventy-lye MU-
lions.
In 1020 74 Englieb Puritans sailed
for North America and there establish-
ed a colony. Their descendants are
now taking a census of the country
which they then founded. This cen-
sus reveals that that population of the
United States is close upon 75,000,000-
E000,000 to every pilgrim father! The
population of the British Isles is 40,-
000,000. Across the Atlantic there are
75,000.000 of English speaking men,
women and children living under mod-
ern conditions who are prospering
mightily, who manage their own busi-
ness, every one of whom Is an un-
crowned king or queen, who does not be-
lieve in the divine right of sovereigns,
In the doctrine that a monarch can do
no wrong, in the principle of heredita-
ry superiority. They enjoy free insti-
tutions based on the principles of mod-
ern civilization. Meanwhile the Co -
aervatives in England tell us that
progress is dangerous, that we should
hug our medireval traditions and that
there Is something worse than war-
reform.--London Truth.
The Saab and the Children.
The youth of Brussels. it appears,
were not slow to exploit the shah's
weakness for children, which was In-
cautiously referred to in the press.
Our correspondent mentions that an
enterprising lad wrote to his majesty
that a bicycle would make him com-
pletely happy, but the fact must not
be divulged to his parents, while an-
other child asked for a doll in similar
terms. In both Instance* the gifts
were forthcoming. with the result that
on the last (lay of his majesty's visit
the Permian legation was besieged by
youthful applicant's ninny of whom
were made happy by practical proofs
of the shah's geuerosity. - London
Chronicle.
Setting an Example.
One Paris "grand dame" Is bound
that France shall not be depopulated.
The Viconittliric de Rochemaille is 22
year. of age, has beeu married live
years and is the mother of 11 boys, of
whom the eldest Is not quite 4 years of
age. She presented her husband with
four pairs of twins in succession and
has just topped off with triplets. The
*children are all rerun,' and healthy.
OALL and see samples of our made
to-order shoes and repair work of all
kinds,
JEFF MORRIS
QUKSTION ANSWERED.
Yes, August Flower still has the lar-
gest isle of any medicine iu the civi•
Used world. Your mothers' and grand-
mothers' OMo thought of using any-
thing else tot Indigestion orBillionaness.
Doctors were scarce and they seldom
beard of Appendicitis, Nervous Prostra-
tion, or Heart Failure, etc. They used
August Flower Pa clean the system and
stop fermentation of nudirreeted food,
regulate the action of the liver stimu-
late the nervous arid organic of the aye-
tern, and that is all they took when
feeling dull and bad with headaches
and other ache*. 'You only need a few
doses of Green's August Flower, in
liquid form, to make you satisfied there
is nothing serious the matter with you.
For sale by druggiste civilized omen-
trtes.
"The Way to Fix it,"
'aid the Dov-ot when planning a
chaise that tem iireek down, "is
tc make the weakeet spot as strong as
the rest " This is what Jonmsou's
lizorabiems Pourrzes do to the hu-
man ye Lick They touch the weak,
sore, aching, tender spots, and maks
them tfrung as the rg..1r. See the Red
Cross cei lb • pleat er-- the sign of gen-
uine/team and tntoit.
JOHNSON it JOHNSON'.
Illinufacturr,g chemists, New York.
LEAVE, IfOrs
NO. OM,
daily
I., glop sent liee as
Al. ennet's i00 am
Ar Henlion 5:110 • m
Ar a m
• ronnon ii:aa a m
Ar. 7 $ip m
• PrInlon 6:06 a in
Ar Paducah 900 a m
Ar Memphis
Ar New Orleans
TIME
TABLE
Sereotive Sunday
June 24th, 1900
IstaYILLL.
No. 1114. No. 540, de
daily daily
II:40a m 6:16 p m
l2:46 pm T:16 p 10
4:56 pm
6:46 pm
If:56 p m
6:66 p m
2:60 p m
4.*5 p m
10:40 p m
10:00 • ra:
No. 541 Arrives at HopitInsellle,9:50 ape
Noi Ma Arrives at HopkinsvIlle, 4:00 p.m.
No.111 Arrived Si Hopkinsvine.,:so p m
B. M. 8nsawooe, Agt
Hopkinswille, Ky
W. A. Kiewen, A. G. P. A..
Lonievale, Ky
POLITICAL
News And Notes Of Local
Interest.
Col. Ashby Edmunds--
Democratic Headquart-
ers Items.
From sal urIaY'adahIy.
Mr. Ashby &Iolanda received a eont-
mission this morning as Colonel on the
staff of Gov Beckham. Tbis honor is
worthily bestowed. co' Edmunds Is
an ardent Democrat .1 I relelii work-
er in the party'. interest to.ides being
one of Goy. 5 • moo enthusias-
tic .upporters and adu ker..
Mr. James B. Alleneworth spoke to a
large audience at Tremolo isst night,
making a atroug tom 141 Li tic- Oemocrata
to do tbeir duty mm, N v. rubor. Many
ladle, were in the audience
Dr. Joe Metcalf... of Garrettaborg, ad
dressed a large ou C t UtqUOCralic
headquarters I ot Hoot. tie made an
•xoellent speech and was given the
closest attention.
Mr. Herman Wettstein has presented
the Democratic headquarters with a
painting of William Jennings Bryan.
Ool. W. R. Howell, of this city, ai d
Hon. Odle M. Jame*, of Marion, ad-
dressed a large and enthu.iastio Cu owl
of Democrats at Princeton last night.
The citizens of Lyon county are. pre,
paring to give Gov. Beckham and for-
mer Gov. McOreary an enthusiastic -
oeption when they visit Kattawa, Oct.
17. The mooing, which is to be held
at the Springs on the Audereen estate,
will be the largest political gathering
ver held in Lyon cantor
A free barbecue will be held
The postauteter at Owensboro his
been notified that the national postal
authorise will not take action until Oct
15 in the matter of the exclusion from
the mails at newspaper rates of the
Vindicator, the Prohibition organ pub
lished there The editors claim there is
politico in the order refusing their paper
regular mail rate,. The Vindicator has
been very outspoken iu criticising the
Preeideni's Phillipplue policy.
The Sixth district Republican :s0rm.
vesition at Carrollton nominated W.
ticD. Shaw for Oonicreas by anolama•
lion. Representative@ of the Brown
Democratic element were ,present to
offers coalition scheme, but they re
coved no encouragement.
There will be a great Democratic ral-
ly at Morietnfield today, and a big torch
light procession tonight. The Hon
Chas. K Wheeler and W. II Bourland
will addrees the penp'e la the afternoou
and at night.
R. P. Stoll. of 1.0etuiston, who has
been a Republican leader in Fayette
county for the Iasi twenty years, has al
last agreed to enter the race for the re-
nominatio m for °engross. This praotic-
ally statist matter of the Republi
can rumination for the °Moe in the
'Seventh dotgiot
44._ 'F... '1 • CS It X -A-.
Bears the 1 1 6 Yo ENOam 
algirra
Sulphur is kuuhu to the medical pro-
fession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blood and skin diseases.
Litteire Liquid Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
medicinal and hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Littell'm Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will cure any skin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Potions Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag•
gravated case of skin dittos/ie. For sale
by tenderloin & Fowler, do:1'RM,', Ho-
tel Latham. wtf
HIS PETITION GRANTED.
Judge Campbell Gives A Divorce Asd
Custody Of Ills Childres.
Pettily afternoon Judge George F
Oampbell was granted a divorce After
hearing the pfildavits given in evideuce,
Judge Oook severed the marriage bonds
and gave Judge Oampbell the custody
of his children
The defendant's maiden name, Mary
Falwell, was restored to her.
FINE FARE FOR SALE
-
Sell Adapted to Agriculture or Stock Rattles
13-ting Melton' of changing my bus-
inems, I rffer far sale my farm 4 miles
Elms of Uroftou, containing 1100 acres,
known as the
RICE 'DULIN HOMESTEAD;
is in the highest state of cultivation and
has all the necessary improvements,
Tnere are 8 tobacco barns, stables for
25 head of stock, cow-sheds, tool sheds,
2 granaries, corn ()rib 2 tenemebt houses
good ice house etc. 200 acres in cultiva-
tion and 100 in timber. 65 acres seed-
ed in clover and timothy. There are 75
acres for wheat this fall. The farm is
6 miles of coal fields, convenient to
schools and churches. Finely situated
for stook raising. Stock files are never
troublesome in this heighborhood. Will
sell at • bargain. 1, cash and balance
to suit the purchaaser.
M. V. DULAN, Orofton,0
LEASES FARM.
Mrs Jennie Rossington has leased her
farm on Canton pike to Walter Roaming-
ton for three years.
will make her future
daughter In Texas.
Mrs. Rossington
home with her
FOlt SALE-My farm on the Canton
pike. wit JOB WEILL
_ 
LOCAL
• nd
CLIMATIC
Nothing but a local
remedy orchange of
(inmate will curs
OATAILEM
The specific Is
ELY'S CREAM CALM
It Is quickly abe,riv•
ed. Gives Relief at
once. Opens and
(Stange. the Nasal
Passages.
Allay. Inflamma-
tion. Heals and pro. Imo
Wets the Membram
Restores Ile Senses of Taste and Haien. No
merpury, No Injurious drugs. Retail
Price WEI ramify lose, lise at, druggists orby mail.
CATARRH
Wiens@ & Kitten.
ELY BROTHERS
Ku/surmise New York
I.
Subs: King, Beasley, IdoEwen, K.
Carney.
READY FOR TNE SEASON.
South Kestacky College Foothill USW
Has Orgasited. 1 '
The football team of South Kentucky
College his organised for the season,
with Mr J. 0 Anderson, as captain.
Most of the players are experieneed and
of the very best available material.
Their average weight is one Winifred
thirty-seven pomade.
The team will line op as follow":
thanill, o.
Anderson, f. t.
Baxter, q. b.
Ray, r. h. b.
Young, I. it b.
Powell. r. a.
Higbee,
Gaol, r. T.
I tick ey, I. 5.
Davis, r. g.
Mollatthey, I
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kiad You Have Always Bought
Bears the
8/Tiatnre of
W. T. WINPR111,, T.
Winfre,o & Knig
Real Estate.
A beautiful home: two story ck
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and all moders' con-
veniences; e•rrything new and
c,elleot repair; house piped for
and gas, and wired for electricity
uellar, cistern, .table and all
ex -
rater
good
her
necessary outbuildings; nice shade trees.
This property will be sold at s bargain.
The season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
to commit this column.
We have excellent facilities for con
darning she business and will adveruse
property put into our hands free GI
oharge, and will furnish proapective
customers conveyance to loot at prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to set
us if you want to sell, it costs you polio
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lauds
that we will sell at low price or to
change for farming land in this section:
Sill aeree in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Pasco county, 200 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun-
ty One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For farther description, etc., see
us. •
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, convenient to business and de
pots, within one square of Main Si.
Good farm of 100 acres, 2 miles from
Benneltdown, Ky. Good house
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable $83,31.1
feet, 40 sores in fine timber, good let&
land aud a desirable farm, oonvestoot
to schools and churches and on good
mad.
Nioe cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad street', 7 rooms, good mieboild-
intro cistern, etc. ()heap and ea ' rea-
sonable terms.
Stook of goods, store house and I-
deuce for sale at good town on L. dit N.
R. R First-class paying business, Woe
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten scree of nine ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house aid all necessery outbuilding.,
good cistern and orchard. Two amigo(
land adjoining South Kentucky Oollege,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low price
aud on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
821, feet on Oampbell street by 166 feet
to alley, house has ti TO011111 and all Do-
oemary outbuildings, nice shade _Item,
fine gar ten and gyape arbor.
Well improved suburban place. With
18 scree of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bouse, carriage
house, milk house, rte., everything in
good repair. Oomplete set of farming
Implement. go with the place
Good farm 228 acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 3
miles from Pembroke, good Iwo-story
brick dwelling, 6 moms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and out easy erms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $A per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, fronting tiO feet on Main by
200 feet deep Hon•e has six rooms,
rood cistern. +table and necessary oat.
buildings. For sale.
Tbe Lindsays' Mill property, embrac
fog a burr mill for grinding both com
and wheat, two good residences, two
cisterns and all necessary ottbuildings
and 30 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line bt.tween Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms
86 scree of fine land just outside toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $66 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettatovrn,
about 800 acres: Will be converted into
2 or 8 tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price POO.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Sniping lot 80x200ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms. 2
porohes, cistern outbuilding., shade
and front trees. Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient to postoffice, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
welling 5 rooms and hall, onec.v. d barn, good stables sad
cow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant iota on Walnut
street.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Pries $6.00 per acre.
Flue farm of 265 acres in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at &great bargain.
155 acres of land near Clarksville
pike, 8 miles from HopkinrrIlle. 140
per acre. Very desireable.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house r two stories, 8 rooms, new and in
good epair, about 7 acres of land, just
outside the city imie on one of the bed
street.
A nice residence at Oast'', Ky. Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and tut
TOOtn OftiO• In yard ;good lialVanill h01110,
large gcod ice house, large stable and
carriage house and, all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
notrenesve,nnievnetriotadillepongt.wicehiloo, good 
c 313 c ce s er or hn ;;
6clp eillo75aartfiorynmlfhoe-rHwa9Phdtoctorklinedv.tillit"wi.thSpgl°°den-
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell St., lot 70x185Xe feet,fivo bed rooms,
'Mims rocm, dining room, kitchen, Look
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
a sewing room: on second, floor; also
splendid dry cellar Itix14 feet with briak
walls arid floor, good cistern,coal house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
6 
an
house. TERMS-One third cash, big-
anoe in four equal nual payments,
cent. interest on deferred pay-
EASE YOUR BURDENS
BY USING
GOLD
DUST
WASIIING.P0
Let your head RIM, your hands.
Let Gold Dust do the work for you.
It makes glad the hearts of those
who are not happy unless everything
is clean. Gold Dust is woman's
best friend, dirt's worst enemy.
111
"Housework is hard work without Gold Dust."
ELECTED
Dr. Robert F. McDaniel
County Physician.
The Fiscal Court Has
.Completed Its Work
And Adjourned
From Saturday's daily.
Dr. Robert F. McDaniel was elected
county physician by the fiscal court this
morning. Ott the flint ballot he rectiv• ,
• the five votes of the Republican
member. and hr J. B Jackson was
'ven the vctee of the three Democratic
magistrates. Ott motion of 'Squire Dix
on the election wail made unanimous.
Dr. McDaniel is thoroughly competent.
He is a graduate of the medical depart-
ment of Vanderbilt and served with the
hospital corps of the Third Kentaeky
regiment in Cuba
On motion of Justice Long a relega-
tion was pained requiring. before the
claims are allowed, an 'aImiassion by
two or more physicians of all cases of
small pox that may hereafter be rep rt-
ed.
The sum of $107 HO was appropriated
to pay for electric lights in jail, and
$160 for four water hydrants to be piaci
ad around the caurthouse. The turn of
$400 was allowed to purchasaaix months
provisions for the county's moles.
The reports of James B Brown, road
supervisor of Ninth section of county,
and John K. Major, sopervisor of Sixth
section, were roxived and filed. Jus-
tices Dixon and Heleley were. appointed
a or mmittee la investigate the reports
The following appropriations were
made: $500 to build 26 foot stone abut-
ment bridge over Antioch ()reek,
near Antioch church on Hopkinsville
and Greenville roads: $1 5(5) to build 24
foot span abutment bridge over Rook
Lick Creek on Crofton and Bethlehem
roads; $t0 to make fill In Highland Lick
road.
The county judge was authorized to
appoint a commissioner of the poor,with
the privilege of discharging him at will
Out in Kansas
lives a happy wife. She writes: "
have used Mother's Friend before
two confinements. The last time I had
twins, and was in labor only a few min-
utes. Suffered very little.' The reasos
why
Mother's Friend
does expestant mothers so much
good is because it is an external liniment,
to be applied upon the outside, where
much of the strain comas. It helps be-
cause the pores of the skin readily absorb
It, and it comes into direct contact with
and is abv.rbed by the parts involved.
Morning sickness is quickly banished,
and nervousness is kept completely away.
The sense of dread and foreboding is not
experienced, even during labor itself.
Confinement is short and almost without
pain. Recovery is quick and sure. Best
of all, Mothers Friend benefits the
unborn just as much as the expectant
mother, and when the little one comes ii
will be strong, lusty and healthy.
Druggists a.11 Mothar's Friend for $1 • battik
Send for our free book on in. subjoct,
fiucly alustratod.
THE BRAM-It:L.0 REGULATOR CO-
TLANTA, GA.
SENT FREE
to housekeepers_
liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
COOK BOOK
telling how (to prepare delicate
ani'delicions thither..
A.ddreas Ideblit P Paz Ills. New
Plum andWliskey IsMts
cured at biome with-
out pais Book of GE
cicolars sent FR
Da bN.WOOLLEY
b• 0 104 1 orth Pryor tit;
CHICHESTER'S 4.04,41.11114
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redhoirkrktersimg
1. KID asi iiId teratir beam aislail
aria it.. Maas. Take we Milker.
Ikaage• ems laabedeadeas sad lir
Sear Bey your frrprr, r rod Ir. ma
orrpsS. versimime,Tssalmmash
God .1111•Ii•f tor )444.see'r 4ww._111j10.
tare Nail. DAMP, TelkaeLlek. br
•11 onset.. (hiebeehn 011owind Goo
Vionhit oh. Madames PA„
PARK R'S
FlAiR BALSAM
the rote.
PrO/aorlI luxuriant rovrtli.
Hers? Pails to Restore G
Mats to its Youthful Color.
Ors. onalit datum • hat tallish&
sad 1.00et
BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR
sad 1.4ot-riling host *Wei pubbahad.
An elegant farm of 150 eines on Cox pulpit EchoesMill Road 4 miles from Hopkinsville;
will improved, rad foomo 11111 LIVING Tarts eat HEAD Asa 111•Itir.
•
sdtattiboltele., granary, corn and all n et:eatery C"e illwila:10444.1"'"""-iinW"....e..maele
out houses; first class land in flue 
con-ies 111. IMPIP1 III bat /1,1111.13. With SOO
I
Valuable store room on Main street ' =4'1 ivfleh a • (litter°, ,b161itAnor„,bY .X.T.,(ell••kialtun:
'city, 1,...tein:: r.
°De °f 'he beet bushiest, locations in the o , •• 1 oedielift " L4.7..A.iier eFi,"iiiir MT.:
• se ROPTIIIIIMITIMS Ii tie.. Vasa
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WILLIE AND HIS PAPA.
• -
"He Is apoplectic. Willie, on aecouat of high Hefei end Pee pet le 11111111- •
htm."-New York Evening Journal.
"Nursie. what's the matter with Peet?"
WINCHESTER"NEW RIVAL"FACTORY LOADED =MR SELS
N. Mack pewee* shaft oa the martot compare with the "HEW Inv " isea.
farmity and atessig seseenges oueuuss. bare this and waterproof. OM tie seaukao.
MROMESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. he Ibus,
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This is the Wak to ;
Buy Goods. Our Great COST ;• •
SA I,E ends with this week. To make it a
memorable week of busy activity,' we shall
offer some very special BARGAINS.
Don't Itt This Opportun-
ity go by Unheeded. You can
esi Ininly save from 25 to 50 per cent on the
dollar on everything you may need In ou
lines-DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, MILLI-
NERY, SROES, ETC. It is an undisput-
able fact that
Everything in our House is Be•
ing Sold at Actual Cost. Buy this
week aud save a lot of money. It's easy.
On Thursday and Friday, August 9th ana
loch,
SPECIAL SALE of all ou1Pancy
Silks, Black Silks and Satins and Ready-
Made Silk Shirt Waists. Man)'t of these will
be sold as Half Price, Remember us when
you are shopping this week; it will be to
your interest to-do so,•and by all mean don't
forget our SILK SALE.
THE RICHARDS
Cor. 8th & Main Sts.,
We Occupy the Corner Itoom Only.
.e********6
PROFESSIONAL CARDS illinoisCentral R. R.
Dr. Jas, E. Oldham, NEW THROUGH LINE
Dr. Lula E. Oldham.... Between Evansville and
. .Osteopaths. .
Graduates American School of Osteo-
pathy, Kirksville, Mu. All curable dis-
eases (both lonte and chronic) success-
fully treated witbout the use of drugs
or knife. Corner 14th and Liberty St..
Consultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a specialty. 'Phone 264
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Filook, up Madre over
Planters Bank.
HOPEINSVILLE. : liENTITOKY
Special dttention to
cases in bankruptcy.
R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
Physician and-Surgeon,
op0flipoe CourtM cDaHnotidusell:Res ilding,
TELEPHONE 3 Grace
PATENTS Tani Ithe COPYMIIIITS 4WOWED i
ADVICE At TO PATENTABILITY FREE
Notice in "Inventive Age"
Book "How to obtain Patents"
Margo inealonse. Na he till prat is swank ,
41.4=krictiraif:rdwwwenti•Viash=li'e.i
Chicago.
A new through ear line has bees es-
tablished for the entire distance aver
the Illinois Oentral, between Evansville
and ()Wage; de line being via Mat-
toon, Champaign and the road hem
Evansville to Mattoon, formerly a part
of the P. D B. Hy, The 'orrice a as
follows:
North Bound.
Dy San
Ls Evansville .. 7 :30 pet ?10ma
Ar Chicago  7:80 am IAd pea
South Bound.
Dy RiSsa
Lv °biotite ,  8 :40 pni 8 :SO au
Ar Evansville  8:136 am 8=
Through sleeping oars on night
and through free reclining chair.=
on day trains. Tickets of year
ticket agent.
aratteirearrailelhaareisietarerbearairreaheribre
YCCALN)PATEN
ralehra&eut. ;Varna
Plortenee. erpbsta.
for tree evaateatisalitt
BOOK ON PATENTS MX=
Wtri Le Cl.A.SNQW 1100.
P&L's Lawyers. WAS mie Haven, D.C.
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